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Editorial Introduction
Betsy Gilliland
University of Hawai‘i Mānoa
Grant Eckstein
Brigham Young University

A

s we enter a new academic year in North American universities,
we continue to think about the many ways that teachers, learners,
and other writers respond to written texts. While JRW publishes
primarily research looking at academic writing, mostly done in institutions of higher education and with courses that specifically teach students
how to write, we are also interested in the ways that people (or computers)
respond to writing in many other contexts and for many diverse purposes.
We welcome manuscripts that consider writing done by professionals in
the workplace, writing in graduate science courses, writing for publication,
fiction-writing groups, children’s first written texts, responding to writing
in languages other than English, and anything else that could be considered in the broad realm of response. Please encourage your colleagues to
read the journal and contribute.
This issue contains more articles than we have ever published before,
thanks to the plethora of high quality submissions we are receiving. The
articles address response concerns for both first- and second-language
writers in courses in multiple countries.
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Two articles address the experiences of second language writers in
English for Academic Purposes courses. In his article “Simultaneous
Oral-Written Feedback Approach (SOWFA): Students’ Preference on
Writing Response,” Jim Hu discusses students’ perspectives on a
particular approach to providing real-time written corrective feedback
during one-to-one conferences with university English for Academic
Purposes students in Canada. After surveying and interviewing his
students, Hu found that they value the approach because they feel it
helps them develop autonomy. Chun-Chun Yeh also examines writing
conferences in “Interaction and Participation in the Small Group
Writing Conference.” Yeh documented small-group conferences between
an instructor and four students at a university in Taiwan. An analysis of
the participants’ interaction in two different g roups revealed t hat t he
instructor controlled the discussion and that students rarely interacted
with each other, which Yeh attributes in part to the pressure the instructor
felt to ensure all students received feedback within a limited time frame.
Three articles in this issue address response practices in U.S. first-year
composition courses. Angela Laflen turned to a university’s learning management system (LMS) to understand how students accessed returned
writing assignments; Laflen reports on these findings in “What LMS Site
Statistics Tell Us About Timing Instructor Feedback on Student Writing.”
Results show that far more students downloaded instructor comments on
early drafts of assignments than on final drafts and that students were more
likely to download commented drafts earlier in the semester than later. In
“Bridging Instructor Intentions and Student Experiences: Constructing
Quality Feedback, Evaluating Writing Features, and Facilitating Peer Trust
as Goals of Peer Review, ” Mary K. Stewart takes up the issue of how
instructors and students differ i n t heir u nderstanding of t he g oals and
purposes for doing peer review. Stewart found that instructors held varied goals for the process, all of which aligned with recommendations in
the literature, whereas students universally felt that the purpose of peer
review was to help them improve their current drafts before turning them
in for a grade. Contrasting perspectives are also an issue in Daliborka C.
Padon’s study, “Responding to Writing Fluency: An Analysis of Writing
Teacher Preparation Materials.” Analyzing the messages delivered in
Gilliland, B., & Eckstein, G. (2019). Editorial introduction. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2):
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statements issued by various writing-related professional organizations
and comparing them to the dominant messages in best-selling advice
books for writing teachers, Padon discovered that writing books do not
promote the same response practices that the statements encourage.
Two articles in the issue take up concerns for second language
writers in U.S. first-year composition courses. Surveying a large
population of first- and second-language writers in a large university,
Tyler Carter and Suthathip Thirakunkovit’s “A Comparison of L1 and ESL
Written Feedback Preferences: Similarities, Differences, and Pedagogical
Application” discusses ways that the two groups of students hold similar
and different views. The students all agreed on their preference for specific
feedback for improvement over general comments, but L1 English speakers wanted broadly constructive criticism, while ESL writers preferred
language-focused commentary. Finally, Kyung Min Kim’s teaching article “Creating Space for Student Engagement With Revision: An Example
of a Feedback-Rich Class for Second Language Writers” describes how a
“feedback-rich environment” can be established to provide ESL writers
in first-year composition with multiple forms of feedback (oral and written) from many different sources ( teachers, p eers in class, outside p eers,
writing center tutors, and writers themselves) across several drafts of each
assignment. Kim’s article provides recommendations for instructors wishing
to set up a similar process themselves.
Finally, we have a transition to announce. Grant Eckstein will be stepping down from his post as coeditor of JRW. He has been with the journal
since before the first issue, connecting people and resources to help the
vision of JRW become reality. Grant was the founding managing editor and
will continue to work with the journal in the role of associate editor, working as our liaison with the Brigham Young University editing program,
so this is not goodbye but rather happy transitions!
We are also pleased to announce that Katherine Dailey O’Meara, assistant professor of Rhetoric and Composition and Director of Composition
at Emporia State University, will be joining us as coeditor. Kat received
her PhD at Arizona State University and has been both an author
(of “Providing Sustained Support for Teachers and Students in the
L2 Writing Classroom Using Writing Fellow Tutors,” published in
Gilliland, B., & Eckstein, G. (2019). Editorial introduction. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2):
1–4.
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Vol. 2, No. 2, and “Grammar Agreements: Crafting a More FinelyTuned Approach to Corrective Feedback,” coauthored with Ryan P.
Shepherd and Sarah Elizabeth Snyder, published in Vol. 2, No. 1) and
a regular reviewer for JRW. We look forward to Kat’s perspectives on
issues of response to writing.
JRW will be represented at the November 2019 Symposium on
Second Language Writing and several conferences in Spring 2020. Please
check in to say hello. We are also building our Facebook profile, so
feel free to “like” and “follow” us for updates on the journal and other
response-related news.

Copyrights
© JRW & Authors.
Copyright for this article is retained by the author(s), with first publication rights granted to the Journal.
This is an open-access article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons
Attribution license (CC BY-NC-ND) (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Simultaneous Oral-Written Feedback
Approach (SOWFA): Students’
Preference on Writing Response
Jim Hu
Thompson Rivers University
This paper reports beliefs and preferences of second-language (L2) students regarding effective writing feedback strategies, especially conferences for oral and
written feedback. Guiding the study were these questions: 1) Do L2 university
students prefer to receive direct or indirect teacher feedback on written-language
problems? 2) Do the students prefer to receive (a) written feedback (WF) only or
(b) oral feedback (OF) in one-on-one conferences as well as WF? 3) In the case of
2(b), do the students prefer to receive OF during or after WF? The study employed
mixed methods involving quantitative surveys of 30 Canadian university students
from two English for academic purposes (EAP) writing classes and qualitative interviews with 11 of those surveyed. Results demonstrate that the students preferred
direct feedback more on grammar, vocabulary, register, and clear expressions than
on spelling, punctuation, and mechanics. They also preferred direct feedback
more at the course beginning than at the end. More importantly, the students preferred coursework-based conferencing (Eckstein, 2013), particularly simultaneous
oral-written feedback (SOWF), a conferencing format that allows students and
teachers to negotiate and dialogue while teachers mark assignments. This paper
details the reasons for student preferences and discusses the advantages and
feasibility of a simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA).

Keywords: oral writing conference, written corrective feedback, student preferences,
simultaneous oral-written feedback
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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It’s good to understand what the students think so that in the future
you can better suit the students’ preferences. —Student.
Because you have to mark a lot of exams, if you have to go
through it again [in a conference], this takes more time. It is not
an efficient way to do it. —Student.
Research on response to student writing often takes a reductionist
approach, seeking to identify the silver-bullet methodology that will
effectively and efficiently remediate errors in student writing. There are,
however, myriad variables in learners, methods, and situations (Evans,
Hartshorn, McCollum, & Wolfersberger, 2010) that factor into student
learning. The present research, therefore, does not seek evidence to
prescribe or proscribe conventional feedback forms used in ESL classrooms; rather, as the student quotes above suggest, it is a presentation
of student perceptions, both of feedback on writing in general and of an
approach for delivering feedback in particular. Research has shown that
accommodating student beliefs and preferences can lead to increased
student motivation and learning (Best, Jones-Katz, Stolzenburg,
& Williamson, 2015; Kartchava, 2016; Leki, 1991). Nazif, Biswas,
and Hilbig (2004/2005) stated: “The learners’ beliefs and perceptions
of feedback are important in determining their responses and reactions to
feedback . . . [and] student perceptions on learning affect their learning”
(p. 166). While research has explored secondary-student attitudes toward feedback types (Lee, 2005, 2008) and university-student beliefs and
perceptions toward feedback types (Best et al., 2015; Ferris, Liu, Sinha,
& Senna, 2013; Grigoryan, 2017; Leki, 1991; Maliborska & You, 2016;
Rowe & Wood, 2008; Saito, 1994), the research on the whole has been
inconclusive regarding the best feedback approaches. Possible factors
include what proficiency level students have (Eckstein, 2013), whether
feedback is provided before or after paper submission for marking
(Lee, 2008), and whether oral feedback (OF) is available following
written feedback (WF; Maliborska & You, 2016).
Furthermore, there has been growing interest in exploring the use of
teacher-student conferencing to respond to student writing (e.g., Best et
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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al., 2015; Bursekrus, 2018; Eckstein, 2012/2013; Ewert, 2009; Goldstein &
Conrad, 1990; Maliborska & You, 2016; Young & Miller, 2004). Students
in general favor conferences (Eckstein, 2013) because they often involve interaction, dialogue, and negotiation (Bursekrus, 2018; Eckstein,
2012/2013; Nassaji, 2017; Williams, 2004) as well as optimal opportunities to develop and strengthen motivating student-teacher relationships
(Hu, 2000). However, these conferences generally take place after the
teacher has labored through marking and providing WF (Lee, 2008).
Little research has explored the use of integrating WF with OF or how
students perceive this feedback approach. Thus, this study attempts to fill
the gap as well as contribute to the research on effective writing response
approaches.
Literature Review
Much research has been conducted in the quest to identify the effective forms and amounts of feedback that teachers should provide L2
writing students, particularly since Truscott made a case against “grammar correction” over 20 years ago (1996, p. 327). Research has since
demonstrated a shift from whether ESL teachers should provide feedback to
how they should do so (Evans, Hartshorn, & Strong-Krause, 2011; Ferris
et al., 2013; Hartshorn & Evans, 2015). While certain error types appear
to be more resilient to correction than others (Brown, 2012; Sampson,
2012), research has suggested that feedback is “central to learning
and writing improvement” (Andrade & Evans, 2013, p. xiii) and that
students want, if not deserve, it (Baker, 2014). Thus, a number of studies
have examined the optimal scope, explicitness, and manner of L2 writing
feedback.
Scope of Feedback
Some practitioners address a broad range of student errors, while others choose specific error types to correct; this difference is expressed in the
literature as comprehensive versus selective feedback and unfocused versus focused feedback (Ellis, 2009; Ellis, Sheen, Murakami, & Takashima,
2008; Van Beuningen, De Jong, & Kuiken, 2012). Research supporting
comprehensive feedback has suggested that this type of feedback aligns
with “authentic writing situations [in which] students have to focus on
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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multiple aspects and types of errors simultaneously” (Evans et al., 2010,
p. 453) and that it contributes to increased writing proficiency “over time”
(Van Beuningen et al., 2012, p. 31). While some learners find comprehensive feedback overwhelming (Ferris, Brown, Liu, & Stine, 2011), some
students continue to express a preference for it (Lee, 2005; Leki, 1991;
McMartin-Miller, 2014). An alternative to this broad-scope feedback
method, which has been called the traditional approach (Truscott, 1996),
is the provision of feedback focused on selected forms, allowing writers to
reflect more deeply on specific errors (Ellis, 2009). Copious research has
roundly supported the focused approach (Andrade & Evans, 2013; Ferris,
2007; Jamalinesari, Rahimi, Gowhary, & Azizifar, 2015; Sampson, 2012;
Sheen, Wright, & Moldawa, 2009) and/or “a combination of both [comprehensive and selective feedback], depending on the task” (Brown, 2012,
p. 863) and instruction goals.
Explicitness of Feedback
The level of error correction’s explicitness is also under scrutiny. Direct
feedback (DF), a form of feedback in which teachers identify errors and
provide “explicit guidance” on how to correct them (Ellis, 2009, p. 99), affords the learner rapid, laserlike precision in revising text; many students
appreciate this (Chandler, 2003; Lee, 2007; Wang & Li, 2011) whether the
DF comes orally or in writing. While numerous studies have endorsed
the effectiveness of this form of feedback (Bitchener & Knoch, 2010; Van
Beuningen et al., 2012), there remains the question of whether DF alone affects long-term change in L2 writers’ language acquisition. Some research
has suggested that it does (Van Beuningen et al., 2012); other research has
suggested that it does not (Ellis, 2009; Ferris, 2014). Alqahtani and Payant
(2016) recommended that teachers limit the provision of direct answers
and opt for indirect feedback (IF), feedback in which teachers identify errors but do not explicitly correct them. Again, much research has supported
the efficacy of this form of feedback, suggesting that it prompts deeper
language processing and learning (Ferris, 2014; Jamalinesari et al., 2015;
Storch & Wigglesworth, 2010), yet other research has suggested that only
some “error types are amenable to change” (Wagner & Wulf, 2016, p. 272)
through IF. Researchers have found that higher level or more confident
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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students may prefer IF (Leki, 1991; Wang & Li, 2011). In general, when
feedback is narrowly and explicitly targeted for certain groups of learners, they may make observable and statistically significant progress on the
targeted features over time (Bitchener & Knoch, 2009; Bitchener, Young,
& Cameron, 2005; Ellis et al., 2008). Lastly, some researchers have recognized the merit of providing both DF and IF, depending on the error type,
learner competency, or both (Bitchener, 2012; Brown, 2012; Chandler,
2003). Indeed, Shirazi and Shekarabi (2014) suggested that “further studies had better not look at [the] direct or indirect type as two separate
approaches but as complementary ones” (p. 112).
		
Manners of Feedback

Other studies have explored various modes of delivering teacher
feedback: written and/or oral. WF can include handwritten, printed,
or electronic comments and corrections within the text, in margins, or
on attached sheets of explanations or rubrics (Bitchener & Storch, 2016).
Comments can be positive or corrective. While a consensus “is apparently
established” (Meng, 2013, p. 78) regarding the value of WF, this type of
feedback is often unclear, if not frustrating, to students (Best, 2011;
McGarrell, 2011) either because they cannot decipher the teacher’s handwriting or because they cannot grasp the meaning of the teacher’s writing.
Students have reported that OF is more easily understood than WF
(Ahern-Dodson & Reisinger, 2017; Best et al., 2015; Morra & Asis, 2009;
Nazif et al., 2004/2005). OF may consist of metalinguistic clues or explanations (Akbarzadeh, Saeidi, & Chehreh, 2014), individual or group
discussions or mini-lessons (Andrade & Evans, 2013), audio-taped feedback (Ahern-Dodson & Reisinger, 2017; Morra & Asis, 2009), audiovisual
commentary (Grigoryan, 2017), or one-on-one student-teacher conferencing (Best et al., 2015; Eckstein, 2012/2013, 2013; Ewert, 2009; Nassaji,
2017; Shvidko, 2015).
Even though the logistics and timing of student-teacher conferencing
are sometimes difficult (McGarrell & Verbeem, 2007; O, 2003) and certain
students find the process intimidating (Eckstein, 2013; Young & Miller,
2004), research has resounded with positive findings on the writing conference. Eckstein (2013) lays out some of the benefits in detail: “teachers
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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instruct students individually, build rapport between teacher and student,
address students’ writing questions, discuss learning and writing goals,
assess language proficiency, review grades, discuss students’ concerns,
and so on” (pp. 236–237).
Best et al. (2015) reported on a qualitative study focusing on ESL
student views on student-teacher conferences in an advanced academic
writing course. After peer review, the students submitted a second draft,
received a grade, and had a formal one-on-one conference with the instructor for at least 30 minutes. The study called the conferences a “strikingly positive experience for students” (Best et al., 2015, p. 347), and the
students claimed conferencing to be their “preferred method of acquiring
information and answers to questions” (Best et al., 2015, p. 348). Among
other reasons, conferencing “assists them in explaining their own writing to the instructor . . . [and] provides them with detail and clarification
of written comments by the instructor. Indeed, these participants saw
conferences as a give-and-take process, a cooperative exchange between
student and instructor” (Best et al., 2015, p. 348). Grigoryan (2017) also
suggested that “one-on-one student-instructor conferences were the most
effective approach to feedback in composition pedagogy” (p. 90) from a
constructivist view of learning as a dialogue process. In Maliborska and
You’s (2016) study, first-year international composition students expressed high levels of satisfaction with conferencing, owing to its effects
on student motivation, student understanding of instructors’ comments,
and individualized help. For a higher education preparatory English for
academic purposes (EAP) writing course in Turkey, Trotman (2011)
noted that student-teacher conferencing was “mutually appreciated and
highly valued” (p. 15) by the student and teacher participants. In Lee’s
(2007) study, the students repeatedly confirmed the “usefulness of teachers’ oral feedback” (p. 191), especially if the sessions were student-focused
and engaging (Goldstein & Conrad, 1990; Kim, 2015).
Evidently, feedback provided in oral conferences and negotiated between teacher and student has great potential to be within the student’s
zone of proximal development, wherein students may bridge the gap
between what they know and what they need to know next with the assistance of an instructor or mentor (Nassaji, 2017; Storch, 2018). As studies
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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have shown, such feedback appeals to students and proves to be beneficial in helping students with writing. Additionally, the negotiation and
dialogue in conferences help teachers minimize appropriation, namely,
taking over the student’s paper and imposing his or her intention on it
(Ferris, 2008).
The Gap
The OF and student-teacher writing conferences reported in the
literature have generally taken place after the teacher has spent considerable time providing written corrective feedback (WCF), suggestions, and
comments on language and other writing issues (e.g., Best et al., 2015;
Bursekrus, 2018; Eckstein, 2012/2013; Ewert, 2009; Goldstein & Conrad,
1990; Maliborska & You, 2016; Young & Miller, 2004). That means teachers
and tutors must spend two chunks of time providing feedback: one on
marking and one on conferencing. This is likely a practical reason why
widespread adoption of conferencing has not yet occurred. Little research
has explored integrating OF and WF, namely, providing OF and WF at the
same time or almost the same time in conferences. Neither has it looked
into how students perceive this integrated approach and why they do so.
This study attempts to fill the gap as well as to explore student perceptions
on writing response in general.
Research Questions
This paper aims to explore student views regarding feedback on
responses to L2 writing by eliciting and analyzing the feedback preferences and perceptions of advanced ESL learners. Specifically, it seeks to
both address the following research questions and explore related pedagogical implications:
1. Do students prefer to receive direct or indirect teacher feedback on
written-language problems?
2. Do students prefer to receive a) WF only or b) WF and OF through oneon-one conferencing?
3. Regarding conferencing, do students prefer OF after the teacher has
marked an essay or while the teacher is marking it?

Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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Pedagogical Approach
I teach academic writing to the top-level students in a five-level EAP
program at a medium-sized comprehensive university in western Canada.
Generally, each class has 16 students, and one semester lasts about 13
weeks. Students completing the course do not receive academic credits;
instead, they become eligible to enroll in academic courses, including
first-year English composition, for which they do receive academic credits
upon successful completion.
In my course, I use a simultaneous oral-written feedback approach
(SOWFA) and schedule regular one-on-one writing conferences with
students. One initial motivation for this is to reduce the time needed for
WF and individual post-WF conferencing. When writing assignments
are due, students bring their original draft to the conference. I read the
draft with students and give them OF and WF simultaneously, commenting orally as well as writing key notes on the document to help students
understand and remember (cf. Ferris, 2008). The students can bring up
points, take notes, ask questions, and clarify their ideas. There is often
lively negotiation for meaning during the conferences (Nassaji, 2017)
since the students are making a case for their writing, knowing that grading is imminent. After thoroughly reviewing the paper, I use a rubric (see
Appendix A) to assign a grade. The students are required to make revisions to their composition based on the conference discussion. I review
the revisions for evidence of what Goldstein and Conrad (1990) describe
as “a positive relationship between negotiation and successful revision”
(p. 452). I then assign an additional mark for the revised version to encourage and reward efforts and progress. For example, for an assignment
worth 18% of the course grade, the relative weighting of these two drafts
could look like this:
• Original draft: 15% of the course grade;
• Revised draft: 3% of the course grade.
For some students at least, unless there is a reward, they will not make
an effort to revise their work.
Since this feedback approach differs from what many other ESL
teachers commonly practice, one of my colleagues, also a veteran ESL instructor, found it difficult to understand in the beginning. To support my
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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ESL colleagues, I provide a rationale for this approach by presenting and
addressing three questions posed by that colleague:
1. Why not mark the paper first and then meet with the student?
The answer is three-fold:
If the feedback and evaluative process is a fait accompli when students
arrive, the conferences are far more likely to be unidirectional, with the
teacher just reiterating the conclusions drawn during marking and the
students merely listening (see also Ferris, 2008, p. 97). If, on the other
hand, the student accompanies the teacher through the feedback and
evaluative process in real time, they are more motivated to participate in
the discussion. The ensuing dialogue “results in [the] construction of new
knowledge because it is an exchange in which each party ‘builds on the
contributions of the other’” (Grigoryan, 2017, p. 90). This engagement in
truly “meaningful dialogue” (Kim, 2015, p. 72) is paramount; it ensures
that corrections reflect the students’ ideas and writing intentions, not
those imposed by teachers. Without student input, instructors may appropriate student writing (Andrade & Evans, 2013; Ferris, 2008), acting as
unwitting interlopers in the writing process of their students.
A student who participates in the evaluation process of a writing
assignment better understands why it merits the mark assigned by the
teacher. This reduces the time often spent by teachers justifying grades.
Evaluating assignments during the conference reduces the time inequity noted by Maliborska and You (2016): “writing conferences require
instructors to spend significant preparation time on reviewing drafts, but
require little additional preparation from the students” (p. 17). In effect,
this feedback approach requires no more time from the teacher than it
does from the student.
2. Why is so much weight given to the original draft? Aren’t the students
disincentivized from making revisions?
The answer is also three-fold:
If the original draft is not sufficiently weighted, students tend to rely
heavily on the teacher to edit their work rather than giving their best effort
at the outset. As voiced by a teacher in the McMartin-Miller study (2014),
students “expect that you correct every mistake for them, and they . . . feel
like after they fix all the mistakes, they should get a good grade” (p. 29).
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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Essentially, this could result in the fruitless practice of the teacher evaluating his or her own work.
Grades loom large on most students’ landscapes (Best et al., 2015;
McMartin-Miller, 2014; Nazif et al., 2004/2005). Students invariably make
revisions based on teacher feedback because they may want as much as
possible of the 3%. Mathematically, this percentage is not negligible.
It is labor-intensive to reevaluate a set of assignments. A teacher can
assign a small percentage (e.g., 0–3%) to a student’s revision more quickly
than he or she can rescrutinize the paper to justify a larger percentage.
Teacher constraints must be considered (Baker, 2014) if a method is to be
feasible.
3. Aren’t you worried that students may experience job-interview-like
angst during this kind of conference?
Undoubtedly, there is performance anxiety associated with students
having their work evaluated in front of them; however, this is not necessarily a negative factor. In fact, it can be a great motivator for students
to prepare for the conference. This student self-preparation generally
contributes to learning (Alqahtani & Payant, 2016; Ferris, 2014; Shvidko,
2015), and the face-to-face encounter with the teacher can also act as a deterrent to plagiarism. Despite the potential for student anxiety, if teachers
conducting SOWFA conferences foster student-teacher rapport (Eckstein,
2013) and provide a “balance [of] critique and praise” (Andrade & Evans,
2013, p. 10; see also Ferris, 2008), they can help reduce anxiety for students.
Study Methodology
This paper reports on action research conducted by myself as the
principal investigator during two consecutive semesters in my top-level
ESL academic writing class. Jarvis (2013) recorded Anne Burns’s TESOL
keynote address in which she stated that action research “empowers the
participants in a social situation to find out more and understand more
about their practices . . . [and] help[s] them to move towards a sort of better world for the participants they are working with and for themselves.”
As practitioners, we can “research [our] feedback approaches within [our]
own work context” (Lee, 2011, p. 393); moreover, with insider knowledge,
“teacher-researchers are uniquely situated to see the classroom as an
Hu, J. (2019). Simultaneous oral-written feedback approach (SOWFA): Students’ preference on
writing response. Journal of Response to Writing, 5(2), 5—45.
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object of study” (Ahern-Dodson & Reisinger, 2017, p. 139). As the goal of
this study was to find out what writing feedback approaches work best
for my students and for me as the instructor, action research held great
potential.
The study employed a mixed-methods approach (Creswell & Clark,
2011). The quantitative method was used to indicate general issues, trends,
and patterns, whereas the qualitative method provided details, especially
concerning why the students preferred some feedback strategies to others
and how this related to individual differences amongst the students. Using
questionnaires at the end of two semesters, the research team surveyed 14
students in the first semester and 16 students in the second for a total of 30
respondents (see Table 1 for a summary of the participant information).
All of the students were provided with a letter of informed consent and
told the study purpose before the survey. They were then invited to participate. Upon signing a consent form, they completed the survey.
Surveys were not conducted at the beginning of the semesters because most students did not have an accurate understanding of the study’s
terms, such as DF and IF. However, I administered a mock survey with
the first class midway into the semester to test the questionnaire and make
revisions. Before the students responded to the semester-end survey, I
reviewed the questions with them, explaining what I deemed as possible challenges, and answered questions the students had. Furthermore,
I remained in the classroom during the survey to answer any additional
questions individual students had. The survey questions (see Appendix
B) were derived partially from my teaching experience and debates within
the research literature over which feedback strategies were effective or
ineffective in improving ESL students’ writing (e.g., Bitchener & Ferris,
2012; Bitchener & Knoch, 2009; Chandler, 2003; Eckstein, 2013;
Ferris, 2004, 2008, 2011; Lee, 2005, 2008). Shortly after each survey, the
research team conducted individual qualitative semistructured interviews with five surveyed students from the first semester and six from
the second (see Appendix C for the interview guide).
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Table 1
Student Participant Demographics
Demographic category
Country of origin
China
Saudi Arabia
Argentina
Thailand
Mexico
Pakistan
Program of study
Bachelor of Business Admin. (BBA)
Pre-MBA
Tourism Diploma
Health Science Diploma
BS
Engineering
Gender
Male
Female

Number of students
21
5
1
1
1
1
18
7
2
2
1
1
16
14

The interview questions were similar to those on the questionnaire,
but they elicited more detailed information regarding rationales for the
student preferences. As students of different levels have different preferences for writing feedback (Eckstein, 2013), this study focused on
my advanced ESL students who took academic writing in the final writing
course in the EAP Program. As mentioned earlier, successful completion
of the course does not earn academic credits; however, it qualifies the students for admission into first-year English Composition. The students,
aged between 18 and 32, were predominantly Chinese (21/30), along with
a smaller cohort from Saudi Arabia (5/30) and a single participant from
Argentina, Thailand, Mexico, and Pakistan. Twenty-nine were international students, and one was an immigrant. Male and female genders were
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represented almost equally. Five students (A–E in Table 2) were chosen in
the first semester to participate in follow-up interviews; six students (F–K
in Table 2) were chosen in the second semester. These 11 interviewees
were selected based on willingness to participate in the study, progress
over the semester, inclination to talk, and likelihood to generate rich data
needed for qualitative research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Patton, 2002,
2005; Schulze & Avital, 2011; see also Hu, 2009, for a rationale for selecting rich data cases for qualitative research). Once again, the students were
invited to participate and completed a consent form before the interview.
Table 2
Demographics of Interviewed Students
Participant Country of origin

Home language

Program

Gender

A

Argentina

Spanish

Pre-MBA

Female

B

China

Mandarin

BBA

Male

C

China

Mandarin

Pre-MBA

Female

D

Saudi Arabia

Arabic

BBA

Male

E

Thailand

Thai

Pre-MBA

Male

F

China

Mandarin

Pre-MBA

Male

G

China

Mandarin

Pre-MBA

Female

H

China (Hong Kong) Mandarin

BBA

Female

I

China

Mandarin

BBA

Female

J

Mexico

Spanish

BBA

Male

K

Saudi Arabia

Arabic

BS

Male

The research team compiled the quantitative data from completed student surveys, calculated descriptive statistics regarding the survey questions, and created representative bar graphs (see Figures 1–4). I collected
qualitative data during the student interviews. To increase reliability, my
written notes of student responses and comments were triangulated with
a transcription produced by an assistant who attended the interviews and
typed the respondents’ answers on a laptop in real time. In other words, I
verified and modified the transcription based on the notes I wrote on the
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interview guide printouts. I recorded the first interview in audio but subsequently gave up on the recordings because the assistant was able to type
fast enough to keep up with the interview; thus, replaying the audio was
unnecessary. I conducted content analysis by reading student responses
to each interview question and grouping responses under the same theme
or topic (Hu, 2000, 2009). This way, I was able to discern themes centered
around the questions as well as highlight particular responses and comments that appeared especially insightful, convincing, or unique. These
themes and special insights are presented in the following section.
Results and Discussion
The mixed-methods approach yielded a rich source of data to answer the research questions. For each question, I present the quantitative
results in graphs, followed by qualitative data, and draw generalizations
from the results.
Research Question 1: Do Students Prefer to Receive DF or IF From
Teachers on Language Problems?
The students were asked a series of questions regarding DF versus
IF, vis-à-vis particular language problems (see the interview guide in
Appendix C). I further asked if they preferred IF that merely indicates
the presence of errors (by circling or highlighting) or IF that indicates
both the presence and error type (by coding). While the data indicated a
general preference for DF over IF, the respondents’ comments reveal that
this preference was linked to their perception of linguistic difficulty. The
students identified specific forms that were particularly difficult or easy for
them; they wanted DF on difficult forms and IF on easy ones. For example,
Student K replied, “For easy errors [in grammar], I want indirect feedback.
For harder errors I want direct feedback.” Regarding clear expressions in
writing, Student B said, “I want direct feedback because [I am] unable to
correct by myself.” Evidence from the current study validates the views of
researchers who have advocated for a combination of DF and IF for optimal learning (Bitchener, 2012; Brown, 2012; Chandler, 2003).
A theme of progressive independence quickly emerged from the data,
distilled into the following generalization: Students seek autonomy; they
prefer explicit correction only on errors they cannot correct on their own.
The following comments are peppered with the pronouns myself and
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yourself and reveal the students’ penchant for autonomy. Student F wrote,
“If you know which word is spelled incorrectly [by IF], it is easier to fix
by yourself.” Student D remarked: “I like the codes . . . I know what the
mistake is [and] I can figure out how to fix it by myself.” Student E also
echoed the theme of autonomy: “I want indirect feedback for errors that
I can easily fix myself. . . . If there’s a vocabulary error, you should try to
figure it out yourself.”
Student comments also reveal that they preferred adaptive feedback,
that is, feedback that changes as a function of time and of their own increased competency. This can be expressed in a generalization corollary to
the previous one: Students view their learning as a process and want feedback to reflect that. They want explicit correction until they have gained
control over L2 production (Nassaji, 2017) and they no longer need it.
Then they decidedly do not want it, as expressed here: “On the first essay, I
want feedback in all areas. Later on, I would like reminders and warnings”
(Student A). “Direct feedback might only be necessary at the beginning
of the semester. Maybe later in the semester, indirect feedback will be
enough” (Student G).

Figure 1. Percentages of the students who preferred to receive DF from
teachers in various aspects of writing.1
1 The numbers in this report are rounded up or down. Thus, the percentages do not
always add up to 100.
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While there were individual differences regarding which writing notions students found difficult enough to warrant DF, students preferred
DF for the broader categories of grammar, vocabulary, writing style, and
clear expressions (see Figure 1). They also were more apt to prefer IF for
mechanical issues: spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. This supports
Wagner and Wulf ’s (2016) hypothesis that IF is most effective for “grammatical constructions that include only a binary option for correct usage”
(p. 259), such as spelling and capitalization.

Underlined/Circled

Indicated With Codes/Symbols

Underlined/Circled and Indicated With Codes/Symbols

Figure 2. Percentages of student preferences regarding ways to receive IF.
If the teacher did not give DF, when asked what type of IF they
preferred (underlining/circling, coding, or both), the students indicated
that they wanted the most informative IF possible for the error types they
perceived to be the most difficult. The results shown in Figure 2 mirror
those depicted in Figure 1.
Research Question 2: Do Students Prefer to Receive (a) WF Only or
(b) WF and OF Through One-on-One Conferencing?
Figure 3 suggests that nearly all of the respondents preferred a complementary feedback approach of WF as well as OF. This preference is
similar to that of the students interviewed in the studies by Lee (2007)
and Morra and Asis (2009).
When the students described the meaningful engagement that
occurred during OF, they emphasized their need to understand why
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something was wrong. As Student E stated, “When the teacher writes
on the essay and explains it, I have a better understanding. If the student
is confused, then they can ask for clarification [in real time].” Similarly,
Student C stressed the importance of dialogue during the conference:
“The process of discussing and going through it together, the explanation
[of the] error and why, that is important . . . This dialogue and conferencing is important.” Students in the current study echoed those represented in Best et al. (2015) who valued conferences as a cooperative
exchange between student and instructor. Indeed, Grigoryan (2017)
identified one-on-one teacher-student conferences as the most effective
approach to feedback in composition pedagogy.

Figure 3. Percentages of the students who preferred to receive WF only
but not WF and OF.
Research Question 3: Regarding Conferencing, Do Students Prefer OF
After the Teacher Has Marked an Essay or While the Teacher Is Marking It?
The quantitative results of this survey question are clear: The students
preferred to actively participate in the correction process rather than
passively accept corrections already determined by the teacher (see Figure
4).2 Comments from the qualitative interviews provided rationales
for this preference: “It’s important that the teacher meets with the student and that they find the error together” (Student C). “[Simultaneous
oral-written feedback is] more immediate, direct . . . I can experience
the process. . . . This figuring out [together] helps me to learn better”
(Student A). Indeed, similar to the respondents in Lee’s (2007) study, the
2 Taking the same approach as Eckstein (2012/2013) and Goldstein and Conrad

(1990), I did not read or mark the students’ drafts until the conference.
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students “welcomed opportunities to participate more actively in the
feedback process” (p. 192).
These comments reveal that the students, likely unschooled in L2 acquisition theory, have reached some of the same conclusions researchers
have: Finding their errors and figuring out how to fix them leads to students’ long-term learning (Akbarzadeh et al., 2014; Goldstein & Conrad,
1990; Shvidko, 2015). Indeed, researchers have cited this phenomenon as
a rationale for IF (Ferris, 2014; Jamalinesari et al., 2015), yet students often
want explicit feedback rather than IF in order to be certain how to fix an
error properly. Therefore, classroom teachers are left to reconcile this
incongruity if students are to become independent writers.
I suggest that a SOWFA cultivates students’ emergent autonomy
because the teacher can assess and provide, in real time, the appropriate
level of feedback that students need, whether it is merely pointing to or
circling an obvious error or giving an explicit metalinguistic explanation
orally. If logistically feasible, the SOWFA is time efficient since teachers
need not feel obligated to painstakingly address every error with detailed WCF once an issue has been discussed orally. Thus, teachers can
reduce the “large and emotionally-draining paper-grading workload
without compromising their students’ writing needs” (Baker, 2014, p. 37).

Figure 4. Percentages of the students who preferred to receive OF on
their writing while the teacher provided WF during one-on-one conferencing.
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In fact, some students were aware of the onerous task teachers have
and saw the practicality of simultaneous oral-written feedback (SOWF),
as voiced by Student H: “Because you have to mark a lot of exams, if you
have to go through it again, this takes more time. It is not an efficient way
to do it.” Respondents also expressed their concern that teachers, and perhaps they themselves, may forget salient feedback details if there is a time
lag between when a paper is marked and when the conference takes place:
“Because after the teacher has given me written feedback on my essay, the
teacher may forget some detail of my essay or why it is wrong or not good
enough and needs revising. . . . I might forget why I made this error, after
the fact” (Student C). “[The teacher] may not remember what [he or she
was] thinking at the time [the teacher] marked it” (Student H). Learners
suspect that a prolonged delay between marking a paper and providing
OF diminishes the effectiveness of the feedback process. In short, students
value the immediacy of SOWF.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In most human endeavors, whether tying shoelaces or driving a car,
neophytes need and want guidance only until they can accomplish the task
on their own. This compelling drive for independence is evident in L2
students learning to write, as the present research findings demonstrate.
The students surveyed in this research study preferred direct, explicit feedback on language notions that they perceived to be both problematic and
critical to communication: grammar, vocabulary, academic writing style,
and clear expressions. They wanted to know where errors were and how
to fix them. Once it was within their capabilities to self-correct these errors, they often preferred IF. They also opted for IF on language notions
of a more mechanical or surface nature: spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. Generally, once these types of error are pointed out, the students want to work out the corrections on their own. In short, they prefer
feedback that is adaptive, that is, feedback that is tailored not only to the
difficulty level of the linguistic notions being addressed but also to their
own changing levels of linguistic competence.
The students surveyed also expressed a preference for an integration of OF and WF. They indicated that WF alone was not always clear, a
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sentiment voiced by respondents in other studies (Bitchener et al., 2005;
Lee, 2007; Morra & Asis, 2009; Nazif et al., 2004/2005). Specifically, they
preferred SOWF; that is, they wanted to be present and active while the
teacher marked their essays. Participants in SOWF conferences reported
that they were more engaged in the process and more able to comprehend and remember teacher feedback than if they were in conferences
conducted after their teachers had graded their essays.
During SOWF conferences, teachers can respond to student cues and
provide only the feedback required. I propose the SOWFA as an effective
and time-efficient way for teachers to provide adaptive feedback and satisfy their students’ quest for autonomy in L2 composition.
Pedagogical Recommendations
The SOWFA recommends itself as an effective and efficient method
of providing immediate and adaptive feedback to L2 writers. However, it
is not for the faint of heart. Teachers must be mentally present in SOWF
conferences, prepared to teach spontaneously and evaluate in real time. I
recommend that practitioners test the SOWFA waters with short writing
assignments in order to habituate themselves and their students to this
new approach. They should prepare carefully designed marking rubrics
and have ready references or resources to provide to students who need
lengthy language teaching that is outside the temporal scope of a writing conference. Finally, teachers should prepare students for this form of
feedback. Students must be aware of a possible paradigm shift; the SOWF
conference is a place where students come not as observers but as participants in the writing and revision process. As if on a real sofa, the teacher
and student should ideally sit next to, rather than opposite, each other at a
table or desk in a comfortable and collaborative environment.
To maximize student motivation, efforts, and learning, teachers may
consider allocating two-thirds of the grade for an assignment to the first
draft completed before conferencing and one-third to the second draft,
namely the revision, after conferencing.
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Research Limitations and Recommendations
This study was designed to shed light on the student mindset regarding
teacher feedback on L2 writing. It focused specifically on the opinions and
preferences of advanced learners, as this group was considered a particularly rich source of data because these students were more able to speak at
length. The present research was conducted in a specific classroom context, reporting on a specific teaching approach in feedback provision.
While action research of this sort may be compelling and inspiring, it is limited. In this case, the sample was small and comprised predominantly of one first-language group; factors such as socioeconomic
standing, mental and physical health, life stresses (e.g., homesickness),
motivation for learning, and attitude regarding education overall were
not generally considered. Other sociocultural realities and task-related,
learner-related, and feedback-related variables can also influence a student’s preference toward feedback. For this reason, the findings may not
be generalizable. Also, certain survey questions used metalanguage and
may have been cumbersome to students, making it difficult for certain
respondents to answer. Lastly, this study is anecdotal and establishes no
explicit link between the feedback students prefer and the feedback that
leads to sustained writing improvement.
I call for future research to examine to what extent the SOWFA can be
adapted to student needs and engage students in learning, including unmotivated students. Further, I suggest variations of the action research reported on in this study. Perhaps researchers could conduct a comparative
study by alternating SOWF and delayed OF with a learner group and then
survey these students for their opinions and preferences. Online surveys
could be used to canvass a larger sample ideally representing a broader
variety of cultural backgrounds. Lastly, researchers could operationalize
the competency gains of students receiving SOWF rather than merely reporting on students’ perception of gains.
Until definitive research is conducted, I echo the sentiment of Ferris
(2004): teachers cannot “stop teaching. . . . [They] must, in the meantime,
rely on the evidence that does exist, their own experience and intuitions,
and the desires of [their] students to inform and guide” them (pp. 58–59).
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In the spirit of Shvidko (2015), who encouraged teachers to try a writing feedback technique she implemented in her action research, I offer
SOWFA as a potentially workable approach for classroom practitioners. I
await evidence from teachers and researchers alike either to dismiss it or
to confirm it as an effective means to L2 writing improvement.
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Appendix A
Assessment Guide for Writing Assignments
(The descriptors and values are adjustable according to the specific
assignment.)
A: Overall Clarity
Difficult to understand
Understandable for basic information
Understandable with some problem areas
Easy to understand, with occasional difficulty
Completely easy to understand

2
3
4
5
6
/6

B: Content
Very simple, basic ideas; confusing or illogical
Good basic ideas but weak development or support
Ideas interesting, but lacking development (few examples/details)
Good ideas, fairly well-developed; needs more examples/support details
Very interesting, well-developed ideas; ample effective examples and/or
supporting details

2
3
4
5
6
/6

C: Organization
Disorganized; no coherence
Some organization but difficult to follow at times
Fairly coherent but with some problems in the flow of ideas
Generally well organized, some problems with coherence
Well organized, coherent

2
3
4
5
6
/6
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D: Written Grammar
Control of only basic structures
Some control of basic structures; numerous problems with complex
structures
Control of basic structures and some complex structures; most errors do
not interfere with meaning
Few errors; most with complex structures, generally not interfering with
meaning
Strong command of both basic and complex structures; few or no errors

2
3
4
5
6
/6

E: Vocabulary
Uses very basic words and phrases
Some command of basic, high-frequency vocabulary
Good command of basic vocabulary; some command of more sophisticated language
Uses a good blend of basic and sophisticated language
Uses a wide range of sophisticated vocabulary

2
3
4
5
6
/6

F: Style
A typically colloquial and informal style with many slang/colloquial
expressions and structures
Style generally informal with several slang/colloquial forms and structures
Academic written style apparent; a few colloquial expressions and structures
Clearly identifiable academic written style with few or no colloquial
expressions or structures

2
3
4
5
/5
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G: Formatting and Spelling
Did not follow the required format at all, or contains more than 10 spelling errors
Follows some formatting requirements, or contains more than five spelling errors
Follows most formatting requirements and contains no more than two spelling errors
Follows formatting requirements well and contains no spelling errors
Total composition mark (out of 40 points)

2
3
4
5
/5
/40
/15%

Strengths

Suggestions for improvement
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Appendix B
Student Survey for Research Project “Language Errors in ESL Writing”
Certificate of Approval #11-12-36
Background Information
1. Personal background
1.1 Name:
1.2 Year of birth:
1.3 Gender: [ ] male [ ] female
1.4 Home country and home language:
1.5 Time of arrival in Canada:
1.6 Time to start studies in Canada:
2. Educational background
2.1 Indicate the highest level of education you completed in your home
country.
Senior high ____
University/college:
2–3 year program ____
4–5 year program ____
graduate ____
2.2 What ESL courses had you taken at X University and elsewhere prior
to the ESL course you are taking?
2.3 What other ESL courses have you been taking this semester?
2.4 What major or program have you been studying or are you going to
study (e.g., BBA)?
2.5 What are your final academic goals (e.g., MBA) and career goals
(e.g., accountant)?
3. Views on language errors in your essay writing for this course
Language errors include those in the following categories:
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A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short sentences (of less than 10 words)
next to each other
G) clear expressions
Note that there is no right or wrong answer. The study is merely trying to
find out what your views are. Circle the number indicating the strength of
your preference or opinion after the statement or category.
3.1 I prefer to receive teacher feedback on ALL, SOME, or NONE of the
errors (check one) in the following categories, and briefly explain WHY:
A) grammar 							
ALL _, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
B) vocabulary
ALL __, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
C) spelling
ALL __, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
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D) punctuation
ALL __, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
ALL __, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short sentences (of less than 10 words)
next to each other
ALL __, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
G) clear expressions
ALL __, SOME __, NONE __.
Explain:
3.2 I prefer to receive written teacher feedback directly (i.e., with the problem parts corrected and with a revision suggested) in the following categories. Please briefly explain why after each category if possible.
Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

A) grammar		
B) vocabulary 		
C) spelling 		
D) punctuation 		

1
1
1
1

Neutral
3
2
2
2
2

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
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E) upper/lower cases
F) academic writing style
G) clear expressions

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

3.3 If it is impossible sometimes for the teacher to provide direct written feedback on all your errors and therefore, the teacher must provide
written feedback on some errors indirectly (namely with problem parts
marked but without a revision suggested), would you like to have the
problem parts
a) underlined/circled,
b) indicated with codes/symbols (e.g., vt for verb tense error), or
c) underlined/circled and indicated with codes/symbols in the following categories. Please briefly explain why after each category if
possible.
Circle your choice:
A) grammar				a
B) vocabulary 				a
C) spelling 				a
D) punctuation 				a
E) upper/lower cases 			
a
F) academic writing style			
a
G) clear expressions 			
a

b
b
b
b
b
b
b

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

3.4 I prefer to have conferencing (a one-on-one meeting) with the teacher
to receive oral feedback to discuss my essay’s strengths and weaknesses
while the teacher writes feedback on my essay at the same time.
Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

Please briefly explain why:
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3.5 I prefer to have conferencing (a one-on-one meeting) with the teacher
to receive oral feedback to discuss my essay’s strengths and weaknesses
after the teacher has given me written feedback on my essay.
Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

Please briefly explain why:
3.6 I prefer to receive written teacher feedback only and no conference (or
oral feedback) regarding my essay’s strengths and weaknesses.
Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

Please briefly explain why:
4. Further comments or suggestions for the survey or study:
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Appendix C
Interview Guide for ESL Students Re: “Language Errors in ESL Writing”
Views on Language Errors in Academic Essay Writing
Sample questions
Language errors include those in the following categories:
A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short, simple sentences next to
each other
G) meaning
Note that there is no right or wrong answer. The study is merely trying to
find out what might work best for you.
1. Do you prefer to receive written teacher feedback on errors in the following categories? Why or why not?
A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
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E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short, simple sentences next to
each other
G) clear expressions
2. Do you prefer to receive written teacher feedback indirectly, namely,
with the problem parts underlined/circled but without a suggested correction, in the following categories? Why or why not?
A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short, simple sentences next to
each other
G) clear expressions
3. Do you prefer to receive written teacher feedback indirectly, with the
problem parts indicated with codes and symbols (e.g., vt standing for verb
tense error) but without a suggested correction, in the following categories? Why or why not?
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A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short, simple sentences next to
each other
G) clear expressions
4. Do you prefer to receive written teacher feedback directly, with the
problem parts corrected (i.e., with a revision suggested) if possible so that
you do not have to figure out how to fix the parts yourself, in the following
categories? Why or why not?
A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multiword verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short, simple sentences next to
each other
G) clear expressions
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5. Do you prefer to receive teacher feedback indirectly (see Questions 2 and
3 above) for easy problems, and directly (see Question 4 above) for difficult problems, in the following categories? Why or why not?
A) grammar
B) vocabulary
C) spelling
D) punctuation
E) upper/lower cases (capital and small letters)
F) academic writing style, NOT using
a. contracted forms, e.g., isn’t
b. colloquial or oral expressions
c. questions in the essay body
d. multi-word verbs, e.g., go on, look up to
e. personal-opinion expressions, e.g., I think, in my opinion
f. choppy sentences, namely, short, simple sentences next to
each other
G) clear expressions
6. Do you prefer conferencing after or during written teacher feedback to
discuss your own strengths and weaknesses? Why?
7. Do you prefer to receive written teacher feedback only and no conference (or oral feedback) regarding your essay’s strengths and weaknesses?
Why or why not?
8. Do you have any other comments or questions regarding this study?
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What LMS Site Statistics Tell Us About
Timing Instructor Feedback on Student
Writing
Angela Laflen
California State University, Sacramento
Writing instructors spend considerable time responding to student writing with
the expectation that students will use that feedback to improve their writing. However, a number of studies have questioned the extent to which students apply instructor feedback to improve their writing or transfer it to new writing situations.
Timing of feedback and students’ interest in feedback are frequently discussed in
the literature on response as two factors that impact students’ ability to apply and
transfer response. In this article I consider the relationship between the two factors and whether students’ behavior as they access feedback is related to when in
the writing process feedback is provided. I report the results of a study using site
statistics collected by a learning management system that compares students’ rates
of opening instructor feedback on preliminary drafts and final papers. I also examine whether students’ rates of accessing feedback on preliminary drafts changed
over the course of the semester from the first assignment to the final assignment.
This study illustrates that the timing of instructor feedback significantly impacts
students’ behavior as they access feedback and suggests that instructors prioritize
feedback on preliminary drafts to encourage students to apply and transfer feedback.

Keywords: response, feedback, timing, multiple-draft classroom, learning management
systems (LMS), pedagogy
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Introduction
Writing teachers spend a considerable amount of time providing formative feedback on student writing with the expectation that students will
use that feedback to improve their writing—not only in a single assignment context but also in future, new writing contexts. However, student
difficulties applying and transferring feedback to improve their writing are
well documented (Bergmann & Zepernick, 2007; Haswell, 2006; Moore
& Anson, 2016; Nelms & Dively, 2007; Sommers, 2006; Wardle, 2007;
Yancey, Robertson, & Taczak, 2014). Two factors frequently identified as
impacting students’ abilities to apply and transfer feedback are (a) student
interest in and engagement with feedback and (b) the timing of instructor
feedback (Carless, 2006; Ferris, Liu, & Rabie, 2011; Gibbs, 2006; Laflen &
Smith, 2017; Lee, 2009; Mulliner & Tucker, 2017; Rowe & Wood, 2007;
Sadler, 2010; Yang & Carless, 2013). These factors have also been found
to be linked: If feedback is provided “too late,” then students are less interested in it (Yang & Carless, 2013). As an example, Laflen and Smith (2017)
reported that students were less likely to access instructor feedback on
the last papers they wrote for a class than on the first papers they wrote.
However, Laflen and Smith did not consider the impact of timing within
the context of a single assignment and whether students might be more
interested in feedback provided on preliminary drafts when, as Gooblar
(2015) has expressed it, feedback “might actually be useful—while the students are still working on their assignments” (para. 8). To help instructors
maximize the time they have to provide feedback to students about writing, we need more information about how timing issues impact student
behaviors as they access feedback and when they are most likely to access
it—during an assignment and during a semester.
In this article, I report the results of a study using site statistics collected by a learning management system (LMS) that compares students’
rates of opening instructor feedback on preliminary drafts to results
reported by Laflen and Smith (2017) in a study of students’ behaviors as
they accessed instructor feedback provided on final papers. I also examine whether students’ rates of accessing feedback on preliminary drafts
changed over the course of the semester from the first assignment to the
final assignment. Data such as site statistics collected from LMSs provide
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a direct record of student activity throughout a course. Because an LMS
records each time a student accesses a feedback file in a course, it is possible to observe students’ behavior without relying on their accurate selfreporting. As such, this study uses site statistics to provide a clearer
picture of students’ behaviors as they access instructor feedback. Though
in this study I do not explicitly consider the extent to which students used
the feedback they received on their writing, students must obviously first
access feedback in order to apply or transfer it to improve their writing. As
Laflen and Smith (2017) contend, “Access on its own may not be enough,
but it is an essential precondition for effective response” (p. 51). This study
can therefore help instructors decide how to most effectively time the feedback they provide to students.
Review of the Research
Providing formative feedback to students as a way to help them improve their writing is central to the role of writing teachers. It is also one of
the most time-consuming parts of the job. For example, based on several
studies in which instructors tracked their time, Haswell (2005) estimated
that in first-year writing courses, instructors spend an average of 20 minutes reading and writing comments on a preliminary draft and another 20
minutes writing comments on a final paper. This means that an instructor
can expect to spend 40 minutes reading and writing comments for every
paper assignment in a course.
Why do writing teachers spend so much time on feedback? Though
feedback serves numerous functions, including offering “advice for improvement of future assignments; explaining or justifying a grade . . .
demonstrat[ing] characteristics, such as expertise, diligence or authority;
and . . . fulfill[ing] a ritual which is part of academic life” (Carless, 2006,
p. 220), primarily, writing teachers place a priority on response because
of a belief in the potential for feedback to help writers improve. As Anson
(2012) explained, “From a purely instructional perspective, no universally
held belief about teaching writing stands with greater determination than
the one that places response at the center of development” (p. 193). More
recently, Busekrus (2018) argued that instructor feedback can play a key
role in students’ transfer of learning; she defined transfer in the context of
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response as “‘the application, remixing, or integration’ of teacher feedback
from one writing context to another” (p. 103).
However, a number of studies have questioned the extent to which students do apply instructor feedback to improve their writing or transfer it
to new writing situations (Bergmann & Zepernick, 2007; Haswell, 2006;
Knoblauch & Brannon, 2006; Moore & Anson, 2016; Nelms & Dively,
2007; Sommers, 2006; Wardle, 2007; Yancey et al., 2014). Referring to
what they call the “myth of improvement,” Knoblauch and Brannon
(2006) suggested that “the reassuring narrative about the improvement of writing ability belies a persistently unconvincing demonstration
that it occurs” (p. 2). Though a wide variety of factors have been identified
as impacting application and transfer of feedback, timing of feedback
and students’ interest in and engagement with feedback are two factors
frequently mentioned in studies of instructors’ perceptions of feedback
(Carless, 2006; Ferris et al., 2011; Gibbs, 2006; Laflen & Smith, 2017; Lee,
2009; Mulliner & Tucker, 2017; Rowe & Wood, 2007; Sadler, 2010; Yang
& Carless, 2013).
A number of studies have identified timing as a crucial element in
students’ interest in and engagement with instructor feedback. Yang and
Carless (2013) defined the structural dimension of feedback as “the timing, sequencing and modes of feedback, allied to resources for generating
and providing feedback” (p. 290), and they concluded that “when feedback
arrives too late, it is unlikely to be acted upon” (p. 291). Though some
studies of the timing of feedback focus on the length of time students
and instructors perceive is reasonable to wait for feedback on submitted
papers (e.g., Mulliner & Tucker, 2017), other studies focus on the timing
of feedback within the writing process (e.g., Ferris, 1995; Gooblar, 2015;
Sommers, 2006). Since at least the early 1980s, composition scholars have
recommended offering formative instructor feedback on preliminary
drafts in order to encourage students to apply that feedback during the revision process (Ferris, 1995; Gooblar, 2015; Hillocks, 1986; Knoblauch &
Brannon, 1981; Krashen, 1984; Prowse, Duncan, Hughes, & Burke, 2007).
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As Ferris (1995) explained, students
seem to perceive of feedback differently in the context of multiple-draft assignments.
. . . Because students must rethink and revise previously written essay drafts, they
are more likely to pay close attention to their teachers’ advice on how to do so than
in a situation in which they are merely receiving a graded paper with comments and
corrections to apply to a completely new essay assignment. (p. 36)

She concluded, “teacher feedback on preliminary drafts of student
work may be more effective than responses to final drafts” (p. 48). Gooblar
(2015) concured, suggesting that it is better to prioritize feedback on drafts
rather than on final papers, arguing that what he terms “feedforward”
allows instructors to “conserve our time and energy and give students
comments when they might actually be useful—while the students are
still working on their assignments” (para. 8).
Researchers have also established that feedback on preliminary drafts
tends to have more effect on student writing than responses to final papers
do (Ferris, 2003; Sommers, 1982; Zamel, 1985). In particular, formative
feedback provided on preliminary drafts has been found to be beneficial in improving students’ revision skills and writing quality (Fallahi,
Wood, Austad, & Fallahi, 2006; Johnstone, Ashbaugh, & Warfield, 2002)
and helping students to cultivate skills in tailoring their writing for a specific audience (Goddard, 2003; Johnson, Tuskenis, Howell, & Jaroszewski,
2011; Stellmack, Keenan, Sandidge, Sippl, & Konheim-Kalkstein, 2012).
For example, Stellmack et. al (2012) found that over half of students’
research method papers displayed increases in quality from first to second
drafts when graded by a third party not associated with the course. They
concluded that a review-revise-resubmit process “gives students practice
in responding to the specific concerns of the original grader” (p. 244).
A number of studies of L2 students have reported similar results. Berger
(1991) found that L2 students were better able to revise effectively when
they received teacher feedback on preliminary drafts, and Fathman &
Whalley (1990) found that students’ revisions improved in overall quality
and in linguistic accuracy when the students received comments and/or
corrections on both the content and form of their preliminary drafts.
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Nevertheless, despite indications that student writing improves when
students use instructor feedback to revise their preliminary drafts, it is not
clear whether they are more interested in and likely to access instructor feedback provided on preliminary drafts or on final papers. Student interest in
feedback is often identified in the literature as another factor that impacts
the application and transfer of instructor response. Studies of instructor
perceptions of response frequently report that instructors question whether
students read their feedback (e.g., Carless, 2006; Ferris, 1995; Lee, 2009;
Leki, 1990; Mulliner & Tucker, 2017). As Carless (2006) explained, despite
the amount of time instructors devote to providing feedback, many share
the belief that students are not interested in that feedback (p. 220). As an
example, in Ferris et al.’s (2011) study of instructor perceptions of feedback “over one-third [of respondents] felt that the potential of response
to help students was limited because students do not ‘pay adequate attention to it’” (p. 47). Similarly, a 2017 study by Mulliner and Tucker found
that only 38% of instructors agreed that students always “access marked
assignments” (p. 277). Taken together, these studies indicate that some
instructors feel that lack of student interest in feedback is to blame when
students fail to improve their writing after receiving feedback.
However, studies of students’ perceptions of their own interest in instructor feedback present a completely different picture of student interest
in feedback. Indeed, students report generally very high levels of interest
in and engagement with instructor feedback on their writing (Chokwe,
2015; Higgins, Hartley, & Skelton, 2002; Mulliner & Tucker, 2017; Rowe
& Wood, 2007; Sommers, 2006; Weaver, 2006). For example, Weaver concluded from her research that “students wholeheartedly recognise the value
of feedback in improving their learning” (p. 390), and Mulliner and Tucker
reported that 96% of students agreed that they “always access marked assignments” (p. 277). In studies of student perceptions, the limitations of
feedback to help students improve are frequently attributed to feedback that
is inadequate—because it is late, confusing, or vague (e.g., Rowe & Wood,
2007; Sommers, 2006; Weaver, 2006). Students in Weaver’s study were left
“feel[ing] short-changed, and understandably upset” by feedback that was
“too vague or general to be of use” (p. 8). Rowe and Wood found that “a
common cause of student dissatisfaction” was “receiving late and minimal
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feedback” (para. 19). Haswell (2006) summarized a number of studies of
student perceptions as follows:
Students are avid for commentary (though they may first look at the grade), but
when forced to explain their teachers’ comments, they misinterpret a shocking portion of it. . . . Some of the blame rests on teachers, who often think they are positively
emphasizing central qualities such as reasoning, genre form, and reader awareness
while in fact the bulk of their commentary dwells negatively on surface mistakes
and infelicities of syntax and word choice. (p. 7)

Together, these studies depict students as not only interested in, but
eager for and deeply engaged with, instructor feedback, which they often
find disappointing and difficult to apply to improve their writing.
The pictures of student interest in instructor feedback emerging from
studies of instructor and student perceptions differ so significantly as to
warrant further study. One specific question to explore is, does student interest in instructor feedback vary depending on when in the context of
an assignment or a semester it is provided? To get a clearer picture, we
need a way of observing students’ behaviors as they access instructor feedback. Using data gathered by site statistics tools in LMSs, we can begin to
identify patterns in students’ behaviors as they access instructor feedback.
Laflen and Smith (2017) described this method in a study that examined
students’ behaviors as they accessed instructor feedback on final papers,
which were defined as papers that had already been revised following feedback on a preliminary draft, were being submitted for grading, and could
not be revised further to improve the grade. Laflen and Smith compared
two different response modes—Mode 1, in which they used the grade box
and attached a feedback file, and Mode 2, in which they disabled the grade
box and returned the student’s grade only in the feedback file, similarly to
how grades are usually returned on hard copy papers (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Examples of LMS user interfaces for returning papers to students.
In Mode 1 (left), the paper grade is presented in the grade box; students
are not required to access the feedback document to learn their grade. In
Mode 2 (right), the grade is given only in the feedback document. From
“Responding to student writing online: Tracking student interactions
with instructor feedback in a Learning Management System,” by
A. Laflen and M. Smith, 2017, Assessing Writing 31, p. 45, Figures 3 and
4. Copyright 2016 by Elsevier Inc. Adapted with permission.
They found that students were much more likely to access instructor
feedback when they could not see their grade separately. When students
were able to view their grade on a paper without accessing instructor
feedback attachments, only 55.2% of them chose to open the attachments.
However, when students had to open the feedback attachment to see their
grade, the percent rose to 88.6 (see Figure 2).
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Opened
Not Opened

Control Parameters

Figure 2. Percentages of students who opened or did not open feedback
attachments by mean response rate for mode. These panels visually
represent the effect of the study factor on the mean response rate. Modes
are listed along the horizontal axis, and the vertical axis is the percentage
of the study population. The population is graphed as a stacked bar chart
so that the shift in rate is easily visible. From “Responding to student
writing online: Tracking student interactions with instructor feedback
in a Learning Management System,” by A. Laflen and M. Smith, 2017,
Assessing Writing 31, p. 48, Figure 6.a. Copyright 2016 by Elsevier Inc.
Reproduced with permission.
In Laflen and Smith’s (2017) study, then, students exhibited far less
interest in instructor feedback than the students in Mulliner and Tucker’s
(2017) study, 96% of whom reported always accessing feedback—though
the numbers given by the students were significantly higher than the 38%
of faculty who always agreed with that statement.
Laflen and Smith (2017) also found that students’ rates of accessing
instructor feedback files dropped considerably from the first paper of the
semester to the last paper. They reported that students were approximately
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24% more likely to open feedback files for the first paper (82.5%) than the
last paper (58.1%). See Figure 3 for these results.

Opened
Not Opened

Control Parameters

Figure 3. Percentages of students who opened or did not open feedback
attachments by mean response rate for paper sequence within the semester. From “Responding to student writing online: Tracking student interactions with instructor feedback in a Learning Management System,”
by A. Laflen and M. Smith, 2017, Assessing Writing 31, p. 48, Figure 6.b.
Copyright 2016 by Elsevier Inc. Reproduced with permission.
Significantly, as Laflen and Smith pointed out, “we did not have a 100
percent rate of opening feedback files in either mode 1 or mode 2. Thus,
a small percentage of students appear uninterested in instructor response
altogether—including both their grade as well as instructor feedback”
(p. 49). In Laflen and Smith’s study, a certain percentage of students were
not interested in instructor feedback at the stage of a final paper, raising
the question of whether a higher percentage of students would be interested in instructor feedback provided earlier in the writing process—on
preliminary drafts, when instructor comments “might actually be useful” (Gooblar, 2015, para. 8).
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In the current study, I seek to provide a clearer picture of students’
behaviors as they access instructor feedback on preliminary drafts.
Specifically, I examine the question of whether students are more likely to
access instructor feedback on preliminary drafts (referred to as Mode D
in this study) or graded papers (Mode 1 or Mode 2 in Laflen and Smith’s
[2017] study). Mode D resembles Mode 2, in that feedback attachments
were provided to students via the course assignments tool without any numeric score (see Figure 1, right). Also, I examine whether student interest
in instructor feedback is retained at a consistent level throughout the duration of the semester. The current study replicates and extends Laflen and
Smith’s (2017) study of students’ behaviors as they access instructor feedback on graded papers in order to determine whether students are more
likely to access instructor feedback if it is provided earlier in the writing
process.
In this study, I have considered the following research questions:
1. Does the rate at which students open attachments with instructor feedback increase if the feedback is provided on a preliminary draft that the
student has the chance to revise versus on a final paper?
2. How does sequencing in the semester affect the rate at which students
open attachments with instructor feedback on their preliminary drafts?
To address these research questions, I performed a retrospective
analysis of data captured by an LMS site statistics tool that provides a picture of students’ actual practices accessing instructor feedback files in
undergraduate courses.1

1 This study was conducted at Marist College and was determined to be IRB exempt by Marist College’s IRB director because the data included were captured
automatically by an LMS during the course of normal educational activities.
Additionally, personal and course data were anonymized prior to analysis.
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Methods
Context and Participants
Though Laflen and Smith’s (2017) study found that the timing of feedback on graded papers within the context of a semester significantly affected whether students would access instructor feedback, their study did
not consider whether students are more likely to access instructor feedback provided on preliminary drafts compared with graded drafts. The
current study explores timing in the context of the writing process more
directly because it is important for instructors to have information about
when students are most likely to access instructor feedback so they can
effectively time the formative feedback they present.
In order to make a direct comparison to Laflen and Smith’s (2017)
results, I closely followed the procedure they described to retrospectively
analyze a subset of courses. My study was conducted at a medium, comprehensive private college that encourages the use of the college’s LMS as
a supplemental tool in web-facilitated courses and online courses. For the
study, I selected eight courses that I taught between 2011 and 2016. All
of the courses were writing courses; three of them were nonmajor courses
offered within the liberal arts core, and five of them were major courses.
These courses met face-to-face, and the college’s LMS—an instance
of Sakai called iLearn—was used for response. Multiple papers were
assigned in each course. There were 138 undergraduate students
among these courses. The gender ratio was approximately 70% female and
30% male. See Table 1 for demographic data on the research population.
Table 1
Demographic Data on the Research Population
Gender

Mode Draft

Level

Female

Male

Core

Major

96

42

57

81

Note. I use the term Mode Draft to refer to the group of preliminary drafts
that were included in this study.
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Data Sources and Analysis
In each of the eight courses included in the study, I collected and returned three to five preliminary drafts online with formative instructor
feedback. Submission of drafts was a required course activity that carried
participation credit for the course. Students submitted each paper as a
preliminary draft at approximately the midpoint in the composing process (in other words, students had time to use the feedback they received
to revise before submitting their final paper). The assignments asked students to submit the best and most complete preliminary drafts possible,
for example, with complete citations.
Once submitted for grading, the papers counted for between 10% and
25% of the students’ course grade, but I did not grade the drafts themselves, nor did I predict in my feedback what grade they were likely to receive. The genre of the papers varied depending on the course and ranged
from academic research essays to nonfiction personal essays to technical
reports. The formative feedback provided included marginal feedback
and an end comment for each draft that focused on both higher order
concerns, such as focus, organization, development, and genre issues, and
lower order concerns, such as grammar and formatting issues. This feedback parallels the formative feedback Laflen and Smith (2017) provided
on final papers in their study (p. 46). Though there has been considerable disagreement in the published literature about whether instructors
should focus on content or form in feedback on drafts, I used the “pattern
of mixed form and content feedback” described by Ashwell (2000, p. 232).
Though I identified patterns of error, I did not focus on written errors,
use error codes, or mark errors comprehensively. I commented on every
draft submitted regardless of whether it was complete. Students were encouraged to use the feedback as they revised their papers, and in class I
provided a handout and information on how and why to access feedback,
but the students were not formally required to do so.
Following the procedure of Laflen and Smith (2017), I retrieved data
for each draft written by each student in each course, showing the number
of times a student opened each feedback attachment. Altogether, I collected more than 1,000 data points. In order to compare my data to Laflen
and Smith’s, I consolidated the first and last papers, which “helped provide
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consistency across course sections, which varied in the numbers of papers
collected and returned online” (Laflen & Smith, 2017, p. 46).
Laflen and Smith (2017) examined rates of accessing instructor feedback on graded drafts and explored the impact of four factors that might
influence the rate at which students opened feedback attachments: timing
within the semester, gender, course level, and delivery mode (online or
face-to-face). In the current study, I focused only on the factor of timing
to better understand this important dimension of feedback.
I statistically determined whether each factor impacted the rate within
a 99% confidence interval. If the confidence intervals among the distributions related to different categories of a factor did not overlap, then I considered that factor as having a statistically significant impact on students’
response rate. To assess the impact of each factor, I looked at the shift in
mean response rate. This allowed me to directly compare my results to
Laflen and Smith’s (2017) study.
Findings
Rates of Accessing Feedback on Preliminary Drafts Versus Final Papers
My most important finding is that students were significantly more
likely to open feedback attachments provided on a preliminary draft
(Mode D) compared with the rates Laflen and Smith (2017) reported for
students accessing feedback on final papers (Modes 1 and 2). Students
were 8.2% more likely on average to open the feedback attachment provided on a draft (Mode D) than they were when they had to open the
feedback attachment to view their grade on a final paper (Mode 2), and
students were 44.3% more likely on average to open the feedback attachment than they were when they could see their grade apart from the
feedback (Mode 1). While in Laflen and Smith’s study, Mode 1 had a
mean response rate of 52.5% overall, and Mode 2 had a mean response
rate of 88.6% overall, in the current study, Mode D (for draft) had a mean
response rate of 96.8% (see Figure 4). Further, Mode D had a clearly separated confidence interval from Modes 1 and 2 previously reported by
Laflen and Smith and therefore had a statistically significant impact (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Distribution and confidence interval for mode. Horizontal axis
depicts the possible rate of population opening an attachment. Vertical
axis is relative likelihood. In each subplot, the curves represent the
distribution of the rate of students opening the attachment, with 99%
confidence intervals depicted as dashed lines. Data for Modes 1 and 2
from “Responding to student writing online: Tracking student interactions with instructor feedback in a Learning Management System,” by A.
Laflen and M. Smith, 2017, Assessing Writing 31, p. 47. Copyright 2016
by Elsevier Inc. Used with permission.
These results suggest that the timing of instructor feedback makes a
clear difference to the rate at which students open feedback attachments.
When students have the chance to use feedback to improve their writing
and grade on an assignment, they are much more likely to access that
feedback.
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Rates of Accessing Feedback on Preliminary Drafts Throughout the
Semester

% of Responders
Percentage
of Responders

Another significant finding is that students continued accessing feedback on their preliminary drafts at a high rate throughout the semester. In
the current study, the first paper of the semester had an average access rate
of 96.1%, and the last paper of the semester had a 97.6% average access
rate. The difference between these two rates was not statistically significant, indicating that student accessing of feedback remained essentially
constant throughout the semester (see Figure 5).

Opened
Not Opened

Control Parameters

Figure 5. Percentages of students who opened or did not open feedback
attachments by mean response rate for paper timing within the semester,
comparing Mode D with Modes 1 and 2. Data for Modes 1 and 2 from
“Responding to student writing online: Tracking student interactions
with instructor feedback in a Learning Management System,” by A. Laflen and M. Smith, 2017, Assessing Writing 31, p. 48. Copyright 2016 by
Elsevier Inc. Used with permission.
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In contrast, Laflen and Smith (2017) reported that students accessed
feedback on last final papers much less than they accessed feedback on
first final papers; students were approximately 24% more likely to open
feedback files for the first paper (82.5%; Modes 1 and 2 combined) than
they were for the last paper (58.1%; Modes 1 and 2 combined). These
data illustrate student priorities. The students in Laflen and Smith’s study
exhibited far less interest in feedback on the final paper of a course compared with the students in the current study, who could still revise a preliminary draft based on feedback to improve their writing and grade in
the context of a single assignment.
Implications
Summary of Findings
Overall, the findings from this study strongly support the importance
of providing formative instructor feedback on preliminary drafts. This
study indicates that students are significantly more likely to access instructor feedback on their drafts in contrast to final papers. Students are
more likely to access feedback on drafts than they are to access even feedback files that include their grades on final papers. The rate of opening
feedback on preliminary drafts also remained constant throughout the
semester, indicating that students remain interested in feedback on their
preliminary drafts, likely because of their immediate focus on improving
their writing and grade on the assignment and in the course.
Implications for Practice
This study has implications related to students’ interest in instructor
feedback, timing of instructor feedback, and methods of studying students’ behaviors as they access feedback. First, it provides useful information to contextualize students’ interest in instructor feedback. Researchers
who study student perceptions of their interest in instructor feedback do
not always distinguish between feedback provided on preliminary drafts
or final papers when they ask students to rate their interest in feedback.
As a result, it is not always clear how to interpret the high levels of interest
in feedback that students express, and this interest is sometimes explicitly
or implicitly called into question in studies of instructors’ perceptions of
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student interest. Laflen and Smith’s (2017) study indicates that in the case
of feedback on final papers, students are far less likely to access feedback
than was suggested in studies of student perceptions of their own interest.
However, the ~97% of students who accessed feedback on preliminary
drafts in the current study corresponds very closely to the 96% of students in Mulliner and Tucker’s (2017) study who agreed that they always
access marked assignments. It may be that students perceive of the value
of feedback provided on preliminary drafts differently than they perceive
the value of feedback on final papers; this is worth studying further. These
data also indicate that, at least in the case of feedback on preliminary
drafts, students more accurately describe their level of interest in feedback
than instructors do. This discrepancy suggests that if students fail to act
on instructor feedback provided on preliminary drafts, instructors should
consider other factors that might be impacting students’ ability to apply
feedback rather than focusing on whether students did or did not access
the feedback. In studies of student perceptions of instructor feedback,
students report a wide range of obstacles to understanding and using instructor feedback, and we should take seriously, as Sommers (2006) has
asserted, what these students, “who, through voice, expertise, and years of
being responded to” (p. 248), can teach instructors about how to improve
response practices.
Second, this study confirms the importance of providing formative instructor feedback on preliminary drafts. One reason for the efficacy of feedback provided on preliminary drafts might be that students
are more likely to access it. This study indicates that students are significantly more likely to access feedback provided on preliminary drafts than
on final papers and that they retain a high level of interest in instructor
feedback on preliminary drafts throughout the semester. Student interest
in feedback on preliminary drafts warrants building time into course
schedules for students to submit drafts and for instructors to provide
feedback on those drafts.
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In terms of how much time is needed to facilitate instructor feedback on
preliminary drafts, Gooblar (2015) offers the following advice:
Have students turn in a first draft at least a week before the final version is due. Leave
yourself enough time so that you can return their marked-up drafts with at least
three or four days still to go before the final due date. (para. 9)

Personally, I have found that I am able to write comments on preliminary drafts much more quickly than on graded papers, perhaps because
I engage the writing more directly rather than focusing on evaluating the
paper or justifying a grade. Even so, instructors should plan ahead so they
can spend at least 20 minutes reading and writing comments on each student draft. In my writing courses, this has meant that I have had to cut a
paper from the course; for example, instead of writing five essays throughout the semester, students in my introductory writing course now write
four essays so we have more time for response and revision activities.
Third, this study demonstrates the value of using data collected by
site statistics tools to observe students’ behaviors as they access instructor
feedback. Students have long described their interest in instructor feedback as being significantly higher than have instructors who were asked
to rate student interest, but it has been difficult to confirm that students
really are interested in formative feedback provided on preliminary drafts
and to determine how much student interest or feedback timing factors
into students’ application of feedback. Site statistics allow us to observe
students’ behaviors, and, in the case of the current study, to identify a difference in the way that students behave with regard to feedback on preliminary drafts versus final papers. The ability to study and monitor students’
behaviors as they access instructor feedback is also a benefit to moving
instructor response online, in addition to other benefits of electronic response that have been described by Ferris et al. (2011) and Haswell (2006),
such as helping instructors more efficiently and speedily add feedback to
student papers.
If feedback is provided on preliminary drafts and students fail to
apply that feedback, instructors can use site statistics tools to ensure that
students are actually accessing the feedback. If they are not, instructors
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can take steps to facilitate students’ engagement with feedback, such as
by building time into class to look at feedback, scheduling conferences
with individual students as needed, or using talk-back strategies in which
students respond in writing to the feedback they have received. However,
if students are accessing feedback yet still struggle to apply it to improve
their writing, instructors can consider other possible obstacles to students’
efforts to apply feedback, including misunderstanding the feedback or
feeling discouraged or overwhelmed by it, and take steps to adapt feedback
practices as needed.
Future Research
This study was limited by size, as it included only 138 students and
eight courses that were taught by a single instructor from a single institution. However, this kind of retrospective analysis of student data is easy to
replicate and could be usefully employed to get a fuller picture of students’
actual practices in accessing instructor feedback. In particular, it would
be useful to know whether the same factors that proved significant in the
current study are generalizable to a larger sample and in different higher
education contexts. It could also be useful to expand this study to add
student interviews and surveys to compare students’ perceptions of their
behaviors with observed patterns. In particular, it would be valuable to
explore students’ perceptions of the differences between instructor feedback provided on preliminary drafts versus that provided on final papers
to better understand the types of feedback students find most useful at
these different points in the writing process.
Future work might also consider the impact of grades (course grades,
grades on individual assignments, or GPA) on students’ behaviors as they
access instructor feedback. The size of the current study made it impossible
to determine the impact of grades. However, it would be worth considering this question in the future with a larger population of students to
determine if the students most in need of instructor feedback on their
preliminary drafts are more or less likely to access that feedback compared
with higher performing students.
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Closing Thoughts
The primary takeaway from this study is that when it comes to student
interest in instructor feedback, timing matters. Though scholarship has
long recommended that students benefit more from instructor feedback
on preliminary drafts than on final papers, it has been unclear whether
students themselves are more interested in feedback provided on preliminary drafts than in feedback on final papers, and instructors’ and students’
perceptions of student interest in feedback diverge so widely that additional study is warranted. With the help of site statistics, we can observe
students’ behaviors as they access feedback so we can better understand
factors that influence student behaviors. The timing of feedback in the writing process proves to be a significant factor to students’ interest in instructor
feedback. Students in the current study not only were significantly more
likely to access feedback provided on preliminary drafts but also retained
a high level of interest on preliminary drafts over the course of the semester.
Consequently, instructors can maximize the time they have to respond to
student writing by focusing the majority of formative feedback on preliminary drafts and minimizing, if necessary, feedback on final papers.
Additionally, if feedback is provided at the optimal time during revision
and students fail to apply that feedback, instructors should consider other
factors that students and researchers have identified as obstacles to students’ efforts to apply and transfer instructor feedback. As instructors
continually strive to give the most meaningful, useful feedback to students
to help them improve their writing, data provided by site statistics tools
can aid instructors in their efforts to understand what factors impact
student behaviors and to refine response practices so that they foster
application and transfer of feedback.
In “Across the Drafts,” Sommers (2006) reflected on the practice of
writing feedback, observing that
the work of entering our students’ minds and composing humane, thoughtful, even
inspiring responses is serious business. Given the enormous amount of time it takes
to comment fairly upon a single paper, let alone twenty or thirty, we often wonder
whether our students actually read our comments, and what, if anything, they take
from them.” (p. 248)
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Though the current study did not consider “what, if anything” students took from instructor comments, it does illustrate that students have
a lot to teach instructors about when they are most interested in receiving
feedback they will actually access.
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Despite extensive attention to peer review in composition studies literature, the
activity remains challenging to design, in part because there are multiple potential
goals for peer review. This article draws on existing literature to describe a variety of
peer review goals and then presents interview data to illustrate the perceptions
of first-year composition instructors (n=3) and students (n=8) about the goals of
peer review. The three instructor interviewees each described a specific and
distinct goal for peer review: constructing quality feedback, identifying effective
writing, and developing peer trust. However, when asked about the purpose of peer
review, all eight of the students focused on one goal: improving draft quality. This
article recommends increased attention to naming and differentiating among specific goals of peer review, as well as more discussion of ways to deliberately articulate those goals to students.
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Peer review is a cornerstone of writing pedagogy and, as such, has
received considerable attention in the literature. Robust theories of peer
review exist (Gere, 1987), as do explorations of peer review in relation to
first-year composition (FYC; Wirtz, 2012), writing across the curriculum
and writing in the disciplines (LaFrance, 2014; Morris & Kidd, 2016),
writing centers (Davis, 2014; Harris, 1992), graduate student writing
(Mangelsdorf & Ruecker, 2018), L2 learning (Chang, 2016), and technology-mediated learning (Chang, 2012; Dean, 2009; Pritchard & Morrow,
2017). Despite the extensive scholarship, peer review workshops remain
challenging to design.
One factor contributing to this challenge is the disconnect between
student experiences and instructor intentions. As the PIT Core Publishing
Collective (2014) noted, “peer review for most FYC students is less about
producing knowledge and more about completing a task assigned by
an instructor” (p. 112). Harris (2014) similarly described students who
“dutifully gather in assigned groups, they fill out the questionnaires, and
they complete the group work” (p. 282), but they do not necessarily experience the types of learning their instructors intend. Harris speculated
that one reason for this disconnect is that students enter the composition
classroom with only a “vague notion that collaboration means ‘working
together’” (p. 280). They do not automatically see peer review as an opportunity for social knowledge construction that enacts the reader-writer
relationship, nor do they necessarily assume that there is valuable potential for learning in the process of peer review. Consequently, composition
scholars emphasize that for peer review to be successful the “goals and
objectives (purposes) must be clear to students” (Corbett, LaFrance, &
Decker, 2014, p. 6).
This article responds to and builds upon that work by investigating
what instructors expect students to gain, as well as what students believe
they gain, from peer review in FYC. After first reviewing composition
scholarship that addressed the goals of peer review, I will report on an
interview study of the perceptions of FYC instructors (n=3) and students
(n=8) about peer review. My intention is to name and differentiate among
specific goals that composition scholars, instructors, and students articulate and then examine the extent to which instructor goals are in line
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with composition scholarship, as well as whether students’ perceptions
align with their instructors’ intentions. In so doing, I hope to offer additional guidance for composition instructors who are following the advice
of Corbett et al. (2014) to clearly articulate the goals and purposes of peer
review to their students.
Composition Scholarship on the Goals of Peer Review
Chang (2016) offered a thorough discussion of the goals of peer review in her literature review of L2 peer review research. She first differentiated between peer review/feedback/response and peer editing/assessment/
evaluation/critique/rating and explained that her literature review focuses
on peer review, not peer grading. She found three categories of scholarship on L2 peer review, characterized by research that focused on “the
beliefs and attitudes of peer review,” the “learning process or implementation procedures of peer review,” or the “learning outcomes of peer review”
(p. 81). The research on outcomes focused primarily on the extent to
which authors make revisions in response to peer feedback and whether or
not peer review enhances writing skills, thus supporting the argument that
“the presumed fundamental goal of peer review is to improve writers’ draft
quality” (p. 104). However, Chang argued that improving a draft’s quality
is not the only outcome of peer review. She cited research that identifies
audience awareness, understanding global writing issues, and developing
self-assessment skills as alternative or additional outcomes.
Following Chang’s lead, I looked for scholarship that identified specific
goals of peer review and that recommended articulating those goals to
students. Like Chang, I found that improving draft quality was a frequently
assumed goal of peer review, but several other goals were expressed as well.
Furthermore, I found few instances of scholars explicitly positioning their
discussion of peer review around a particular goal or describing strategies
for how instructors might articulate a particular goal to students. Instead,
the goals of peer review were often implicit and overlapping. In an effort
to make the multiple potential goals of peer review more explicit, this literature review distills the scholarship into a list of eight goals: improving
draft quality, constructing quality comments, prompting revision, gaining
audience awareness, identifying effective writing, gaining self-assessment
skills, developing peer trust, and recognizing writing as a social act. This
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list is not comprehensive—a broader review of the scholarship by a different researcher may result in a different list—but it does illustrate multiple
potential goals of peer review. By naming and differentiating among goals,
I hope to help composition instructors intentionally identify particular
goals that make sense for their contexts.
Improving Draft Quality, Constructing Quality Comments, and
Prompting Revision
The goal of improving draft quality is pervasive throughout composition scholarship on peer review, and it has roots in the theory of social
constructivism championed by Lev Vygotsky (1978). His theory of the
zone of proximal development (ZPD) states that interactions with more
capable peers can close the distance between actual development and potential development. Bruffee (1999) drew on this theory to argue that
each class of students has a “collective ‘zone of proximal development’” (p.
37) and that the individual students in that class have overlapping ZPDs,
which is why activities such as peer review have the potential to help all
students improve. Other composition scholars have also pointed to ZPD
as a framework for peer tutoring (Hewett & Ehmann, 2004; Jaxon, 2002)
and peer review (Villamil & de Guerrero, 2006). In these applications of
ZPD to peer review, the goal is to improve draft quality: As students interact with one another, they provide insights and support that increase their
own and others’ writing skills, which are measured by the extent to which
revised drafts are an improvement on earlier drafts.
While not always grounded in the theory of ZPD, a substantial body
of research has involved empirical investigations into the extent to which
students’ drafts are actually improved as a result of peer review. The
most popular research method is to categorize the kinds of comments
where peers’ draft quality was improved (e.g., Baker, 2016; Leijen, 2017;
Rysdam & Johnson-Shull, 2014). Another method is to analyze peer reviewers’ interaction patterns as they shift among the roles of writer, editor, and commenter; in such a study, Yang and Wu (2011) found that
students who read and commented on others’ work were more likely to
make revisions to their own work. In these studies, we see three distinct,
though overlapping, goals of peer review: (a) improving draft quality, (b)
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constructing quality comments, and (c) prompting revision. The studies
ultimately question the extent to which drafts are improved, but they do so
by analyzing the quality of peer comments as well as the frequency with
which those comments prompt revision.
Similar overlaps exist in the scholarship that recommends best practices. For example, Harris (1992) drew on her experiences as a writing
center director to describe the “‘try this/try that’ comments” that help the
writer “find revising solutions for a draft in progress at the same time that
the writer is developing the ability to weigh possibilities” (p. 374). To enact
such an approach, instructors need to first teach students to compose “try
this/try that” comments (construct quality comments), then teach the
student writers to “weigh possibilities” in response to those comments
(prompt revision), and finally teach writers to engage in “revising solutions” that improve the draft (improve draft quality). I suspect that more
explicit discussion of these three tasks as distinct goals would assist students in understanding the purposes of peer review.
The many empirical investigations into the extent to which draft quality improves as a result of peer review have not culminated in a single
“best” approach to peer review. Instead, Chang’s (2016) comprehensive
literature review found that, despite the many studies on “the effects of
peer review on student writers’ revision,” the results are “inconclusive” (p.
104). Morris and Kidd (2016) also reached this conclusion in their study,
which employed a common peer review rubric in six disciplinary contexts
to question the extent to which students revised and ultimately improved
their writing as a result of peer review. They found that the results “varied considerably between the classes, suggesting the importance of the
instructor, assignment, and peer review process” (abstract). Like Morris
and Kidd’s work, Covill’s (2010) study comparing peer review, self-review, and no review concluded that “simply using a peer review system
. . . does not guarantee the production of better final drafts. . . How peer
review is carried out matters” (p. 221). The scholarship has suggested that
there is not one “best” or “right” way to conduct a peer review workshop
that results in feedback that prompts revision and improves draft quality, because the approach depends on the goals of the particular course
and the specific assignment, as well as the population of students and the
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instructor’s identity and pedagogical orientation. Consequently, instead of
categorizing comments and tracking feedback adoption rates, I advocate
for increased attention to the distinct and multiple potential goals of peer
review, including the ways goals can overlap and the ways instructors can
introduce those overlapping goals to students.
Identifying Effective Writing
While the goals of constructing quality comments and prompting revision are closely related to improving draft quality, there are other goals
of peer review that are not related to a particular draft’s quality. Ashley,
Fugelo, Pappalardo, and Stout (2014), for example, emphasized the ways
that peer review helps students learn about writing: By going through the
process of peer review, students gain skills that they can apply to many different writing tasks. From this vantage, the improvement of a specific draft
or the production of feedback is secondary to the larger goal of learning
to identify and subsequently create effective writing. Evans and Bunting
(2012) made a similar argument, emphasizing the value of reading and
responding to others’ work, which improves the reviewer’s writing abilities.
Or, as Wirtz (2012) put it, “peer review sets students up to read like writers, to deploy craft criticism in which they identify the specific techniques
that their peers are using effectively or ineffectively”; as they create these
comments, the students “figure out how a piece of writing is constructed,
how it is working or not working” (p. 6). Through this lens, the goal of
peer review is to help students practice reading and evaluating writing
so that they understand what constitutes effective writing. This goal may
overlap with the goals of constructing quality comments, prompting revision, and improving draft quality, but it is a distinct goal, and I believe
peer review workshops would benefit from emphasizing particular design
strategies that facilitate different goals at different points in the process.
Gaining Self-Assessment Skills
Another related but slightly different goal of peer review is the development of self-assessment skills. Davis (2014), for example, trains his
students to review one another’s work by leading them in a full-group
discussion of one another’s writing. As a class, they identify strengths and
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weaknesses. Then, at the end of the semester, the students grade their
own work:
In a lengthy self-reflection, they analyze both the strengths and weaknesses of their
own work. The class discussions are a central component to this part of the process. First, the discussions have told the writers what succeeds and, by omission, what
doesn’t. Second, the discussions have given the students the vocabulary to discuss
their own work, both the strengths and the shortcomings. Third, . . . each student is
aware of the range of work being accomplished in the class, and is better able to see
her own writing within the range of texts. (p. 214)

In this approach, Davis demonstrates that the goal of peer review is
for students to develop the skills to assess their own work. Reid (2014)
similarly argued, “The ultimate goal is to have student writers be able to
provide themselves [emphasis in original] with feedback that they can use
to continue to improve” (p. 226). Another practice for facilitating these
self-assessment skills is to involve students in the process of creating grading rubrics (Kurtyka & Haley-Brown, 2014). Creating grading criteria
prompts students to think through what elements contribute to or detract
from successful writing and then use that criteria to assess their own work.
These examples of self-assessment as a goal of peer review are clearly
related to the goal of identifying effective writing, as students must first
learn what constitutes effective writing before using that information to
assess their own work. The value in differentiating between the two goals
lies in helping the instructor design, facilitate, and assess separate activities at different points in the semester that help students first achieve the
goal of identifying effective writing and then achieve the goal of gaining
self-assessment skills.
Gaining Audience Awareness
The goals of peer review described so far involve the student interacting with a writing product: They improve a draft, construct quality
comments, engage in revision, identify effective writing, or self-assess
their work. My review of the literature also identified a few goals that are
more related to the process of peer review, such as how the experience of
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interacting with peers helps students gain audience awareness. Of course,
audience awareness could facilitate other peer review goals, such as constructing quality comments or interpreting feedback as coming from an
authentic audience. Nilson (2003) advocated for such an approach in her
recommendation to emphasize reader-response-style comments over prescriptive or judgment-driven feedback. But gaining audience awareness
can also stand alone as a peer review goal, such that students are exposed
to multiple perspectives and understand that writing is written for a specific audience to read. Gere and Abbott’s (1985) study of kindergarten
through Grade 12 peer review groups demonstrated this concept in the
conclusion that the students developed audience awareness in response
to the multiple perspectives that were shared during peer review. More
recently, Bedore and O’Sullivan’s (2011) study of graduate student writing
instructors’ perceptions of peer review found that engaging with real or
imagined audiences was the most common positive characterization of
peer review. Gaining audience awareness could be paired with other goals,
such as constructing quality comments and improving draft quality, but it
does not have to be: Gaining a sense of audience and engaging with audiences are in themselves valuable goals of peer review.
Developing Peer Trust
Similarly, developing peer trust can create the foundation upon which
other peer review goals can be built, or it can stand alone as the end-goal
of peer review. Many advocates for peer trust argue that decentering the
classroom and encouraging a sense of solidarity among classmates is critical because students are often wary of the value of peer feedback (Wirtz,
2012). This wariness is typically rooted in negative prior experiences
with peer review (Morris & Kidd, 2016) and in the belief that the instructor-as-grader is the only reader who matters (Harris, 2014). An important
precursor to peer review, then, is trust. As Roskelley (2003) put it in her
ethnographic study of group work in English classrooms, “unless students
know and trust one another . . . they won’t see this task as any more real
than filling in the blanks” (p. 140). Other scholars suggest that peer trust
is not only a precursor to peer review but can also be a goal of peer review, such that peer review provides a foundation for community-based
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learning that establishes the tone and structure of the entire writing class
(Wirtz, 2012). In this way, one distinct goal of peer review is to facilitate
sufficient trust to establish a functioning community of learners.
Recognizing Writing as a Social Act
Just as gaining audience awareness and establishing peer trust are
goals of peer review that relate to the process of interacting with peers
rather than the production of a draft, some scholars argue that participating in peer review teaches students about the social nature of writing.
Bruffee (1984) made this argument in his application of Vygotsky’s theory
of internalization, which maintains that reflective and critical thinking
mirrors social conversation (thinking is a dialogue with oneself). Bruffee
extends this to writing, arguing that “writing is internalized conversation
reexternalized” (p. 641) and concluding that writing students should be
in dialogue with peers as often as possible because “the way they talk with
each other determines the way they will think and the way they will write”
(p. 642). With this frame, the goal of peer review is to enact and come
to understand the social nature of writing. Gere (1987) made a similar
argument in her eloquent description of the reader-writer relationship:
Peer review “blurs the distinction between writer and audience. Writing
group participants become both writer and audience, incorporating the
‘otherness’ of the audience into their own writing” (p. 84). This act of “incorporating the ‘otherness’ of the audience” reinforces the idea that writing occurs within a community of readers and writers. One potential goal
of peer review, then, is to put students in situations that push them to
recognize reading and writing as social actions.
This literature review identifies eight distinct goals of peer review:
improving draft quality, constructing quality comments, prompting revision, identifying effective writing, gaining self-assessment skills, gaining
audience awareness, developing peer trust, and recognizing writing as a
social act. These goals interact and overlap—constructing quality comments can be a precursor to revising in response to comments, just as
audience awareness can inform and be informed by recognizing writing
as a social act—but the goals can also be defined discretely. My intention
is not to generate a conclusive list of all possible peer review goals, but
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instead to point out that there are many different potential goals, which
complicates the directive to clearly articulate the goals and purposes of
peer review to students. I suspect that paying attention to the differences
among potential goals can help instructors select and combine goals that
are appropriate for their instructional contexts and more clearly articulate
those goals to students.
To learn more about the practice of defining and articulating the goals
of peer review, I analyzed a series of semistructured interviews that asked
students (n=8) and their instructors (n=3) about the purpose of peer review. My analysis of the data was guided by two research questions:
1. What are the instructors’ goals for peer review, and how do these goals
align with composition scholarship?
2. How do students define the purpose of peer review, and are students’
perceptions in line with their instructors’ goals?
By focusing on instructors’ goals for peer review and whether instructors articulate goals that I also found in the literature, the first question
offers insight into the extent to which peer review scholarship is translating into practice, at least for the three instructors in this study. The second research question focuses on student perceptions, which allows me
to question the implication of a disconnect between instructor intentions and student experiences (Corbett et al., 2014; Harris, 2014; PIT Core
Publishing Collective, 2014). Gaining a better understanding of instructors’ and students’ perceptions of the goals of peer review allows us to
articulate particular goals in the context of specific workshops, which can
in turn help instructors make informed decisions about what goals to emphasize in their own courses.
Methods
This article reports data collected for an institutional review board–
approved qualitative study conducted in fall 2014 at a large West Coast
institution in the United States. That study included semistructured interviews with instructors (n=3) and students (n=8) about their experiences
with peer review workshops in an FYC class.
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Participants
Courses were randomly selected from a list of courses offered that
semester, and students were invited to participate in interviews via a
questionnaire. The three instructors I describe, “Jasmine,” “Marie,” and
“Michael,” identified themselves as Caucasian Americans who were pursuing PhDs in English (Marie and Jasmine) or Rhetoric and Composition
(Michael). Michael had prior experience as a teaching assistant and a tutor
at another institution, but this was his first semester as an instructor of
record. Marie and Jasmine both had prior experience as instructors at previous institutions and had been teaching at this institution for two years.
Table 1 describes the students featured in this article, as self-reported
in interviews.
Table 1
Student Participants
Name

Instructor

Year in school

Major

Ethnic identity

“Hannah”

Jasmine

Junior

Animal science

American

“Jacob”

Jasmine

Sophomore

Computer science Chinese

“Jessica”

Jasmine

Junior

Anthropology

Mexican American

“Bahar”

Marie

Freshman

Business

Iranian American

“Megan”

Marie

Freshman

Psychology

Taiwanese American

“Rosa”

Marie

Freshman

Sociology

Mexican American

“Celia”

Michael

Sophomore

Political science

Peruvian American

“Emily”

Michael

Junior

Art

Mexican American

Data Collection and Analysis
The study involved three 60- to 90-minute semistructured interviews
with each instructor and one 45- to 60-minute semistructured interview with
each student. The instructor interviews took place in the week before the
semester started, in the week after the peer review workshop, and in the
week after the semester concluded. This article draws primarily on data
from the first two instructor interviews, which included the following
questions: “What is the goal of peer review?” “What do you think your
students gained from the workshop?” “Did [the students] achieve what
you expected them to achieve?” The student interviews took place after
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the peer review workshop and included the question “What was the purpose of the peer review workshop?”
I audio-recorded and transcribed the interviews and then imported
the transcripts into Dedoose, a qualitative data analysis software. I coded the transcripts for the goals of peer review that emerged from the
literature, questioning the extent to which participants gravitated toward
one or more specific goal of peer review and paying particular attention to
the participants’ responses to interview questions about the goals of peer
review.
Workshop Designs
The three instructors were all graduate students who had participated
in the same training—a semester-long course on composition pedagogy
and a two-unit workshop that took place during their first semester of
teaching. Additionally, the study participants were all teaching from the
same common syllabus. The first major assignment was a literacy narrative, which included a two-part peer review workshop as part of the
assignment sequence. The instructors each put students into groups of
three that included both strong and weak writers.
Despite the many similarities in workshop designs, there were some
key differences. Most notable is that Marie was teaching a hybrid course,
so her students met once per week and completed online activities in
lieu of a second meeting. Michael and Jasmine’s students each met twice
per week, though Michael’s students were in a computer lab and Jasmine’s
were not.
There were also some differences in the ways the instructors asked their
students to provide feedback. Both Michael and Jasmine facilitated two
in-class workshops, one focused on content in response to students’ first
drafts and one focused on editing in response to students’ second drafts.
In Michael’s class, students created written feedback during both workshops and then had an opportunity to verbally discuss the comments;
they responded to two peers during the first workshop and to one peer
during the second workshop. In Jasmine’s class, the first workshop included only verbal comments; students read and had a group discussion
about the drafts one at a time. The second workshop included only written
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comments; students silently read and filled out a rubric in response to
two peers’ drafts. Marie’s students first engaged in an asynchronous
online workshop, where they created written feedback in response to
peers’ first drafts. Next, they engaged in a face-to-face workshop, where
they discussed their comments on the first draft and also read and commented on the second draft. Like those in Jasmine’s and Michael’s classes,
Marie’s first workshop was officially more focused on content and the second workshop was more focused on editing; however, Marie emphasized
recommending revisions for the second draft rather than editing the draft
for grammar, and she asked her students to discuss the revisions they
had made in response to the first workshop. Consequently, her students
treated the second workshop more like an additional content workshop
than like an editing workshop.
Another difference related to the instructors’ assessment of student
work. Marie evaluated her students’ peer review performance via a criterion on the literacy narrative rubric, whereas Michael and Jasmine did not
collect or evaluate the comments their students produced. Instead, peer
review in Michael’s and Jasmine’s courses received a participation grade,
which was awarded if students attended both workshops.
Findings
During semistructured interviews, I asked three instructors and eight
students to describe the goals and purposes of peer review. I found that
the instructors each articulated a specific and distinct goal: constructing
quality comments (Marie), identifying effective writing (Jasmine), and facilitating peer trust (Michael). However, the students all focused on one
peer review goal: improving draft quality.
Instructors’ Goals for Peer Review
Despite their similarities in training and institutional context, the
three instructors I interviewed had distinct responses when asked about
the goals of peer review. Their definitions of peer review goals were in line
with goals that emerged from the literature. Marie emphasized constructing quality comments, Jasmine focused on identifying effective writing,
and Michael prioritized facilitating peer trust.
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Marie explained that she was particularly interested in teaching students to construct quality comments:
I want them to really see how it’s productive to give compliments. Not just for the
sake of being like, “You’re a good writer,” but just to actually look for the strengths
that a writer has and be able to articulate that to someone else also so they know . . .
what to take into their next assignment.

Marie reiterated this emphasis on student comments when I asked
how she was assessing the students’ performance in the workshops. She
noted that the rubric for the literacy narrative included a peer review criterion. When grading the literacy narratives, Marie would “look back and
see, okay, did they really—do they deserve a check plus in terms of the
comments they are giving?” In so doing, Marie noticed that “a couple people . . . aren’t participating as robustly. . . . I’m hoping that will turn around
since they’ve now gotten feedback on that.” Similarly, when I asked what
the students gained from the workshop, Marie noted, “I thought the comments were pretty good.” Throughout our interviews, Marie consistently
emphasized the construction of quality comments as the primary goal of
peer review. The workshop also carried a second and more implicit goal:
improving draft quality as a result of receiving those comments from
peers.
By contrast, Jasmine focused on helping students identify effective writing. When asked what her students gained from the workshop,
she said it “forces them to look more carefully at both their own drafts
and, like, other people’s drafts. And they think about nuances that they
wouldn’t otherwise.” To facilitate this attention to “nuances,” Jasmine conducted a writing tutorial that included “examples of creative language,”
and she also emphasized “sentence variety” and “cohesion.” Her goal was
to draw students’ attention to particular writing features that they would
assess in their peers’ drafts during peer review, thus prompting students to
“be more mindful of language usage while they are reading.” Jasmine further explained that the writing features in her tutorials varied based on the
assignment: She designed “writing tutorials that I think will fit well with
the unit and then make that the focus of peer review.” For Jasmine, the
main goal of peer review was “to articulate what you think the strengths
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and weaknesses of a paper are” and in so doing gain a better understanding of what constitutes effective writing.
The third instructor I interviewed, Michael, articulated yet another
approach to peer review. Instead of producing quality comments or identifying effective writing, he highlighted peer trust as the primary goal of
peer review. As he put it, “I almost didn’t care as much what comments
are being left, in that I wanted them to feel like they were safe talking
to one another.” When I asked Michael what he expected his students to
achieve, he said it was “for them to see that they are not the only ones
struggling with their writing. That their peers are just as concerned, if not
more, about their writing.” When students develop this sense of solidarity,
Michael explained,
[it] allows them to kind of start to pull on each other for support, versus pulling on
me for support. So I want them to be able to talk with each other and share with each
other, and create a safe space that we can then continue on for the next 10 weeks,
versus feeling like we are 21 different people working on our own writing, isolated.
That’s one of the big things that we’re trying to teach in this. Writing is a social act,
and writing is a social kind of conversation.

Michael saw the goal of peer review as creating a “safe space” where
students trust each other enough to “pull on each other for support.” He
further asserted that this emphasis on peer trust would teach students that
“writing is a kind of social conversation,” which implies a secondary goal
of recognizing writing as a social act.
My interviews with Marie, Jasmine, and Michael indicate that, even
though they facilitated similar workshops that followed the same common syllabus, they approached peer review with different goals in mind.
Marie identified the primary goal of peer review as constructing quality
comments, with the more implicit goal of improving draft quality in response to receiving peer feedback. Jasmine was also interested in draft
quality, but for her the primary goal of peer review was to identify effective
writing so that students could incorporate that effectiveness into their
own writing. Michael was less interested in the types of comments students produced or the quality of their drafts; instead, he saw peer review
as a means of developing sufficient peer trust to sustain the classroom
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community, with a secondary goal of helping students recognize writing
as a social act.
Of course, just because the instructors focused on one goal for peer
review in the interviews does not mean that they never mentioned other
goals. Marie described the value of “forming community” and noted that
peer review can show students that “somebody else sees this in a totally
different way,” which may shape student approaches to the writing process. Jasmine recognized that peer review allows the “author of the paper
[to] ask questions, and sort of address concerns that they might have
about it,” and also stressed the importance of creating a positive classroom community: “Everyone just, I think, wants to feel positive about
writing, right? Like, not frustrated with themselves or anything.” Michael
noted that workshops can help students “develop a way of . . . critiquing
others’ writing in relation to . . . their own” and also mentioned that peer
review can give “the author a little more insight from an outside perspective.” These comments came up throughout the three-part interview
series I conducted, as the instructors thought through and talked about
their strategies for designing and facilitating the peer review workshops.
However, when I asked directly about the goals of peer review, or about
what they wanted their students to achieve, they each gravitated to one
primary goal. This finding affirms the value of naming and differentiating
among specific goals of peer review—these instructors had similar training and were teaching in similar contexts, and yet they approached peer
review with different goals in mind.
With that being said, the instructors also expressed some frustration
about the difficulty of assessing the extent to which peer review actually
“worked.” Jasmine articulated this perspective most strongly: “Sometimes
it’s hard for me to judge. . . . I think that they are getting stuff out of
working with each other, but I can’t always tell what that is.” She further
explained, “It’s always a split. Some, like, don’t find [peer review] useful and they say it’s one of the least useful things. Whereas others say it’s
one of the best parts about the class.” Jasmine’s comments point to the
complexity of assessing the extent to which instructor intentions translate into student experiences. All three instructors additionally noted
that this complexity is exacerbated by the many moving parts of peer
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review—answering questions and checking in on groups who all have
different dynamics, plus dealing with logistical and technical difficulties, is a lot to contend with. Even if instructors have a clear goal in mind,
it can be difficult to know whether that goal is actually achieved or perceived by the majority of students. Consequently, student perspectives are
an important element in research on the goals of peer review.
Students’ Perceptions of the Purpose of Peer Review
To learn more about the students’ experiences in these peer review
workshops, I interviewed three of Marie’s students, three of Jasmine’s students, and two of Michael’s students. In each interview, I asked, “What is
the purpose of peer review?” The overwhelming response was that the
purpose of peer review is to improve draft quality. In their discussion
of draft quality, students mentioned comment construction, but they
focused on receiving comments, not generating them. A couple of students also noted that peer review exposed them to examples of effective
writing, and a few students mentioned the importance of peer trust.
However, none of the students felt that the purpose of peer review was to
identify effective writing or develop trust. It was also not the case that
students from a particular section shared a distinct perspective on peer
review. This finding was surprising given how differently the instructors conceived of the goal of peer review, and it implies that instructor
intentions were not articulated strongly enough to impact student perceptions. I report on these findings in three subsections, first describing
students’ understanding of the primary goal of peer review as improving
draft quality, which includes their perspectives on constructing quality
comments, and then reporting on students’ perspectives on identifying
effective writing and developing peer trust.
Improving draft quality. When asked about the purpose of peer
review, all the students referred to receiving comments that facilitate
revision. The students in this study particularly highlighted the value of
gaining a reader’s perspective and the ultimate goal of improving their
drafts prior to instructor review.
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Three of the students I interviewed were particularly focused on reader
perspectives. Jacob, one of Jasmine’s students, stated that the purpose was
to have “another student read your article. And so it’s in a different view.
. . . They could help me think about my article.” His classmate Hannah
similarly described it as “another pair of eyes to look at your work, to
see things that you missed because you are biased when you are writing
your own stuff.” Bahar, one of Marie’s students, made the same argument:
“You have, like, a fresh set of eyes. . . . I feel like a lot of times because I
know what I’m talking about, everyone else does as well. But when you
have someone else read it, they are, like, I have no clue what you are
talking about here.” Peer review helped these students rethink and resee
their writing from a reader’s perspective. We might argue that this purpose is similar to the goal of audience awareness, but none of the students talked about audience in broad terms. They focused on their peers
as readers who could help them improve their draft quality. Also implicit
in their comments was an understanding of peer review as something
that benefits the ones who receive the comments, to help them revise and
improve their drafts, which suggests that they did not see constructing
quality comments as the primary goal of peer review.
The other students I interviewed were even more explicit about draft
improvement being the primary goal of peer review. Megan, one of Marie’s
students, explained, “Being able to receive multiple opinions . . . and put
them together . . . can really make a better essay. And so, yeah, it can improve your essay a lot.” Megan’s classmate Rosa similarly explained that
without peer feedback, “I don’t know that I would have had, like, ideas
as to . . . what to change and what to add.” For Megan and Rosa, the value
of reader perspectives was more implicit, whereas the end-goal of using
those perspectives to improve draft quality was more explicit.
Celia, one of Michael’s students, shared this perspective, answering
that the point of peer review is “to help us in our writing. And, like, to
make us improve.” This improvement, for Celia, occurred during revision
in response to feedback. As she explained at the end of the interview,
I feel like we actually learned something because, like, we had to go back and fix it.
. . . I can kind of see the point why Michael did it. If he gave us his feedback first, we
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would have been, okay, well, he’s a professor so I’ll just change that and it’s fine. But
I feel like when they were, like, peer reviewing it, it’s like, okay, well, I can go back
and, like, see—try to understand where they got confused on. . . . So when Michael
got it, like, [it] actually improved my writing. Because he mentioned, like, good
explanation. You had a good argument here. And exactly in the places where I was
missing all the things that they told me to fix.

For Celia, peer review provided feedback that she had to critically engage with, making decisions about how to resolve problems that peers
pointed out. The instructor also played an important role in this process
for Celia when he assessed the work and determined whether or not her
revisions actually improved the draft.
Celia’s classmate Emily also focused on the role of the instructor in
peer review, such that she prioritized instructor over peer feedback: “I
feel like if anyone should look at my papers, [it’s] the teacher because he
actually knows what he’s doing.” In this regard, Emily saw peer review as
reality of instructor workload:
The teacher doesn’t always have time to grade, like, the nitty—the little tiny things
that are wrong with your paper. . . . He shouldn’t be grading, like, your crappy first
drafts and then your weird second drafts. And we, like, we gave him our third drafts
and I think that’s just, like, easier on him.

With that said, Emily also stated that participating in peer review
pushed her to fully engage in a multidraft writing process: “I’m like, oh
crap, if my peers are going to be reading this. . . . When no one else is reading it until the teacher reads it, I don’t always, like, try.” Like Celia, Rosa,
and Megan, Emily understood peer review as an activity that leads to draft
improvement, but she seemed more focused on the ways peers can catch
the “little tiny things that are wrong with your paper” than on the ways
that peers can offer outside perspectives that would require her to rethink
her draft.
Jessica, one of Jasmine’s students, expressed a similar idea: “The purpose of peer review is mainly for grammar mistakes. And seeing if your
essay flows well. If it makes sense.” Jessica also described the value of
positive comments, which made her feel like, “oh, okay, well I’m doing
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something right.” For Jessica, as for Emily, peer review primarily helped
her prepare the draft for instructor review. The goal was still to improve
the draft in response to comments, but Jessica and Emily were more focused on editing and grammar correction than on content revision.
All of the students spoke about peer review in relation to receiving
comments that prompt revision. Their observations varied from the ways
in which reader perspectives prompt problem solving to the ways in which
peer comments can identify errors, and they were all quite clear that the
ultimate goal of peer review is to improve draft quality. Importantly, while
the students talked about comments and implied that constructing quality comments is an aspect of peer review, they talked much more about
receiving comments than about generating them. Thus, I would not conclude that any of the students perceived constructing quality comments to
be the primary goal of peer review.
Identifying effective writing. Similarly, the students did not point
to identifying effective writing as a primary goal of peer review, but three
students did mention it, and one of them was in Jasmine’s class. Hannah
explained that, in addition to gaining outside perspectives that improve
draft quality, one purpose of peer review is “to put people of different
writing levels together so that, you know, good writers can read bad writers, and bad writers can read good writers. And, you know, learn from
that how to be a better writer.” I asked for more details, and she said, “I’ll
see things in someone’s essay, you know, like, a mistake that they made,
and I’ll be like, oh yeah, you’re not supposed to do that. I’ll remember it
for my own thing. Be like, ‘oh, did I do that?’” Hannah further explained
that the process of reading others’ work makes her aware of “the way that
people sound when they write,” which in turn makes her “start to think
about how I sound, probably, to them.” Hannah did not identify a specific writing feature that she learned about or practiced as a result of peer
review, but she did show that she sees a purpose for peer review beyond
receiving feedback that improves draft quality. She was benefiting from
the process of reading and evaluating others’ work.
The other students who mentioned identifying effective writing did so
in relation to the peer review worksheet, and both of these students were
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in Marie’s class. Megan stated that “the peer review worksheet . . . kind
of made me pay attention to different things. . . . [It] was more of what
the assignment itself was looking for, . . . like, what the audience was . . .
and overall flow of the essay and stuff like that.” Her classmate Rosa similarly stated that she liked the “questions that asked about structure” on the
worksheet and the question that asked if the author “tie[d] everything together” in the conclusion. She particularly appreciated the question about
the conclusion because, as she said, “my conclusions are usually sucky
all the time. So that was helpful that it told me I needed more information.” The worksheets asked students to provide feedback about specific
issues, which required them to identify effective and ineffective aspects
of their peers’ writing. However, it is unclear whether this attention improved their own ability to employ those writing features or whether the
attention simply meant that they received focused feedback that prompted
revision to improve draft quality.
Developing peer trust. None of the students I interviewed described
peer trust as the purpose of peer review, but a few of them referenced the
importance of trust in other parts of the interview. For example, Bahar,
from Marie’s class, noted, “When I got my thing back, I realized that the
other girls were doing, like, their part, too. So they weren’t, like, leaving,
like, stupid comments.” She went on to explain, “I feel like we were really,
like, all nice about it and we were all trying to, like, help the other person.
. . . No one to my essay was like, ‘Hey, this is a stupid idea.’” Bahar was
pleased to find that her classmates were taking the workshop seriously
and offering constructive feedback. Consequently, Bahar decided that
she could trust these partners, and this experience encouraged her to
work toward offering them useful feedback. Her decision was rewarded
when she read their revised drafts: “While reading their essays again after
peer review, I noticed that they took the ideas I gave them. So . . . this
peer review worked out, like, really good.” Bahar’s classmate Rosa similarly noted, “It’s helpful for them, I guess. Because . . . when I went back and
read it, they changed it. They did what I said. I was like, ‘Yay, I helped!’”
These students not only felt that their classmates were honestly trying to
help, but they also felt valued as reviewers when they saw that their peers
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made revisions based on their recommendations. This positive group dynamic encouraged the students to trust one another and motivated them
to participate in the workshops. However, it was not the case that the students described peer trust as the goal of peer review.
The other students who talked about peer trust framed it in negative
terms. For example, Jacob (from Jasmine’s class) noted, “They are all students and they—maybe their comments are . . . not suitable for the paper.”
Both of the students from Michael’s class expressed a similar sentiment.
Emily commented, “Honestly, I just want good writers to look at my writing. And I’m not saying that they’re bad writers, but we are students.” Her
classmate Celia stated, “I don’t want to say that they’re probably terrible
writers or anything, . . . [but] I feel like having them grade my papers is
like, well, I’m not sure if you actually know what you’re talking about.”
Jacob, Emily, and Celia were all concerned that their peers might provide
inaccurate or incorrect feedback, and they struggled to know which suggestions to trust. Furthermore, Celia went on to explain that, when she
received feedback about her word choice, “I felt like I was being judged in
my writing. And, like, I don’t like to feel judged because it makes me feel
like, well, I’m in this class but you guys seem to . . . know way more than I
do when we’re supposedly supposed to be at the same level.”
Importantly, the students’ comments about a lack of peer trust were
exclusively focused on corrective or prescriptive feedback, such as grammar errors, where to add paragraph breaks, and whether to introduce
a quotation with one’s own words. It was common for the participants
to describe helpful open-ended questions or reader-response comments
from the same peer who provided prescriptive feedback that they did not
trust. However, even their positive comments did not evolve into articulations of peer trust as a goal of peer review. Instead, the students in this
study seemed to understand that peer trust is important for successful
peer review that improves draft quality, and they were wary of prescriptive
feedback.
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Discussion
Corbett et al. (2014) argued that, for peer review to be successful, the
“goals and objectives (purposes) must be clear to students” (p. 6). In this
article, I have attempted to more specifically describe what those goals and
objectives are by naming and differentiating among goals articulated in
composition studies literature and in interviews with FYC instructors
(n=3) and students (n=8). My review of the literature identified eight potential goals of peer review: improving draft quality, constructing quality
comments, prompting revision, gaining audience awareness, identifying effective writing, gaining self-assessment skills, developing peer trust,
and recognizing writing as a social act. The instructors I interviewed each
pointed to one of those goals when asked about the primary goal of peer
review: constructing quality comments (Marie), identifying effective writing (Jasmine), and developing peer trust (Michael). The finding that the
three instructors in this study defined distinct goals for peer review, even
though they received the same training and taught in similar contexts using
the same common syllabus, suggests that instructors are aware of multiple possible goals of peer review and are intentionally selecting particular
goals that are appropriate for their course and instructional contexts.
However, the findings also indicate a disconnect between instructor
intentions and student experiences, corroborating the views of Corbett et
al. (2014), Harris (2014), and the PIT Core Publishing Collective (2014).
All of the eight students I interviewed indicated the same goal when asked
about the purpose of peer review: improving draft quality. Some of the
students also maintained an understanding of peer review as a way to
catch errors before instructor review, which was not what their instructors intended. One instructor, Marie, did emphasize constructing quality comments, with an implied secondary goal of improving draft quality,
which is similar to her students’ perceptions of the purpose of peer review.
However, her students were more focused on receiving quality comments
than producing them. Furthermore, it was not the case that Jasmine’s
students saw identifying effective writing as the purpose of peer review,
nor did Michael’s students point to peer trust as the purpose. The variations in the instructors’ intended goals for the workshops did not result
in the students having distinct understandings of the goals of peer review.
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Consequently, I recommend continued conversations about the specific
goals for peer review, including discussions of how we might design, facilitate, and assess peer review workshops differently based on the primary
goal and how we can effectively communicate that goal to students.
Students’ understanding of peer review as a way to improve their essays is consistent with the tendency in peer review research to focus on
feedback adoption that improves draft quality (Chang, 2016). It is reasonable to assume that this research focus reflects an emphasis on improving
draft quality in our conversations about peer review across the curriculum
and within composition studies. It also seems likely that students will have
encountered this type of peer review most often throughout high school
and college, which may predispose them to assume that improving draft
quality is the primary goal of peer review. The importance of explicitly
articulating the goals of peer review is even greater when those goals differ
from students’ assumptions and prior experiences.
Another reason for the students’ focus on improving draft quality
may have been the two-part workshop design in the common syllabus,
in which students read and responded to two drafts and then submitted
the third draft for instructor review. This design inherently prioritizes
constructing feedback that prompts revision toward the end-goal of instructor review. This design may have made the instructor’s primary goals
for the workshops less evident to the students, especially in the cases of
Jasmine and Michael. Alternative design options may more thoroughly
establish identifying effective writing or developing peer trust as the primary goal of peer review.
For example, the findings from this study indicate that worksheets
successfully drew students’ attention to particular writing features, so instructors might foreground these tools in an identifying-effective-writing
workshop. Instructors might also couple the goal of identifying effective
writing with the goal of gaining self-assessment skills by asking students
to collaboratively create grading rubrics (Kurtyka & Haley-Brown, 2014)
or complete reflective self-assessments (Davis, 2014). Another option that
I have observed anecdotally is to ask students to submit their peer reviews
to the instructor but not to the author, thus emphasizing the reviewer’s
evaluation skills rather than the author’s reception of the comments.
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Similarly, there are ways for instructors to foreground peer trust.
The findings of this study indicate that students understand the value of
peer trust—they echoed composition scholars’ arguments that developing peer trust is an important precursor to peer review (Roskelley, 2003;
Wirtz, 2012). Scholars have also conceived of peer trust as the goal of peer
review (Wirtz, 2012), a goal that was also articulated by one of the instructors in this study (Michael), but peer trust as a goal was not something
that the students articulated. One way to foreground peer trust may be to
couple this goal with the goal of increasing audience awareness, stressing
the ways students are qualified to ask questions and offer their perspectives
as readers (Nilson, 2003). A peer-trust-focused workshop might also emphasize conversations about the process of writing instead of the product
being produced, or it might invite students to articulate the value of peer
solidarity and a sense of community in the writing classroom. Avoiding
prescriptive feedback and grammar checks may also be advisable in a
workshop that aims to facilitate trust.
Finally, the participants’ emphasis on improving draft quality suggests
that students understand the goal of peer review as producing a final
product, not benefiting from the process of interacting with peers. This
tendency was evident in students’ negative comments about peer trust
and in their focus on receiving comments from peers rather than generating them. One implication may be that there is a disconnect not only
between student experiences and instructor intentions but also between
student perceptions and composition theory. The social constructivist
theory that grounds much of composition studies advocates for writers
co-constructing meaning alongside readers (Bruffee, 1999; Gere, 1987),
and yet the students in this study did not view peer review as an activity
in knowledge co-construction. A few students described receiving comments that helped them understand outside perspectives, but it was always toward the end goal of “fixing” the draft or preparing it for instructor
review. The students did not seem to value the process of knowledge construction in a way that might lead them to see things such as peer trust or
recognizing writing as a social act as goals of peer review.
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Conclusion
The multiple potential outcomes of peer review contribute to the complexity of designing and facilitating a successful workshop, such that it
can be tempting to assume that something positive will result from peer
review as long as students have the opportunity to interact. However, the
literature argues that explicit design and deliberate articulation of goals are
important, and the findings from the instructor interviews in this study
illustrate that similar workshops can be geared toward multiple different
goals. The findings from this study additionally indicate that students may
be unaware of the variety of potential peer review goals and instead focus
only on the goal of improving draft quality. Differentiating among specific
goals of peer review and discussing the ways design strategies may need
to vary based on the intended goal(s) is a useful step toward bridging instructor intentions with student experiences.
Importantly, this article is not advocating for one particular goal
as ideal, nor do I suggest that the eight goals I identified are conclusive. Instead, this article argues that there are many potential goals and
combinations of goals that peer review workshops can facilitate, which
complicates the task of clearly articulating the goals and purposes of peer
review to students. I believe that this complexity can be alleviated by more
explicit conversations about what specific goals are possible and how we
can design different workshops that facilitate those goals. It might be that
workshops earlier in the semester explicitly facilitate peer trust, so that
later workshops can facilitate quality comment construction and prompt
revision. It might also be that improving draft quality or identifying effective writing is a secondary outcome of a workshop that has audience
awareness as its primary goal. I could also imagine a workshop where the
instructor articulated multiple goals to students, perhaps first talking
about the role of trust in peer review and then asking students to not only
identify effective writing features but also use that evaluation to inform
comment construction. The point is that the design for a workshop should
reflect and change in accordance with the primary goal(s) that the workshop intends to achieve.
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Future research might more systematically investigate the differences
between specific goals of peer review and consider the potential of designing different types of workshops in a single course. It may also be useful to
investigate the efficacy of aligning particular peer review goals with particular types of courses (e.g., FYC versus professional writing or writing
in the disciplines) or with particular theoretical frameworks (e.g., social
constructivist versus rhetorical genre theory). Other projects might explore the ways these goals overlap and identify strategies for distinguishing between multiple goals in a single workshop. Future research would
also benefit from empirical investigations into workshops where the
primary goal is not improving draft quality. Ultimately, this article aims
to encourage more conversations about the value of articulating specific
goals of peer review and then using those goals to inform the design, introduction, facilitation, and assessment of peer review.
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The purpose of the present study is to examine the resources for responding to
grammatical issues in student writing that are available to writing teachers. The
study analyzes two sets of data: (a) the position statements issued by the Conference on College Composition and Communication, the Council of Writing
Program Administrators, and the National Council of Teachers of English, and (b)
the best-selling writing-teacher preparation materials. The results are discussed
through the theoretical lens of communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) in order
to portray how the field of composition studies—as a community of practice—
models responding to linguistically diverse students, whether L1, L2, or international students. The results show that the expectations set by position statements
are not met by writing-teacher preparation materials. Thus, teachers are lacking
resources to know how to respond to students’ grammar rhetorically in the context
of writing. Based on these findings, I discuss implications for responding practices
and propose future avenues for research on preparing teachers to respond to student writing.
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After informally observing a few teachers’ responses to student writing,
comments along the lines of “this is an incomplete sentence,” “be mindful
of writing fluency issues,” and “revise for clarity” struck me as lacking: these sample comments do not testify to the progress composition
studies has made as a field when it comes to responding to grammar.
While clearly less cryptic than the infamous “awk” and “frag,” the aforementioned comments still leave plenty of room for students to wonder
about what the teacher meant. The comments are prescriptive and do
not provide any clues to students about the rhetorical considerations surrounding writing issues. These comments would instead be considered
arhetorical—they do not help the writer understand how and why a grammatical error affects the message, audience, or purpose of writing (e.g., it
confuses the reader/audience, it affects the writer’s ethos negatively due
to the expectations relating to standard English, etc.).We have come a
long way from the current-traditional approaches of addressing grammar in isolated drill exercises and instead recognize the need for treating
language issues rhetorically. While these rhetorical elements seem to be
the norm when responding to student ideas, comments about grammar
rarely cite rhetorical reasoning as a reason to change something.
Since the field of composition studies recognizes the need for treating
language issues rhetorically, the question that follows is whether this rhetorical awareness is mirrored in the variety of materials that prepare and
help teachers respond to their students. Hence, the present study examines how preparation materials create explicit and implicit standards that
might ultimately shape teachers’ response to grammar. The first part
of this paper provides an overview of studies on responding to student
writing in U.S. college composition classrooms. The second part of the
paper analyzes two sets of resources that writing teachers encounter when
developing their responding practices: (a) position statements issued
by the Conference on College Composition and Communication, the
Council of Writing Program Administrators, and the National Council
of Teachers of English, and (b) best-selling writing-teacher preparation materials. The paper concludes with a discussion of the effects that
these materials might have on writing-teacher preparation and on teachers’ responding practices.
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Literature Review
This literature review provides a brief overview of studies that portray three major areas of responding to student writing pertinent to the
present study: responding through a rhetorical lens, responding to grammatical error, and the responding philosophies and practices of teachers.
The majority of studies on writing response clearly suggest a rhetorical approach to responding to student writing. The seminal works on
responding to student writing by Brannon and Knoblauch (1982) and
Sommers (1982) proposed individual conferences or peer-group collaboration to discuss and negotiate students’ intentions versus the actual
results of their writing. These discussions, as Sommers (1982) proposed,
should differentiate between early drafts and final drafts. Teachers’
responses to early drafts should reflect their reactions as readers by “registering questions, reflecting befuddlement, and noting places where [they]
are puzzled about the meaning of the text” (Sommers, 1982, p. 155). Such
response would motivate “revision as discovery” (p. 156), where students learn how to develop their ideas and express them effectively. While
Sommers suggested reacting as readers to early drafts, it was not clear
from her research how teachers should react or comment to final drafts.
A study by Podis and Podis (1986) pointed out that the purpose behind
comments such as “‘Awk!’ ‘Frag.’ ‘Unity?’ ‘Coh.’” (p. 90) is only evaluating
a piece of writing instead of looking at each student draft as “useful stages
in the writer’s composing process” (p. 91). As opposed to Brannon and
Knoblauch (1982) and Sommers (1982), Podis and Podis (1986) claimed
that teachers’ responding practices were lagging behind the scholarship that called for rhetorical approaches. The authors addressed the
rhetoricity of sentence-level issues and contended that students who use
predominantly simple, short sentences in a report may be doing so not
because they have a “limited verbal ability or inadequate analytic power”
(p. 96) but because they believe that reporting should be as close as possible to the facts. The authors suggested explaining to such student writers
“what the audience’s demands and expectations really are” (p. 96) instead
of simply commenting on the length or style of a sentence.
These initial studies were followed by years of rich and systematic research on responding to student writing, through which scholars investigated teachers’ responding practices and the effectiveness of feedback,
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as well as students’ perceptions and use of feedback. The basic
premise, however, remained the same: Feedback should include
comments on how student drafts achieve various rhetorical purposes.
Studies that have focused on responding to grammatical error have
investigated issues such as what types of errors teachers recognize in student writing (see Connors & Lunsford, 1993; Greenbaum & Taylor,
1981; Lunsford & Lunsford, 2008) and how response to error depends on
social constructions (see Anson, 2000; Beason, 2001; Ferris, 2011).
While these studies looked at how teachers respond to error, they did
not investigate the effectiveness of teachers’ feedback. In fact, the
infamous report by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer (1963)
seemed to satisfy compo-sition scholars with its conclusion that
addressing grammar in writing instruction is futile. After Braddock et
al. (1963), studies that addressed this topic came to similar conclusions
while investigating grammar in-struction methods reminiscent of
current-traditional approaches (see Bennet, 1976; O’Hare, 1973).
Aside from the fact that these studies were conducted over 30 years ago,
they did not consider responding to gram-matical issues rhetorically.
One project that continued research on responding to grammatical issues was conducted by Ferris, Pezone, Tade, and Tinti
(1997), who analyzed how teachers respond to drafts of advanced ESL
university students. The findings indicated that teachers’ comments
were vague and generic because the field’s suggestions for responding were vague and generic. Further research by Ferris and Roberts
(2001) investigated how explicit error feedback should be in order
to be effective for L2 students. The authors found that code-marking and underlining had a significantly higher effect in student editing
than no feedback at all, though the study still relied on outdated methods of responding that were not focused on the rhetorical effects of
errors. Instead of looking at errors as deviations within the confinements
of one language (the dominant English variety), Christensen (2003)
hinted at discourse communities and genres by proposing that teachers
create “study groups to analyze the patterns of errors their students bring
to class” (p. 9). This idea considers how students’ home languages are reflected in students’ writing in English, but responding to grammar was
Padon, D. C. (2019). Responding to grammar: An analysis of writing-teacher preparation
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still not discussed in terms of rhetorical considerations and can only
be implied or assumed. On the other hand, Medzerian (2010) addressed
one of the canons of rhetoric (style) in her study and argued that stylistic choices are often perceived as choices of form that are separated from
meaning. As Medzerian (2010) pointed out, issues of style can be discussed
in terms of accidental lapses in packaging—or as Sommers (1982) called
them, “accidents of discourse” (p. 150). These accidents cause writers to
have “little control . . . resulting in an arhetorical construction of style”
(Medzerian, 2010, p. 196). Although style and grammatical errors are
not the same, they both relate to the form that writing takes, and they
are both heavily influenced by our expectations as readers and writing teachers. Such dichotomous perceptions of form versus meaning, of
local versus global comments, show that students (and more than likely,
teachers as well) are affected by a lack of critical language awareness about
grammatical issues.
One common trait that these studies have exposed is the tension between teachers’ beliefs, practices, and preparations for responding to error
(and style, if we categorize it as an accidental lapse in discourse). For example, Ferris (2014) found that there was a consensus between teachers’
beliefs and practices when responding to global issues, but there were
discrepancies between beliefs and practices when responding to local
issues. As Ferris (2014) explained, teachers believed they were responding to local issues by modeling clarity and marking patterns of errors,
but their practices exposed that they used mainly indirect correction by
underlining or circling errors (pp. 16–20). These results share similar
tendencies as the previous studies: Teachers seem uncertain about how
to approach responding to grammatical errors. The reasons for such uncertainties can perhaps be found in how teachers have been prepared to
respond to student writing. Authors such as Odell (1989), Anson (2000),
and Ferris (2014) suggested that when responding to error, teachers are
influenced not only by “values, needs, [and] past experiences” (Odell,
1989, p. 224) but also by “cultural, institutional, disciplinary, departmental, and personal standards” (Anson, 1999, p. 308). A consensus
among these scholars seems to be that teachers’ knowledge of both
general responding practices and specific linguistic subject knowledge
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is of utmost importance for effective response to students’ errors. Not
all writing teachers, however, agree with this consensus. In fact, Matsuda
(2012) described how “one of the senior members of the field expressed
his reluctance to address language issues, proclaiming that he was ‘a compositionist, not a linguist’” (p. 147)—thus implying that teaching composition is separate from teaching the use of linguistic devices in composing.
At the same time, certain teachers may attribute up to 20% of students’
essay grades to grammatical issues (see Reid & Kroll, 1995, p. 268). This
unbalanced focus on ideas in comparison to grammatical issues can
therefore result in a neglect of teaching students the strategies they need
in order to edit their writing and express their ideas clearly. Even though
this neglect can happen, only one study has looked at how teachers have
been prepared to respond to students: Ferris, Brown, Liu, and Stine (2011)
examined writing teachers from a mixed L1 and L2 teaching environment
according to their preparation, experience, beliefs, and practices regarding responding. Their extensive analysis of surveys, interviews, and
responding practices established four emerging categories of teachers:
those who are unaware of L2 students’ needs, those who focus primarily
on L2 writers’ errors, those who are unsure of how to help L2 writers, and
those who are responsive to L2 writers’ needs (pp. 219–222). The authors
found that most participating teachers “ha[d] not had any substantive
formal training in working with L2 writers” (p. 223)—perhaps a reason
why their feedback to L2 writers, as well as their attitudes to feedback,
exhibited very different tendencies. Though invaluable, it seems that the
aforementioned contributions by Ferris et al. (2011) have not found their
way into mainstream composition studies.
This brief review confirms that teaching composition involves much
more than simply finding effective teaching or responding methods. It
involves a deep understanding of the ideologies that have shaped the field
historically as well as an understanding of the ideologies in the current
period. A few studies from this literature review signaled significant dichotomies between responding to global issues rhetorically and responding to local issues arhetorically, thus leading to discrepancies between
teachers’ beliefs and practices. However, little research has been done
to investigate what causes these discrepancies or why teachers respond
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the way they do. Thus, the purpose of this study is to investigate the factors that contribute to the ideologies that guide teachers’ practices when
responding to grammatical errors. The study addresses the following research questions:
1. How does the community of composition studies define the goals and
conditions of responding to student writing?
2. What types of roles and relationships are expected from teachers when
engaging in responding to students?
3. Which routines, concepts, tools, and discourses has the composition
community adopted in the practice of responding to student writers?
Methods
Theoretical Framework
This study was guided by the theoretical framework of communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998; Wenger-Trayner &
Wenger-Trayner, 2015). According to Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory,
learning happens in “an activity system about which participants share
understandings concerning what they are doing and what that means in
their lives and for their communities” (p. 98). With regard to responding
to students, writing teachers share assumptions about what responding
means and what it entails based on a variety of communities of practice
(CoP) that are constructed through position statements, teacher preparation materials, and local writing-teacher preparation programs. The
theory of CoP provides a lens for looking at the “shared histories of learning” (Wenger, 1998, p. 86, original emphasis) that portray how responding to student writing is affected by teachers’ enculturation into CoP,
and it provides theoretical guidelines for analyzing the relationships
between response, community, and learning. These histories, according
to Wenger (1998), are “histories of mutual engagement, negotiation of an
enterprise, and development of a shared repertoire” (p. 95). Mutual engagement relates to the interactions, roles, and relationships within CoP;
joint enterprise shows the goals, conditions, and evolution of the CoP;
and shared repertoire consists of routines, concepts, or discourses that a
Padon, D. C. (2019). Responding to grammar: An analysis of writing-teacher preparation
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specific community has adopted through time (Wenger, 1998, pp. 73–84).
The CoP framework, then, offers a lens for describing the general contexts
that affect how a community is formed and how learning in this community happens. Observations of the CoP for writing teachers were guided
by the research questions in relation to the CoP dimensions as presented
in Table 1.
Table 1
CoP Dimensions Guiding the Observations
CoP dimensions (Wenger, 1998) Questions guiding the observations
Joint enterprise
Purpose of practice
Evolution of practice

What is the purpose of the responding practice
in the community? How is it determined? How is
it expressed? What are the conflicting interpretations of the enterprise?

Mutual engagement
Engagement
Participation
Roles

How can one engage in the responding practice? What helps and what hinders the practice?
What is the role of teachers? What is the role of
students?

Shared repertoire
Routines
Tools
Discourses

Which routines, concepts, tools, and discourses
are used to give meaning to this community?

Data Collection
The starting point of my examination was a review of various position statements issued by the Conference on College Composition and
Communication (CCCC), the Council of Writing Program Administrators
(WPA), and the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE). These
organizations shape the field of composition studies with nationwide
events, membership information, and publications such as position
statements on teaching college composition. I accessed these statements
through each organization’s website during spring 2015 and included the
following selection in this study:
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CCCC statements
• Students’ right to their own language (SRTOL) (1974)
• Position statement on the preparation and professional development of teachers of writing (1982)
• Principles for the postsecondary teaching of writing (2013)
• Statement on second language writing and writers (2014)
WPA statements
• Framework for success in postsecondary writing (2011)
• WPA outcomes statement for first-year composition (2014)
NCTE statements
• Guideline on the essentials of English (1982)1
• Resolution on grammar exercises to teach speaking and writing
(1985)
• Expanding opportunities: Academic success for culturally and
linguistically diverse students (1986)2
• Resolution on language study (1994)
• Beliefs about the teaching of writing (2004)3
• Position paper on the role of English teachers in educating English
language learners (ELLs) (2006)
• Standards for the English language arts (2012)
A few of these statements may seem outdated since they are 30–40
years old. The rationale for their inclusion is thus: though some updated,
newer versions exist of these statements, they were not updated soon
enough to influence the publication of new teaching materials before this
study took place (e.g., the “Position statement on the preparation and professional development of teachers of writing” from 1982 was updated in
November 2015, not yet influencing the examined materials at the time
of the study).
The examined materials also included best-selling writing preparation materials found through NCTE (ncte.org) and Amazon
1 NCTE’s “Guideline on the essentials of English” (1982) was removed from the NCTE’s website after this
study was conducted in 2015.
2 NCTE’s “Expanding opportunities: Academic success for culturally and linguistically diverse students”
(1986) was removed from the NCTE’s website after this study was conducted in 2015.
3 NCTE’s “Beliefs about the teaching of writing” (2004) was removed from the NCTE’s website after this
study was conducted in 2015.
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(amazon.com). Search strings targeted two categories of materials: general
books on teaching college writing and specific books on responding to
student writing. The first criterion was to sort the results by “best-selling.”
While Amazon offers this option, NCTE does not. NCTE does, however,
offer the option of navigating to its best seller list through Resources >
Books > Bestsellers. Once in the bestsellers section, I was able to browse by
“college” level. The results included a variety of books, journals, and webinars that did not apply to this study, so I filtered the results further with
the same keywords as in the Amazon search strings. Unfortunately, the
keyword search through NCTE’s bestsellers section constantly resulted in
an error message. Therefore, I filtered the results through the “category”
option and limited the results to books, thus leaving out journals and webinars. The results included books on code-meshing, fiction, and creative
nonfiction. Three books related specifically to college composition. I conducted the search on May 31, 2015, and the NCTE results were as follows:
•

Sullivan, P., Tinberg, H., & Blau, S. (2006). What is “college-level”
writing? Volume 2: Assignments, readings, and student writing
samples. Urbana, IL: NCTE.
• Villanueva, V., & Arola, K. L. (Eds.). (2011). Cross-talk in comp
theory: A reader. Urbana, IL: NCTE.
• Roen, D., Pantoja, V., Yena, L., Miller, S., & Waggoner, E.
(Eds.). (2002). Strategies for teaching first-year
composition. Urbana, IL: NCTE.
As for Amazon, after the first criterion of sorting results by “best-selling,” the second criterion was to limit the selection of materials to the
first three best-selling books in each category (general books on teaching
college writing and specific books on responding to student writing); however, if a certain book consistently appeared in the first 10 search results,
that book was also selected for review. The third criterion was to select
materials that target college writing teachers since they were the focus of
this study; hence, the materials that target WPAs or K–12 students were
discarded. The best-selling materials on responding to L2/ESL students
in college composition were excluded from the study since they rarely (if
ever) are mentioned in the literature on college composition. Thus, they
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cannot be assumed to be a part of the curriculum of college composition
teacher preparation programs. I conducted the search on May 31, 2015,
and the final selection from Amazon was:
• Sommers, N. (2013). Responding to student writers. Boston, MA:
Bedford/St. Martin’s.
• Straub, R. (Ed.). (1999). A sourcebook for responding to student
writing. Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press.
• White, E. M. (2006). Assigning, responding, evaluating: A writing
teacher’s guide (4th ed.). Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s.
Data Analysis
This study utilized a mixed-methods approach, thus including both
quantitative and qualitative research methods that followed concurrent
and transformative procedures (Creswell, 2003, p. 16). The concurrent
procedures are reflected in the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the
position statements and the writing-teacher preparation materials, while
the transformative procedures are reflected in the use of the theoretical
lens of CoP. I conducted a qualitative content analysis of what appeared
to be the most common texts used to prepare college writing teachers.
The goal of qualitative content analysis is to “systematically describe the
meaning” of the analyzed materials (Schreier, in Cho & Lee, 2014, p. 5)
by following a linear procedure that can use a deductive or an inductive
approach, or a combination of both (Cho & Lee, 2014, p. 4). This analysis
followed the inductive approach because there are no other studies (to
my knowledge) that have analyzed the discourses of teacher preparation
materials. After collecting all the materials, I carefully examined these
sources, identified substantiated stories, and wrote narratives with thick
descriptions and specific examples. I uploaded the narratives into QDA
Miner Lite, which is the free version of a computer-assisted qualitative
analysis software. The software allows users to code and categorize data,
as well as to analyze the frequency of observed themes. The second step
in the coding process was identifying units of analysis. The coding unit in
qualitative content analysis is a theme that can arise from single words,
phrases, or larger units (Minichiello, in Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009).
Hence, the initial (open) coding was based on observations that emerged
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from the examined materials, whether from specific words or from ideas
that were expressed in larger chunks of text. Following the preliminary
coding, categories and coding schemes were developed to code the remaining text. The data was constantly being checked for consistency, and
the codes and categories were revised as necessary. The data was recoded
based on these revisions in order to ensure coding consistency (Weber,
in Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009, p. 311). Finally, the frequencies of the recurring themes were examined to draw conclusions from the data. This
step helped in “identifying relationships between categories, uncovering
patterns, and testing categories against the full range of data” (Bradley,
in Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009, p. 312). Such approach to data analysis
contributed to the researcher’s understanding of the philosophies and
practices that the composition studies’ CoP offers to teachers. It also assisted the researcher in the formation of hypotheses about how available
sources (provided or adopted by the CoP) might assist teachers in guiding
students through their writing assignments.
Results
The CCCC, WPA, and NCTE position statements and the best-selling writing-teacher preparation materials revealed four major categories relating to grammar: (a) attitudes toward grammar; (b) expectations
relating to students’ learning; (c) expectations relating to teaching; and (d)
expectations relating to teachers’ knowledge. In addition, the best-selling writing-teacher preparation materials revealed three major categories
that are specific to responding to students: (1) content, (2) focus, and (3)
linguistic features of response. Within each of these categories, the data
showed certain patterns or recurring themes that are summarized in Table
2 and are discussed in detail further.
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Table 2
Summary of Recurring Themes
Categories

Themes

Sources

Attitudes toward
grammar

Grammatical proficiency
matters

CCCC, WPA, and NCTE
position statements

Responding to grammatical
proficiency is irrelevant

Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials

Students need to demonstrate
grammatical proficiency

Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials

Grammar needs to be
addressed rhetorically

CCCC, WPA, and NCTE
position statements

Grammar does not need to be
addressed

Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials

Knowledge on rhetorical
grammar and applied
linguistics is needed

CCCC, WPA, and NCTE
position statements

Teaching
expectations

Teacher knowledge

Teacher knowledge is assumed Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials
Content of response

Foster student autonomy

Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials

Focus of response

Disregard grammatical
proficiency

Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials

Linguistic features of
response

Grammar does not need to be
addressed rhetorically

Best-selling writing-teacher
preparation materials

Attitudes Toward Grammar
The two most frequent codes involving grammar in the CCCC,
WPA, and NCTE position statements were grammar awareness helps students communicate clearly (n=9) and conventions depend on the rhetorical
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situation (n=6). Examples of these codes can be found in NCTE (1982),
which stated that “precision in punctuation, capitalization, spelling, and
other elements of manuscript form is a part of the total effectiveness of
writing,” and students should “recognize how context—topic, purpose,
audience—influences the structure and use of language.” As Figure 1
shows, the remaining codes confirm this attitude.

Figure 1. Attitudes toward grammar in CCCC, WPA, and NCTE
position statements.
As opposed to the attitudes toward grammar in the position statements, the teacher preparation materials paint quite a different picture. In
fact, the most frequent attitude was that conventions are marginal (n=13).
For example, Elbow (1999) suggested that teachers should let students express themselves without worrying about correctness, while White (2006)
contended that “one’s own sentences are designed to carry meaning for
a purpose and an audience, not merely to be correct” (p. 16). Figure 2
illustrates how grammar and conventions are viewed in the best-selling
writing-teacher preparation materials.
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Figure 2. Attitudes toward grammar in writing-teacher preparation
materials.
Although the position statements and the preparation materials seem
to agree that conventions depend on the rhetorical situation, the main tendencies in attitudes show clear contradictions between the two sources.
Based on these contradictions, the position statements represented the
theme grammar matters within the teachers’ CoP, while the materials contributed the theme grammar is irrelevant.
Expectations Relating to Students’ Learning
The position statements support both the expectation that students should recognize the connections between rhetoric and grammar
(n=4) and that students need to continue developing grammatical knowledge (n=4). The following quotations exhibit these ideas in the position
statements: Students should “become aware how grammar represents
the orderliness of language and makes meaningful communication possible” (NCTE, 1982) and should “develop knowledge of linguistic structures, including grammar, punctuation, and spelling, through practice in
composing and revising” (WPA, 2014). As for the preparation materials,
the only books that mention grammar are the books on evaluating and
assessing student writing. Thus, students are expected to demonstrate
grammatical accuracy in their papers (n=5) but not necessarily learn it
in first-year writing (FYW) classes. For example, Sullivan (in Sullivan,
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Tinberg, & Blau, 2006) stated that college-level students should demonstrate “the ability to follow the standard rules of grammar, punctuation,
and spelling” (p. 17). Figure 3 portrays what students are expected to learn
in FYW classes:

Figure 3. Attitudes toward grammar in writing-teacher preparation
materials.
In terms of what students are expected to learn in FYW, the position
statements contribute the theme of students need to continue learning
grammar to the teachers’ CoP, while the preparation materials mainly signal that students need to demonstrate grammatical proficiency.
Expectations Relating to Teaching
The position statements strongly suggest that teachers teach grammar
in the context of writing (n=8) and that teaching conventions matters
(n=6). For example, the idea that teaching conventions matters is represented by WPA (2011): Writing teachers should provide “the formal
and informal guidelines that define what is considered to be correct and
appropriate, or incorrect and inappropriate, in a piece of writing.” As
Figure 4 shows, these ideas are countered by the opposite sentiments no
teaching—student responsible (n=2) and teaching conventions is irrelevant (n=2). One example of the no teaching—student responsible code
is implied by CCCC (2014), which stated that teachers should “prioritize
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two or three mechanical or stylistic issues that individual second language
writers should focus on throughout the duration of the course” (emphasis
mine). Although this example asked teachers to point out the issues to
students, teachers are responsible only for pointing them out; the students
are responsible for solving or improving those issues on their own.

Figure 4. Teaching expectations for grammar according to CCCC, WPA,
and NCTE position statements.
From the information in the teacher preparation materials, it is clear
that teachers are not expected to address grammatical issues or teach
editing. The top two codes relating to grammar were students are responsible (n=10) for their own learning and teaching conventions is irrelevant
(n=9), while the least frequent code was teach editing (n=1). An example
of students are responsible was the suggestion of having a teacher use a
“tick mark in the margin next to the line where the error occurs. Leave it
up to the student to locate and correct the error” (Straub, in Roen et al.,
2002, p. 361). Coincidently, later on the same author added—in parenthesis—the option of taking 15 minutes of class time to workshop the
process of locating and correcting these errors, which was the one occurrence of text that suggested teaching editing.
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Figure 5. Teaching expectations for grammar according to writingteacher preparation materials.
The preparation materials did not deny that grammatical proficiency
matters. Instead, they suggested that frequent writing is enough (n=3) to
improve fluency and that students can seek help from the writing center
(n=2). With the frequency of these codes in mind, the position statements
contribute the theme of grammar needs to be addressed rhetorically to the
teachers’ CoP, while the materials mainly signal that grammar does not
need to be addressed.
Expectations Relating to Teachers’ Knowledge
The position statements held a high number of expectations about
teachers’ knowledge—areas of expertise were mentioned explicitly 12 times,
and one implicit area where knowledge was assumed also occurred (see
Figure 6). Teachers are expected to know linguistic terminology (n=4), techniques for teaching editing (n=4), and conventions and rhetoric (n=4). For
example, CCCC (1974) stated, “All English teachers should, as a minimum,
know the principles of modern linguistics [including] syntax, grammar
and usage”; NCTE/CEE (2004) pointed out, “Teachers should be familiar
with techniques for teaching editing and encouraging reflective knowledge about editing conventions”; and the “WPA Framework” (2011) said
that writing teachers should provide to students “the formal and informal
guidelines that define what is considered to be correct and appropriate,
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or incorrect and inappropriate, in a piece of writing.” The one peculiar
occurrence of knowledge assumed was based on the observation that even
though WPA describes its membership as “a national association of college and university faculty with professional interests in directing writing
programs,” it does not have any position statements on what teachers are
expected to know in order to teach writing (WPA, 2014).

Figure 6. Needed areas of teachers’ knowledge according to CCCC,
WPA, and NCTE.
Teacher preparation materials again paint a different picture. While
two texts called upon teachers to have a knowledge of conventions and
rhetoric, most occurrences showed that knowledge about rhetorical grammar and applied linguistics is assumed (n=13). Other types of knowledge regarding language were not addressed at all (see Figure 7). None of
the preparation materials provided directions for teachers about where
to find support for their approaches to grammatical issues—a fact that
supports the coding of so many texts as knowledge is assumed. For example, both Straub (in Roen et al., 2002) and White (2006) suggested workshopping grammatical issues in class, but neither author offered resources
that teachers could use in order to address these issues. Sommers (2013)
suggested that knowledge is not necessary since minimal marking helps
students “become their own copy editors” (p. 32). In other cases, teachers
were advised to provide generic summative comments such as, “Be sure
Padon, D. C. (2019). Responding to grammar: An analysis of writing-teacher preparation
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to clean up the copy after you revise so that readers will be able to understand and respect what you have to say” (White, 2006, p. 54).

Figure 7. Needed areas of teachers’ knowledge according to writingteacher preparation materials.
There is clearly a wide gap between what the position statements
suggested teachers should know and what knowledge the preparation
materials contribute. The preparation materials assume teachers are
already knowledgeable about grammar (and rhetorical approaches to
grammar), but it is not clear how this knowledge was supposed to be acquired. Based on these facts, the position statements contribute the theme
of knowledge on rhetorical grammar and applied linguistics is needed to
the teachers’ CoP, while the materials mainly signal that teachers’ knowledge is assumed.
The analysis of the position statements and the preparation materials also revealed three major categories in the preparation materials that
were specific to responding practices: (a) content, (b) focus, and (c) linguistic features of responses.
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Content of Responses
The writing-teacher preparation materials frequently suggested considering both student intentions (n=3) and creating a relationship between
the classroom and responding (n=3). For example, Sommers (2013) and
White (2006) pointed out the importance of not appropriating students’
texts. Teachers should pay attention to students’ intentions before suggesting revisions based on a reader’s point of view. Teachers should also
create a relationship between classroom practices and responding practices since “responding to student writers is a conversation that begins in
the classroom” (Sommers, 2013, p. 1). As seen in Figure 8, these preparation materials also suggested fostering critical thinking, avoiding appropriation, and avoiding fixing student errors.

Figure 8. Suggested response content in writing-teacher preparation
materials.
Grammatical proficiency is only briefly referred to in the suggestion
that fell under the avoid fixing student mistakes code. This comment suggested that writing centers should “help students grow as writers, instead
of merely showing them how to ‘fix’ their sentences” (Shannon, in Roen et
al., 2002, p. 369). The expression “fixing sentences” is a term that quickly
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brings to mind current-traditional approaches to writing, and thus it is
easy to assume that the author was referring to growing in terms of idea
development, not in terms of grammar. Based on these examples, foster
student autonomy was selected as one of the themes that these materials
bring to the teachers’ CoP.
Focus of Response
The preparation materials suggested that teachers should focus
their responses on ideas first (n=10) and grammar last (n=8). However,
some suggested to ignore grammar (n=6). For example, White (2006)
emphasized focusing “on the conception and organization of the paper”
and not on editing, hence there is no need “to worry about mechanics”
(p. 54). Straub (1999) stated, “There are, of course, one or two spots where
I’d like to see you tighten up your sentence structure, but, quite frankly, I
don’t want to deal with them now” (p. 68). A rare exception that suggested
focusing on errors that impede communication came from Sommers
(2013), who recommended responding to errors that “impede communication” (p. 31) and advised to use minimal marking. Figure 9 shows how
writing-teacher preparation materials focused their advice on responding
to students.

Figure 9. Suggested focus of instructor response in writing-teacher
preparation materials.
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Disregard grammatical proficiency was chosen as the theme to represent the sentiments that these materials bring to the teachers’ CoP.
Linguistic Features of Response
The linguistic features of teacher responses have a strong tendency
toward generic responses (n=14) and arhetorical comments (n=13) that
could be applied to any text and that do not provide an explanation as
to why a certain sentence is problematic. The generic and arhetorical
nature of these responses is mainly evident from the materials’ lack of
sample comments that model responding to students. Instead, most
models simply suggested to take time in class to discuss these problems
(White, 2006, p. 16)—without modelling how to do it; to use minimal
marking by pointing out patterns of errors (Sommers, 2013, p. 32); and
to evaluate student writing based on “superior control of diction, syntactic variety, and transition” (White, in Sullivan, Tinberg, & Blau, 2006,
p. 249). Straub (1999), who suggested more specific models of responding to grammatical issues, offered example comments such as, “Maybe
omit? Do you see why?” (p. 87) or “This, by the way, isn’t a sentence”
(p. 91). While these types of comments expose grammatical issues, they
do not explain why or how such issues affect the audience or purpose.
Figure 10 illustrates the tendencies of sample comments that are generic
and arhetorical.
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Figure 10. Suggested linguistic features of teacher responses in writingteacher preparation materials.
The entries in the less frequent rhetorical comments category (n=3)
often only hinted at why grammatical issues might be concerning (e.g.,
“so that readers will be able to understand and respect what you have
to say” [White, 2006, p. 54]). It was an absolute rarity to find comments
specific to the text in the preparation materials that also explained why a
sentence was problematic. One such comment came from Straub (1999):
Your phrase, “starting slow, then fast, then slow, and then fast again,” seems like conversational shorthand. . . . At any rate, the way you have your sentence structured
now makes it very hard to see what the subject is for the verb “would leave.” (p. 95)

Based on these examples (or lack thereof), I selected the idea grammar does not need to be addressed rhetorically as one of the main themes to
add to the teachers’ CoP from the preparation materials.
Discussion
The recurring themes that emerged from the data indicate how the
field approaches the strategies that teachers should use when responding
to grammar. The expectations of the field (portrayed through the CCCC,
WPA, and NCTE position statements) and suggested practices (portrayed
through the best-selling writing-teacher preparation materials) bring up
conflicting views of how teachers should respond to grammar. According
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to the CoP joint enterprise dimension, the purpose of responding to
grammar is to help students express and develop their ideas, not to improve grammatical proficiency (see the previous discussion on the theme
disregard grammatical proficiency from the writing-teacher preparation materials). This goal seems to have been determined by the process
pedagogies following Braddock et al.’s (1963) advice to not respond to
grammatical issues. In fact, most teacher preparation materials suggest
that grammatical issues should be addressed only at the end of the writing process. These models provide minimal resources on responding to
grammar and do not consider the latest findings on addressing language
issues rhetorically and in context (see previous discussion about grammar does not need to be addressed rhetorically from the writing-teacher
preparation materials). The examined books show that the evolution of
responding practices—as they are discussed in writing-teacher preparation materials—has been stagnant within the composition community for
the past 40–50 years, thus limiting the teachers’ resources for responding
to grammar based on outdated research. At the same time, the recurring
themes call for students to demonstrate grammatical proficiency, even
if writing teachers do not necessarily need to teach it, thus contradicting
what is valued in a piece of writing.
The CoP dimension of mutual engagement indicates that the interactions, roles, and relationships within the CoP do not expect teachers
to engage in responding to grammar. The common recurring themes
that signal such disengagement are responding to grammar is irrelevant
or grammar does not need to be addressed, as evident from the writing
teacher preparation materials. Conversely, the CCCC, WPA, and NCTE
standards remind us that, since addressing grammar in isolation hinders
improvement, grammar feedback needs to be attended to rhetorically and
in context (as in the theme grammar needs to be addressed rhetorically).
Despite these standards, the preparation materials seem to suggest that
teachers and students participate in the activity of improving grammar
in two mutually exclusive roles: the teachers’ role is to foster student
autonomy while the students’ role is to develop and demonstrate grammatical proficiency (as in foster student autonomy and students need to
demonstrate grammatical proficiency from the writing-teacher preparation
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materials or as in students need to continue learning grammar from
CCCC, WPA, and NCTE position statements). The examined materials
place the burden of deciphering grammatical issues on students by asking teachers to model generic responses, such as adding a “tick” in the
line where the error occurs or providing summative comments to clean
up the final copy (White, 2006, p. 54; Straub, 1999, p. 68). With marginal
and generic comments such as the ones portrayed here, students may
learn that editing is a process that serves only the purpose of evacuating
imperfections.
The CoP dimension of shared repertoire looks at the routines, tools,
or discourses that a community has adopted through time. The recurring themes in the CCCC, WPA, and NCTE position statements
show that teachers should have knowledge on rhetorical grammar and
applied linguistics. In contrast, the preparation materials reflect that
teacher knowledge is assumed and that grammar does not need to be addressed. In fact, all teacher preparation materials focus on how to respond
to ideas. Additionally, they specify that grammatical issues should not
bother the teacher or the student until the student’s ideas are completely
shaped. While focusing on ideas first and grammar last is not problematic per se, the problem is that the teacher preparation materials do not
provide a model (or a tool) to address grammatical issues once those
ideas are shaped; the only thing they suggest is to include grammatical
proficiency on the assessment rubric. The most common advice they give
is for teachers to advise students to visit the writing center. By doing this,
however, teachers are signaling to their students that editing is not worth
their time—that these marginal issues can be addressed by outside experts or consultants—and are thus not a part of the construction of persuasive ideas during the writer’s process. Beason (1993) countered this
sentiment by stating that:
Revisions operating below the global level—despite the somewhat trivializing labels of surface-level or micro-structure revisions—are often cognitively demanding
as well. It is, for instance, no small task for a writer to decide which of the thousands
of combinations of words and sentences offer the most fitting syntax for a given
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audience. Perhaps researchers might investigate whether non-global revisions can
indeed engage the writer in meaningful inquiry. (p. 416)

To illustrate the author’s idea, consider the example of a student who
can put together grammatically perfect English sentences but overall uses
short and choppy sentences. The issue here is not grammatical per se;
instead, the student most likely has not mastered complex thinking yet,
which, in turn, is reflected in lacking complex sentences. As the student
develops more complex thinking in college, she will try to use it in her
writing but may exhibit issues with clarity, comma splices, and other “mechanical” attributes. The student may not be able to use coordination and
subordination effectively, both in terms of grammatical structures and
in terms of critical/complex thinking. At the same time, teachers may
feel helpless when trying to address these issues because they have not
been prepared to look at deeper issues behind “poor English”—they have
been inculcated with the idea of “surface errors” when most errors may not
be surface at all. A comma splice is not always simply a missing comma—
it can indicate that the student is not able to distinguish between two
genres (spoken and written) or between the end and the beginning of a
sentence. Yet, teachers may not have been educated to understand where
the so-called surface errors originate from or how to address them rhetorically. Perhaps the lack of such awareness is the reason for claims that
“grammar correction has no place in writing courses and should be abandoned” (Truscott, 1996, p. 328) because it is not effective (see also Bennet,
1976; Braddock et al., 1963; and O’Hare, 1973). Although Beason (1993)
opened an interesting question that challenged the field’s attitudes toward
local comments and revision, research on how nonglobal revisions could
engage writers in meaningful inquiry has yet to come.
Conclusion
The observations in this study are based on a limited number of
sources due to space, time, and labor constraints. In order to provide a
deeper view of the forces that guide teachers’ responses to grammar, it
would be necessary to conduct empirical studies that examine specific
writing-teacher preparation programs in their entirety and thus include
Padon, D. C. (2019). Responding to grammar: An analysis of writing-teacher preparation
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not only writing-teacher preparation materials but also materials and
activities used in specific writing programs prior to and during a semester. Despite these limitations, the results of this study demonstrate that
the field of composition studies is undecided about addressing students’
grammatical proficiency. On the one hand, grammatical proficiency clearly
matters since students need to continue developing grammatical prowess
and teachers grade grammar in students’ final drafts. On the other hand, it
appears to be irrelevant since preparation materials do not provide models that instruct teachers how to respond to grammatical errors, especially
through a rhetorical lens. The process of defining a CoP is to look for a
consensus in the practices of that community. According to this study’s
data, however, the community of composition studies lacks such consensus about responding to grammar, other than the view that grammatical
issues will eventually disappear naturally through intensive and frequent
writing. While frequent writing might indeed help students become better
writers, additional research is necessary to confirm this hypothesis more
conclusively. The results of this study show that the shift from product
ideologies to process ideologies in the field has caused a shift from one
extreme (where the focus is almost strictly on grammatically sound products) to another extreme (where the focus is almost strictly on idea development). To avoid such extremes and to reach a stronger consensus, the
preparation materials should be better aligned with the expectations from
the position statements as well as with new findings on language and writing, where responding to grammar is not a question of mere mechanical
correctness but of developing student awareness of how linguistic structures affect idea development (as mentioned earlier by Beason, 1993) as
well as how they affect various rhetorical purposes (e.g., Matsuda, 2006;
Roberge, Siegal, & Harklau, 2009). One of the latest progressive methods
of developing linguistic awareness comes from scholars who propose a
translingual approach that views linguistic heterogeneity as “a resource
for producing meaning in writing, speaking, reading, and listening . . . as
resources to be preserved, developed and utilized. Rather than respond
to language differences only in terms of rights, it sees them as resources”
(Horner, Lu, Royster, & Trimbur, 2011, pp. 303–304). However, when it
comes to students who are generally labeled as native English speakers,
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the assumptions seem to be such that these students do not need explicit
attention or instruction for developing their linguistic awareness or for
improving their grammatical proficiency because they will acquire it
naturally through frequent writing. These assumptions often rely on
scholarship from 30 or more years ago when the college composition
classroom was less diverse (or perhaps less accepting of diversity)—both
in terms of linguistic diversity and in terms of the purpose of writing.
Since then, the term native English speaker itself has been redefined and
has perhaps increased the gap between writing in general (for social purposes) and writing for specific purposes (e.g., academic and professional).
Although these specific purposes may be criticized for their conventions
that perpetuate the relationships of power, and although the ability or
opportunity for translingual negotiations and choices is a noble one (and
realistic and necessary, too), power relations and the need for acculturation are not constructs of the writing classroom; therefore, students still
need to adhere to the expectations of the world outside of the writing classroom (other academia and the workplace). As Krauthamer (1999) put it,
“spelling, verb forms, or diction are the target of criticism” by the public
(p. 119), so adhering to these conventions means fullfilling the expectations of specific audiences. If students are to become sophisticated writers,
then, they need to continuously inquire about how their academic and
professional writing is affected by these expectations, where these expectations originate from, and when they can bend or challenge these
expectations without damaging their own credibility.
A crucial element in this inquiry is the feedback that students receive
from their writing teachers. Although the present study did not observe
actual teacher preparation programs, the materials that were examined
uncover a significant lack of support for teachers to assist students in the
development of their grammatical proficiency rhetorically and in the context of writing. Indeed, the most common materials merely tell teachers
what they should do (e.g., attend to grammar in later drafts), not how
they should do it. While it could be assumed that writing teachers have a
good grasp of grammatical constructs (and metalanguage), these assumptions do not consider that having a good command of grammar does not
necessarily imply having the knowledge or ability to respond to it
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rhetorically. Consequently, teachers may be focusing simply on responding to mechanical errors instead of responding to the relationship
between syntactic choices and desired meaning. This relationship needs
to be made visible through new or updated writing-teacher preparation
materials that provide examples of rhetorically rich comments to grammatical issues.
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This study explores the perceptions of first-year composition (FYC) students
toward written teacher feedback and compares the preferences of L1 English
and international ESL writers. We used an online questionnaire to collect both
quantitative and qualitative data. The first part of the questionnaire consists of
43 Likert items regarding teacher feedback in the context of a selected argumentative essay, and the second part consists of two open-ended questions regarding
students’ opinions on teacher feedback. A total of 345 FYC students participated
in the study. Our results show that both L1 and ESL writers prefer feedback that
offers directions for improvement rather than general comments regarding errors in the writing, that both groups have an aversion to comments that offer no
suggestions, that ESL writers are more enthusiastic about sentence-level feedback
than L1 writers, and that terms like “constructive criticism” are largely absent
from the lexicon of ESL writers. More broadly, L1 writers are more oriented toward how instructors provide feedback while the ESL writers are more oriented
toward the text itself. Ultimately, these findings are meant to help FYC instructors
work in classrooms that contain both L1 and ESL writers.
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Increasingly, multilingual writers have a more prominent place
in the mainstream U.S. composition classroom than they did 10 years
ago. One of the primary reasons for this is the influx of international
students attending college (Anderson, 2013; Matsuda, Cox, Jordan, &
Ortmeier-Hooper, 2006; Ortmeier-Hooper, 2008; Roberge, Siegal, &
Harklau, 2009). From the years 2005 to 2017, the number of these students has nearly doubled across college campuses, growing from 564,766
to 1,078,822 (International Student Services, 2018). In response to these
trends, in 2014, the Council of Writing Program Administrators issued a
statement on L2 writing to encourage writing teachers and program administrators to recognize the presence of L2 writers in writing programs
across North America. It urged writing teachers and programs to take
responsibility for addressing the linguistic needs of L2 writers through
the development of suitable writing assignments, assessment practices,
and teacher preparation (WPA Council, 2014). In U.S. first-year composition (FYC) classrooms, the question then becomes how curriculum and
pedagogy can specifically address student needs.
Though much research has been done on L2 writers and how they
differ from L1 writers, particularly in terms of the specific linguistic features of their writing differences (Crossley & McNamara, 2009; Hinkel,
2009; Keck, 2006; Pan, Reppen, & Biber, 2016; Pérez-Llantada, 2014;
Silva, 1993), far less has been done on the pedagogical approaches that
might help writing instructors work with these different kinds of writers
in the same FYC context. The rise in popularity of translingual theory
and approaches to translingual writing instruction reflects this increasing need (Canagarajah, 2017; Lu & Horner, 2016; You, 2016); however,
the controversial nature of these approaches (Atkinson et al., 2015) can
potentially alienate L2 writing scholars and their much needed expertise.
Moreover, because L1 and L2 writing have been historically separated in
terms of disciplinary boundaries (Matsuda, 1999), there is a gap in research that looks at FYC contexts occupied by both L1 and L2 writers.
With these contexts in mind—regardless of one’s disciplinary grounding and preference, previous teaching experience, or departmental
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curriculum—the reality is that FYC writing instructors are teaching in
multilingual environments and will benefit from an awareness of potential differences and similarities between these two groups of students. The
range of these differences can extend to student interactions, classroom
discussions, approaches to assignments, writing processes, written feedback, and a host of other issues.
In this study, we sought to investigate one particular issue: the differences and similarities between L1 English and international ESL writers
in terms of their preferences for different kinds of written teacher feedback. While this is just one of many issues that could be investigated, we
believe that the dearth of research comparing the feedback preferences
of L1 and international ESL writers, as well as the immediate classroom
application of feedback, will be of interest and use to writing instructors.
Thus, we believe that knowledge of student preferences for feedback is an
essential stepping-stone for developing a broad and inclusive pedagogy.
Literature Review: Student Feedback Preferences in L1 and
ESL Composition
Student preferences on writing feedback have been in the literature of writing studies since the late 1970s, when Lynch and Klemans
(1978) found that their composition students preferred detailed, clearly
communicated comments that were not overly opinionated and that
maintained a positive tone. Working with ESL students, Radecki and
Swales (1988) found that their student participants had positive attitudes
toward both sentence-level and meaning-related feedback and in some
cases preferred only corrective feedback. Expanding on this early work,
a number of additional studies made explicit connections between student preferences and student motivation (Leki, 1991; McCargar, 1993;
Schulz, 2001), thereby building a bridge between what students preferred
and why these preferences mattered. Leki (1991) argued that knowledge
of student perceptions could lend insight into student need and, therefore,
into how to motivate these students. McCargar (1993) looked at differences in teacher/student roles across different cultures, finding that his
international student participants expected a more teacher-centered environment than their U.S. teachers provided and that there were significant
differences between teachers and students regarding the desired amount
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of error correction. Similarly, Schulz (2001) compared the perceptions of
Colombian and U.S. foreign language students and teachers, finding that
the students in both groups strongly preferred corrective feedback, while
the U.S. teachers were not as sure of its value.
Specific to these feedback preferences themselves, Saito (1994)
found that the majority of the ESL students in her sample preferred corrective feedback because they felt that they needed help on grammatical
errors the most. Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994) reported similar results
from their study on two groups of ESL and English as a foreign langauge
(EFL) students—the majority of the EFL students wanted their teachers to give direct comments on their grammar, while the ESL students
preferred comments on content and ideas. Hyland and Hyland’s (2006)
comprehensive literature review of teacher and peer feedback noted that
ESL learners placed a great amount of importance on sentence-level or
“local” feedback given by their instructors. That said, they did not reject
feedback in other forms, and in fact appreciated it; but their preferences
were foremost oriented toward sentence-level features. Similarly, Lee
(2013) found that the majority of L2 students preferred explicit corrective
feedback, but teachers, from their perspective, believed that implicit feedback was the most useful kind of feedback to give students. Also, most
recently in L2-writing research, Han (2017) and Waller and Papi (2017)
connected learner orientations toward feedback with learner belief and/
or motivation.
In contrast with the relative abundance of research in L2 writing
regarding written feedback preferences, for the last twenty-some years the
“social turn” in rhetoric and composition (Fulkerson, 2005; Trimbur,
1994) has led researchers away from empirical studies focused on language use (Haswell, 2005; MacDonald, 2007), including the language of
feedback (and thus, the preferences of individual students for that feedback). One example of this trend in relation to teacher feedback is Fife
and O’Neill (2001), whose College Composition and Communication
article “Moving beyond the written comment: Narrowing the gap between
response practice and research” argued that because teacher response was
more than just written comments on student work, it was necessary for
research on teacher (and student) response to look at the entire ecology
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of instruction in and around the writing classroom. Research on student
preferences for written teacher feedback since this shift has been hard to
come by, with the exception of Sommers’ (2006) 4-year study of 400
Harvard students, where she examined student papers in addition to conducting surveys and interviews.
Before this paradigm shift happened, however, rhetoric and composition had an abundance of research on student feedback preferences that
peaked in the mid to late 1980s, including studies on what themes teacher
comments included (Beach, 1989; Dohrer, 1991; Lynch & Klemans,
1978), how specific comments should be (Hillocks, 1982; Land & Evans,
1987; Ziv, 1984), and how comments were given (e.g., comments could
suggest improvements or praise the student [Beach, 1989; Reed & Burton,
1985; Sitko, 1992]). One frequently cited study related to L1 written-feedback preferences is Richard Straub’s (1997) study, “Students’ reactions to
teacher comments: An exploratory study.” According to Google Scholar,
Straub’s study, even though it is 20 years old, has been cited 299 times,
82 of which happened since 2014. This study’s continued prominence is
an indication that Straub’s results are still relevant to writing instructors.
Specifically, Straub (1997) investigated the preferences of undergraduate
students for different kinds of comments written by experienced writing
teachers. What made this study unique was Straub’s methods: he asked
students about their preferences in the context of an authentic student
essay accompanied by authentic teacher comments. The results of his
survey revealed that these students were equally interested in getting responses on global matters of content, purpose, and organization as they
were with local matters of sentence structure, wording, and correctness.
He also found that the students favored detailed commentary with specific
guidance and that they preferred comments that established a dialogue
with the writer. On the negative side, students did not like comments that
overtly criticized their already-written ideas, that aimed to “control” their
writing through extensive rewrites, or that offered no suggestions for improvement. The present study serves as a partial replication of Straub’s
work in terms of his methods and coding scheme.
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Motivation and Research Questions
With the growing number of international students enrolled in
mainstream composition classes at U.S. universities, we believe Straub’s
still-relevant findings should be “critically re-evaluated in the light of the
unique needs of L2 writers” (Ferris, 2013, p. 113). In this study, our objective was to determine if these two groups of students prefer different
types of teacher comments. In the end, we hope to add to the knowledge
of both L1 and ESL writing by taking into account potential differences in
student perceptions of instructor feedback. With these motives in mind,
our research questions are as follows:
1. What types of teacher comments do students perceive as useful and not
useful?
2. Are there any differences between L1 English and ESL students in terms
of their perceptions and attitudes toward teacher feedback?
Methods
Pedagogical Context
This study was conducted at a large research-oriented Midwestern
university in the United States whose international student population
represents nearly 130 countries. At the time of our study, 17.1% of the undergraduate student body were international students (ISS Report, 2016).
Prior to beginning research, the university’s IRB granted approval for this
study.
In terms of writing instruction, all undergraduate students at the
researched university are required to take one of the three FYC courses
offered by the university, chosen through undirected self-placement
(ENGL 106: First-Year Composition; ENGL 106i: First-Year Composition
for International Students; and ENGL 108: Accelerated First-Year Composition). ENGL 106i is reserved for international students and is generally taught by international teaching assistants or teaching assistants
who have some experience working with international students. In all
three courses, all instructors employ a multiple-draft approach such that
students write and revise four to five assignments from different genres
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over the course of a semester. That said, the specific course content and
structure is left up to individual instructors, provided that their courses
meet the overall learning objectives, including developing rhetorical
knowledge, critical thinking, writing processes, knowledge of writing
conventions, and literacies for composing in electronic environments.
Participants of the Study
The participants of this study included 345 first-year students enrolled
in one of the three FYC courses. Our total number of respondents was
191 (55%) L1 writers and 154 (45%) ESL writers. Specifically, of the ESL
writers, 72% spoke Chinese as their first language; 7% Hindi; 8% various European languages (including Italian, German, Spanish, Hungarian,
Polish, and Russian); 3% Malay; 2% Korean; and a handful of other languages were represented by one or two students, including Tamil, Thai,
and Gujarati. The minimum entry requirement for undergraduate admission for international students at this university is a total TOEFL-iBT
score of 80, so the ESL participants who responded to our survey could be
considered either intermediate or advanced language learners.
Gender distribution was similar between the ESL and L1 groups
(around 62% male and 38% female +/– 1%), as was distribution of majors,
which reflected a wide range: 26% were in engineering, 20% in science-related majors, 11% in liberal arts, 10% in technology, 8% in business, and
another 25% in agriculture, pharmacy, or other majors.
Data Collection
Our primary data collection tool was an online Qualtrics survey that
was administered in classrooms during regular course meeting times over
the first 4 weeks of the fall semester. To develop this tool, we first asked five
experienced writing instructors in our department to read and comment
on an argumentative essay written by one of our students. We decided to
use this particular essay for this study (see Appendix A) because the essay
contained a range of writing problems commonly found in both L1 and
ESL writing (e.g., issues with language forms, idea development, textual
coherence, and discourse devices). At the same time, the essay presented
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a somewhat cohesive argument, and thus we deemed it engaging and relatively easy to follow. It should be noted that while the student writer of the
essay did not speak English as his first language, he had spent the previous
7 years attending Canadian middle and high schools before coming to the
United States for college. Of the instructors who read and commented on
this essay, all of them had at least 2 years of experience teaching writing
courses and working with L1 and ESL students. It should also be noted
that these instructors were all required to take a 2-semester mentoring
course sequence taught by experienced writing instructors and professors
during their first year as writing instructors at the university.
We prepared our survey tools as follows. We first gathered teacher
comments from the instructors that concerned the major focal areas
found in typical L1 and ESL writing assessment rubrics regarding content,
organization, style, word choice, and grammatical accuracy. We then selected 43 different teacher comments given to this argumentative essay,
being careful to have a variety that were not redundant, and then merged
these comments into a single Word document (see Figure 1). As mentioned earlier, our design of this survey tool was in part inspired by Straub
(1997), who asked students to rate teacher feedback gathered from
experienced writing teachers within the context of an actual student essay.
Similarly, our survey tool allowed participants to see teacher comments
attached to the essay and rate the specific comments in this context.
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Figure 1. Screen capture of the online questionnaire.
The questionnaire had two sections (see Appendix A): the first consisted of 43 4-point Likert-scale items, including in-text and endnote
comments; and the second consisted of two open-ended questions:
1. What kinds of comments do you prefer receiving from teachers?
2. What kinds of comments do you find the least helpful?
Students were prompted to first read the essay without comments and
then read it a second time with the comments and Likert-scale questions
attached. After completing the Likert-scale questions, the students were
prompted to answer the open-ended questions.
Each class/group of students consisted of 15 to 20 participants. For
most students, the survey required approximately 25 to 35 minutes to
complete. All students who enrolled in the 23 sections of FYC classes consented to participate and completed the survey.
Data Coding
Data coding was a multistage process. We created three primary
categories that all comments were coded into: focus of feedback (global
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or local), guidance (explicit suggestion, implicit suggestion, or no suggestion), and correctness (error or praise). Below are examples of our
quantitative data coding scheme.
Table 1
Coding Scheme for Teacher Comments for the Argumentative Essay
Categories
Focus of feedback
G: Global (text level)

L: Local (sentence level)
Guidance
E: Explicit suggestion (comment
with explicit suggestion for
revision)

Examples
“It may be useful to explore the concept of
brain drain a little further to help strengthen
your argument.”
“Use ‘to’ instead of ‘and.’”
“You need a noun, not an adjective here.”

I: Implicit suggestion (comment
with implicit suggestion for
revision)

“Does this mean that it will never happen?
Explain why this is so unlikely to strengthen
your argument.”

NS: No suggestion (comment
with no suggestion for revision)

“It’s good that you try to find your grounding
in this essay, but there are stronger ways of
opening an essay than with a definition.”

Correctness
ER: Error (comment that points
out an error)
P: Praise

“This sentence is not grammatical. Revise.”
“Good. It’s good that you include some
examples.”

Each comment was coded to reflect its alignment with the above
scheme, keeping in mind that one comment could reflect a variety of categories. For example, the comment “Use ‘to’ instead of ‘and.” was coded
as local, explicit suggestion, and error. The comment “It may be useful to
explore the concept of brain drain a little further to help strengthen your
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argument” was coded as global and implicit suggestion. However, we abstained from coding this comment as correctness because its language
does not explicitly tell the reader that something is wrong or right. After
agreeing on the coding categories, we worked independently to code all
the comments, rechecking the data together to ensure the maximum consistency and accuracy of our results. The Cohen’s Kappa used to measure
the interrater reliability was 0.76.
Our qualitative analysis of the student responses to the two openended questions generally followed the categories used in our quantitative analysis, and similarly, each student response could be coded for
multiple categories. Thus, we coded for focus of feedback (global or local),
guidance (explicit suggestion, implicit suggestion, or no suggestion), and
correctness (error or praise). Because the frequencies of the terms
“vague” and “constructive criticism” were so numerous amongst L1 responses, we also decided to create an additional category named vague/
constructive (vague or constructive) to acknowledge the frequency of
these terms. See Table 2 for examples of our coding the students’ openended responses. Note that these examples are excerpted from the entire
response.
In addition to coding the student responses, we counted the number
of times each subcategory of feedback appeared in student responses
and then performed a frequency analysis between the L1 English and
ESL groups. Again, keeping in mind that each student response could be
coded for multiple subcategories, this analysis revealed how many times
each group mentioned a given kind of feedback as helpful or not, and
further pointed to a general preference for a larger category of feedback
(e.g., focus of feedback vs. guidance). Therefore, this coding scheme provided another quantitative measure for comparing the two groups.
Data Analyses
Of the 379 students who took the survey, we removed 34 of these
students’ responses due to incomplete answers and/or an obvious lack
of consideration for the survey questions (i.e., answering every question
with the same score accompanied by an extremely short survey completion time). Finally, the data from 345 students were analyzed.
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Table 2
Coding Scheme for Student Responses to the Open-Ended Questions
Categories
Focus of feedback
G: Global (text level)

L: Local (sentence level)

Guidance
E: Explicit suggestion (comment
with explicit suggestion for revision)

Examples
“I prefer to get the feedback about how to
elaborate my content and some good ideas.”
(ESL)
“I don’t like the ones that are about spelling
and grammar because 9 times out of 10 the
computer will catch that.” (L1)
“The exact ways to improve and correct the
error.” (ESL)

I: Implicit suggestion (comment
with implicit suggestion for revision)

“I like comments that give me examples
how to change it. I like descriptive and
concise but not commanding.” (L1)

NS: No suggestion (comment with
no suggestion for revision)

“I think the least helpful comments are the
ones who [sic] do not offer a way to fix the
problem.” (L1)

Correctness
ER: Error (comment that points
out an error)
P: Praise

Vague/Constructive
V: Vague feedback

C: Constructive feedback

“I’m not a fan of comments that just point
out my errors because they don’t really help
my writing abilities.” (L1)
“I prefer to receive both positive feedback,
as well as anything helpful. If it is going to
help me improve my writing style, then I
would prefer to receive it.” (ESL)
“I don’t like when teachers are vague with
their comments or when they say ‘this is a
good sentence/point.’” (L1)
“I like constructive ones, and better [sic]
offer some examples.” (ESL)
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The results from the Likert-scale questions were analyzed with descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) and the MannWhitney test. In order to investigate whether there were any significant
differences between the L1 and ESL groups in terms of the focus of
feedback category, the items in each subcategory were grouped together to see how items within the category performed together. Doing
so allowed for a comparison of fewer variables and avoided the statistical
issues relating to multiple test comparisons. Therefore, we decided to
combine local comment items (Items 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16,
17, 18, 23, 27, 28, 30, 35, 39, and 41) as one group and global comment
items (Items 1, 3, 4, 10, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36,
37, 38, 40, 42, and 43) as the other. Before running the Mann-Whitney
test, we checked whether the assumptions of the test were violated.
Therefore, our data were first tested for normality. The results of the
Shapiro-Wilk test (p < .001) and a visual inspection of histogram and
normal Q-Q plots showed that our data were not from a normally distributed population. Therefore, we had to use the Mann-Whitney test to
compare differences in the students’ preference between the L1 and ESL
groups.
In addition to Likert-scale questions, students answered two openended questions. The students’ responses to the open-ended questions
were coded and analyzed by percentages of comment category codes.
Results
Results From the Likert-Scale Questions
All 43 quantitative items on the questionnaire were averaged (see
Appendix B; please note that a mean value of 4.0 indicates a high preference for that particular comment). The results showed small standard
deviations across all items. This indicates little variation within each
group and across all individuals. In addition to descriptive statistics, we
also performed a Mann-Whitney test of significance.
Overall, both groups of students had positive responses to all kinds
of teacher feedback. That is, most students in both groups found all the
teacher comments to be either “definitely useful” or “useful”; the means
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of all items, except for Items 8, 19, and 36, were between 3.0 and 4.0. Both
groups had the highest mean for the comment that asked the writer
to seek outside resources (Item 35). Furthermore, both groups had an
equally low preference for comments that gave no suggestions for revisions (Items 4, 7, 13, 16, 17, 22, 23, 27, 29–33). Finally, the ESL students
were consistently more enthusiastic (with higher mean scores on average
than the L1 students) about the comments that were coded as praise. This
was evident for all three praise comments (Items 21, 24, and 43).
In addition to these findings from descriptive statistics, we analyzed
our results in terms of overall significance. The results from the MannWhitney test showed a significant difference between the L1 and ESL
groups in terms of their preference for local comments (p = .04). On the
other hand, for the global category, there was no evidence of a significant
difference between the L1 and ESL groups (p = .20).
Results from the Open-Ended Questions
The table below reflects how students responded to the open-ended
questions and how often students explicitly mentioned each type of feedback. Since the students mentioned multiple preferences in their responses,
the percentages for each coding category represent the percentages of students who mentioned a particular kind of feedback in comparison with
the total number of students in each group. For example, in Q1, 79 of the
154 ESL students, or 51%, expressed a preference for local feedback.
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Table 3
Results of the Open-Ended Questions
Q1 (prefer)
Categories

Q2 (least helpful)

L1

ESL

L1

ESL

Global

34%

43%

2%

4%

Local

24%

51%

13%

20%

Explicit suggestion

42%

36%

3%

3%

Implicit suggestion

42%

30%

3%

6%

No suggestion

0%

0%

52%

42%

Error

18%

16%

18%

10%

Praise

31%

17%

30%

16%

Vague feedback

0%

0%

28%

0%

Constructive feedback

16%

1%

0%

0%

Focus of feedback

Guidance

Correctness

Vague/constructive

Q1: What kinds of comments do you prefer receiving from teachers?
One of the most notable differences between the L1 English and ESL
writers is the number of times participants from these groups mentioned
the focus of feedback versus guidance categories. Specifically, the L1 writers mentioned explicit and implicit feedback (guidance) more than the
ESL writers, and the ESL writers mentioned local and global feedback
(focus of feedback) more than the L1 writers. For example, here are some
writers describing their preferences:
“I like comments that give me examples of how to change it. I like descriptive and
concise but not commanding.” (L1)
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“I prefer to receive comments from my teachers that explain to me what they are
looking for and how I can improve my paper, but not only my paper, just me as a
writer too.” (L1)

These preferences are attuned to the ways instructors give feedback.
While it would be a stretch to say that this kind of preference “contrasts”
with a preference that is more attuned to textual features, it is notable that
the ESL writers did not have as high of a percentage of comments that
mentioned the ways instructors offer guidance. Instead, ESL students indicated preferences for feedback that identified a given issue on the local
(sentence) level or on a global (meaning-related; e.g., organization, argument, word choice, etc.) level. In other words, these numbers indicate
a preference for teacher feedback that identifies problematic issues in
the text:
“I prefer the comments that teacher [sic] have more details in it and help me to
improve not just word usages or grammars, but also some improvements [sic] about
the content.” (ESL)
“More specific comments, and comments about the ideas in our composition.”
(ESL)

The students here are drawing attention to features of the text on the
local and global level.
With these differences in mind, however, it is also important to note
that both groups expressed preferences for textually focused feedback
that is delivered in particular ways. That said, the different ways that these
groups mentioned each kind of feedback in response to the open-ended
questions point to a difference in where students orient their attention.
This will be discussed later on.
To further compare across these categories, only 24% of the L1 students expressed their preference for local feedback versus 51% of the ESL
students. However, when we examined the specific responses of all respondents who expressed their interest in local feedback, we found that
many of them mentioned that they preferred something beyond explicit
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grammar corrections. Instead, they preferred corrections that included
examples, suggestions, and explanations about what they did wrong:
“It isn’t very useful to go through and fix all the grammar problems if there are huge
clarity and organizational issues in the essay.” (L1)
“What kind of problems do I have in the structure, logic, grammar . . . in my essays,
and point them out with detailed explanations and brief suggestions.” (ESL)

From these, we can see that both L1 and L2 students preferred something beyond explicit grammar correction. They were more enthusiastic
about corrections that included examples, suggestions, and explanations
about how to improve.
A third finding is that 16% of L1 writers expressed preferences for
constructive feedback, as opposed to only 1% of ESL writers. Of these
students who mentioned “constructive feedback” (or variations such as
“constructive criticism”), many of them preferred to receive it along with
positive reinforcement.
Fourth and finally, it is notable that the L1 English writers mentioned
praise as being useful almost twice as much as the ESL writers. This will
also be discussed further in relation to the second question.
Q2: What kinds of comments do you find the least helpful?
For this question, there are two main findings we wish to highlight.
The first is that both groups agreed that comments without any suggestions for revisions are the least helpful by a much larger margin than any
other kind of teacher comments:
“When they say ‘this is wrong’ and don’t offer some way to fix it (even the slightest
help), then I am still stuck because I know what is wrong, but I don’t know ‘why’
it’s wrong.” (L1)
“I don’t like comment [sic] which just point out you are wrong and not telling [sic]
you what is right. As an example, the comment says ‘Grammar is not correct.’ I
personally would like to know more basis [sic] on my English.” (ESL)
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Students did not like comments that inadequately explain what their
writing problems are, leaving them confused as to the instructor’s intent.
This finding supports our quantitative findings. A number of comments
that were coded as no suggestion (e.g., Items 4, 7, 16, 22, 23, 27, 29, 30,
and 31) had relatively lower mean scores than others.
The second finding concerns student responses to praise. Even though
both groups’ responses ranked this category among the top three, praise
was mentioned more by L1 respondents (30%) than L2 respondents
(16%). Those who criticized praise wrote that these kinds of comments
appear as superficial and unhelpful:
“Providing meaningless compliments or being overly vague in criticism. Should
strike a good, efficient balance between the two.” (L1)
“Praises. Some are beneficial, but abundance [sic] of this isn’t helpful.” (ESL)

However, this finding seems to contradict what we found from Q1,
where both groups reported praise to be more helpful than not (L1: 31%;
L2: 17%). When looking more closely at student responses, however, those
who mentioned praise as useful in Q1 believed that praise accompanied
by explanations is helpful:
“If there is part of my writing that is really strong and is written very well, then I also
want to know that too.” (L1)
“It’s always nice when the teacher compliments your work in certain areas so that
you know that you are on track.” (ESL)

The above sample comments suggest that praise is important for signaling to students that they are doing something well and teachers should
continue to do it. Thus, it is only unspecific praise that students find to be
unhelpful, while praise used in conjunction with specificity can lead to
improved writing in the future.
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Discussion
Because preferences are, in essence, affective responses to stimuli, it
follows that the students’ survey responses have been previously conditioned. Therefore, they are part of a larger orientation toward a particular epistemic stance on writing instruction. Thus, to theorize, more L1
English writers in our study demonstrate a “process orientation” (i.e., an
orientation toward the way that feedback is given), and more ESL writers in our study demonstrate a “textual orientation” (i.e., an orientation
toward the text itself). The larger question then is why, when given a relatively open-ended prompt (“What kinds of comments do you prefer receiving from teachers?”), do these differences emerge? Moreover, what
are their pedagogical implications? To explore these questions we return
to the results.
One supporting piece of evidence for the notion of differing writing
orientations can be found in the L1 students’ use of the term “constructive feedback” (or some variation on the term, such as “constructive criticism” or “constructive comment”)—in contrast, ESL writers hardly use
the term at all. While this is most likely due to a lack of exposure on behalf
of the ESL writers, the term points at L1 familiarity with a process approach—that is, a familiarity with the practice of using critiques of writing toward the ends of building stronger papers (and writers) through a
series of drafts. As early as ninth grade, the Common Core State Standards
Initiative approach to writing, an approach used in most U.S. states,
advocates the teaching and practice of what most writing scholars would
call a process approach (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers, 2018).
In contrast with the L1 students, however, far less can be assumed
about the backgrounds of the ESL writers. It is likely that the majority
learned to write English in an EFL context. That said, we do know that
nearly three-quarters of our ESL participants were schooled in China before coming to the United States. Because EFL in China is largely geared
toward test taking (Yan, 2015), it follows that students who come from a
Chinese context may be more oriented toward textual features rather than
process. More broadly, the difference between learning to write English
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in an EFL context and using a process approach is the difference between
teaching language and teaching writing. While the former orients toward
textual features (e.g., vocabulary, grammar) and performance, the latter
has, at least in the United States, oriented toward rhetoric (e.g., argument,
audience) and process (Silva & Leki, 2004).
Thus, it is important that the orientations described above are not
regarded as static, or, more harmfully, that instructors do not generalize
the notion that all L1 English writers are oriented toward process and all
ESL writers are oriented toward the text. Kubota (2001) brought to light
the dangers of sliding into the stereotypical West/East educational divide, where U.S. classrooms are full of fully engaged, critically thinking
students while classrooms in China and some other East Asian countries
contain unassertive students who are mostly concerned with rote learning
and test scores. Not only do these constructions reiterate colonial legacies
by asserting images of Western superiority, but they also result in ineffective pedagogy where individual differences are paved over in service to
harmful generalizations. To be clear then, a process or textual orientation
is not a euphemism for language, nationality, race, or any other potential
identity marker. Instead, for the students in our study, these orientations
are tendencies exhibited by students in both groups to differing degrees.
For example, some L1 writers express a preference for receiving comments about grammar, and some ESL writers are oriented toward process.
In relation to the former, even though L1 writers do not seem as interested
in local feedback as ESL writers, they are not opposed to these kinds of
comments when encountered, suggesting that more local feedback could
be given to L1 writers:
“I like any comments on spelling and grammar.” (L1)
“Also, it is nice when they correct or say there are grammar errors.” (L1)

Here we see that there is an L1 desire for feedback at the sentence
level. A quarter of the L1 students mentioned local feedback in the openended questions, a preference that is confirmed by our quantitative results as well. Even though L1 English writers may not make as many
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grammar “errors” as ESL writers, instructors can still provide feedback on
punctuation, word choice, clarity, and style on the sentence level.
Another similarity between the ESL and L1 writers in our study is
their nearly equal dislike of comments coded as no suggestion—that is,
comments that do not offer students a clear direction for improvement
or point to some kind of problem. For example, the comment “It’s good
that you try to find your grounding in this essay, but there are stronger
ways of opening an essay than with a definition” passively implies that the
essay’s opening is not as strong as it could be. However, it is not clear from
the comment if the student should change it, or how. Other examples of
comments coded as no suggestion include “Redundant?” and “Grammar
mistake” (see Appendix A). The quantitative results tell us that (a) students would rather have a no suggestion comment than no comment at all
and (b) more broadly, both groups find most written feedback by teachers useful—a finding that corresponds with Lee (2008), who found that
students like to receive written feedback, regardless of the type. That said,
even though a no suggestion comment may bring attention to a problematic area of a text, students may gloss over the feedback because they do
not know how to interpret it for the reasons discussed above. Regardless,
no-suggestion comments may still have a place in the classroom in
the context of low-stakes assignments such as reading responses where
non-writing-centric responses to student ideas can be part of an ongoing
conversation. However, in the context of written feedback on assignments
such as argumentative essays with higher stakes, both groups prefer comments that explicitly lead them toward improvement.
Lastly, L1 and ESL student responses to feedback categorized as praise
denote a pedagogical approach that augments praise with specificity.
This finding is supported by other studies that compare L1 English and
ESL groups (Burnett & Mandel, 2010; Hyland & Hyland, 2001). Though
ESL writers are consistently more enthusiastic than the L1 writers about
comments that praise student writing, combining the quantitative results
with the qualitative produce a more nuanced picture. Specifically, both
groups express a preference for praise that balances helping them know
what they are doing right and pointing out what they need to improve.
Both groups have aversions to “empty” praise, that is, positive comments
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that do not seem to have a purpose beyond the intention of boosting
confidence. The L1 writers are noticeably more cynical in regard to this
phenomenon; however, they express that praise is useful nearly twice as
much as ESL writers. While it is pure speculation on our part, we wonder if the U.S. students are simply more used to getting praise from their
teachers in comparison with their ESL counterparts and, therefore, have
more to say about it.
In sum, the differences between process-oriented and textual-oriented
writers signal two different approaches toward writing and the writing
classroom, which may or may not have implications for feedback practices. Further, the similarities between the ESL and L1 English writers
point toward the effectiveness of certain pedagogical practices, namely
being careful about offering no-suggestion comments and augmenting
praise with specificity. However, this does not answer a larger question:
If preferences for particular kinds of feedback are met, does this make
better student writers or improve student writing? One of the few studies
that connects student preferences directly to feedback implementation
is Nelson and Schunn’s (2009) empirical study of L1 English writers in
the context of a history course’s peer review process. The authors found
that “understanding was the only significant mediator of [feedback]
implementation” (p. 375). In other words, students can only implement
feedback that they understand. This may seem like common sense, but it
suggests that preferences matter: What students are looking for prepares
them to understand what they find. If students are given feedback that
they do not expect, or that they actively dislike, there may be issues in its
implementation. If students are looking for textually oriented solutions to
problems rather than process-oriented solutions, for example, it follows
that unexpected kinds of feedback might impede understanding. The implication here for pedagogy is that in English FYC classrooms that contain
both L1 and ESL students, instructors should be aware of potential differences in orientation as well as the kinds of comments that both groups
find helpful. As one particularly articulate L1 student wrote,
“I like clear comments that are specific towards [sic] my writing and my weak points
so that I am capable of understanding where I need development and improvement
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especially since writing is not my strong suit. I want to be able to look at my teacher’s
comments and be able to know how to go about revising my writing right after the
first glance at his or her comments. I need a clear understanding and I don’t want to
be confused by what my teacher is asking me to do.”

Clarity in writing can come in many forms, ranging from clarity of
purpose to language to argument to handwriting to the broader clarity
of the instructor’s integrated curriculum within the writing classroom. In
addition to encouraging specific feedback practices, the previous discussion indicates a need for an ongoing dialog between teachers and students
regarding written feedback, keeping in mind that the clarity students want
can extend beyond specific types of comments to the underlying assumptions being made by teachers and students in regard to writing, language,
and process.
Conclusions, Limitations, and Questions for Future Studies
The original impetus of this study was a partial replication of Straub
(1997) and a response to Straub’s invitation to investigate “what differences there might be between native-born and foreign-born students”
(p. 113) in relation to his initial findings. In answer to this question, our
findings indicate that many of Straub’s findings still apply to the multilingual classroom, though there are some differences to be aware of between
ESL and L1 English student preferences. Both groups prefer receiving
global as well as local comments (though the ESL students were significantly more enthusiastic about local comments). Both groups also
prefer guidance and have an aversion to comments that offer no suggestion for improvement. However, it is also important to keep in mind
potential differences in writing orientation and to be sensitive to how
student expectations might affect learner motivation and teacher ethos.
The reality of the contemporary classroom is that multilingual learners
will continue to increase in number. As such, it is important that instructors teaching rhetoric, composition, L2 Writing, and all other writing
classes work together to find pedagogical solutions with the end goal of
fostering inclusive classrooms.
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There are a number of limitations and further questions to explore in
regard to student preferences in the multilingual classroom. In terms of
limitations, our study was not able to consider the preferences of multilingual learners who do not fit into the category of international students.
The reason for this is that we only asked students to tell us their L1 and
not their country of residence. Thus, further studies might explore if these
and/or Straub’s findings hold up with different student populations and if
there are any notable differences in preferences within and between these
populations. Another limitation lies in our methods. The lack of coding
for comment specificity in the quantitative data prevented us from triangulating our results with our qualitative data, where students frequently
discussed a preference for “detailed” comments. This was partly a function of the comments we gathered from the other instructors and partly
a decision we made early in our data analysis regarding how to code for
specificity. Simply put, we could not decide on a code that reliably produced the same results, and so we left it out. Future studies might find a
way to include this category in a valid and reliable way.
Finally, we wonder if the theoretical construct between a textual and
process orientation can be put to use in future studies or if it simply reiterates disciplinary divisions between applied linguistics, L2 writing,
and composition (Silva & Leki, 2004). This caveat aside, the big question
remaining is where these orientations come from, or, in other words, how
learner background influences particular orientations toward writing and
what the effect of these orientations are for students and teachers in the
writing classroom. Specifically, if most of the ESL writers in our study attended their K–12 or equivalent in China and presumably learned English
as a foreign language, does it follow that many of these writers will be oriented toward textual features? Broadly then, what assumptions about and
orientations toward writing do students who first learned to write in an
EFL or U.S. context possess? Along these same lines, what is the difference between learning language and writing, and how might instructors,
students, and researchers come to understand not just the ideological,
historical, or disciplinary differences of these different approaches,
but the experiential, affective, and pedagogical differences as well?
Comparative investigation into the materials of student affect, including
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preferences, is ripe with possibilities, and we believe that writing instruction and research on the rapidly changing U.S. composition classroom
will benefit from continued interdisciplinary efforts.
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Appendix A
Online Questionnaire
Instructions: This survey consists of two main parts, and you are required
to complete both parts.
Part I: You will read an argumentative essay with teacher comments. The
teacher made both marginal comments and endnotes. The numbers in
the margin notes and endnotes indicate all 43 items in the questionnaire
survey.
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Instructions: Indicate your preference for each of the following comments according to the 4-point Likert scale: 1—definitely not useful,
2—not useful, 3—useful, and 4—definitely useful.
Margin notes 1 2 3 4
1. Come up with a title that matches the content or your essay.
2. Use ‘to’ instead of ‘and.’
3. It’s good that you try to find your grounding in this essay, but there
are stronger ways of opening an essay than with a definition.
4. A different point of view about what?
5. Who are ‘them’? The meaning is not clear. Suggest you change the
sentence structure or change the pronoun.
6. Pay attention to the number agreement. People – goes?
7. What country?
8. Not clear, and not convincing to use ‘extreme’ because it means
‘rare’ at the same time.
9. Specify what ‘it’ refers to.
10. Can you make this sentence a little clearer? It is a bit confusing in
terms of meaning.
11. Verb form
12. Need to be in the plural form.
13. What do you mean by ‘mark’?
14. I want you to explain what you mean here. What is the connection
between your quote and the claim? Can you then bring back to your
thesis statement to discuss the benefits that outweigh the detriment?
15. This is a 2-word noun.
16. What does ‘it’ refer to?
17. This sentence is not grammatical. Revise.
18. does
19. But do people have to be acculturated to benefit a company?
I could completely hate the American culture, but still work for an
American company in America and contribute my skills and ideas to
it. Maybe, what you’re trying to argue for is immigration, not necessarily acculturation.
20. Delete ‘still.’
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21. Good. It’s good that you include some examples.
22. Redundant?
23. Grammar mistake.
24. Good point here.
25. It may be useful to explore brain drain a little further to help
strengthen your argument.
26. Does this mean that it will never happen? Explain why this is so
unlikely to strengthen your argument.
27. This sentence has some grammatical errors.
28. You need a noun not an adjective.
29. The support given is fairly weak.
30. Check the meaning of this phrase and how it is usually used.
31. This is a good point, but visiting a hometown is not the same as
going back to live there.
32. The support is fairly weak.
33. This sounds like a slightly different issue. Bringing up a different
topic in the conclusion is not a good strategy.
34. Endings have a very high rhetorical weight. This question is
a seeming no-brainer. You need to delete this and come up with a
stronger ending.
35. Double check your citation. You can use the OWL website. I’ve
provided you with the link here: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
End notes
36. This is a good first draft. Your argument is interesting and relatively cogent. You definitely make your thoughts on acculturation
known.
37. In the first paragraph, going back and forth too many times between advantages and disadvantages of acculturation can confuse
the readers. I think you can delete ‘however, at extreme cases . . .
have disadvantages’ as you are arguing that there are advantages of
acculturation.
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38. In your introduction, contextualize your argument by telling your
reader why it is an important issue. This will allow you to explicitly
carve out the space for your own argument. I can help you brainstorm
ways to do this in conferences or office hours. Or, you might look at
some example essays we read in class to see how the author ‘carves out
space’ for her argument at the start.
39. Avoid using some words redundantly and instead choose synonyms to convey the same idea using different words.
40. At a much higher level, there are number of issues of clarity in
your piece. These need to be addressed. In order for an argument to be
effective, it must first be clear and accessible to the reader.
41. Since grammar and mechanics are outside the scope of this class, I
would advise you to make use of our online writing resources to help
strengthen your writing abilities.
42. Revisit the library website or other research options to find at least
1–2 other secondary source(s) to support your ideas in the second
and third body paragraphs.
43. Great job so far. This is a great topic, which is quite popular among
readers (especially readers with experiences in two and multiple
cultures).
Part II: Answer the following questions.
1. What kinds of comments do you prefer receiving from teachers?
2. What kinds of comments do you find the least helpful?
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Appendix B
Results of the 43 Likert-Scale Items
Teacher comment
categories

Overall
M (SD)
n=345

L1 students
M (SD)
n=191

ESL students
M (SD)
n=154

1 (G, E, Er)

3.31 (0.73)

3.30 (0.77)

3.32 (0.67)

2 (L, E, Er)

3.42 (0.66)

3.32 (0.71)

3.54 (0.59)

3 (G, I, Er)

3.05 (0.71)

3.05 (0.72)

3.05 (0.70)

4 (G, NS)

3.21 (0.69)

3.23 (0.72)

3.19 (0.66)

5 (L, I, Er)

3.43 (0.65)

3.47 (0.65)

3.39 (0.65)

6 (L, I, Er)

3.53 (0.66)

3.55 (0.67)

3.50 (0.65)

7 (L, NS)

3.06 (0.77)

2.97 (0.79)

3.16 (0.73)

8 (L, I, Er)

2.97 (0.76)

2.90 (0.74)

3.06 (0.77)

9 (L, E)

3.19 (0.74)

3.12 (0.75)

3.27 (0.72)

10 (G, I, Er)

3.14 (0.72)

3.19 (0.73)

3.09 (0.71)

11 (L, I, Er)

3.36 (0.73)

3.29 (0.78)

3.45 (0.65)

12 (L, E, Er)

3.51 (0.65)

3.48 (0.67)

3.54 (0.63)

13 (L, NS)

3.32 (0.71)

3.35 (0.72)

3.29 (0.70)

14 (G, I)

3.42 (0.70)

3.45 (0.68)

3.39 (0.73)

15 (L, E, Er)

3.30 (0.74)

3.30 (0.76)

3.31 (0.71)

16 (L, NS)

3.29 (0.68)

3.28 (0.67)

3.30 (0.68)

17 (L, NS, Er)

3.40 (0.74)

3.38 (0.77)

3.42 (0.71)

18 (L, E, Er)

3.49 (0.65)

3.48 (0.64)

3.51 (0.65)

19 (G, I)

2.98 (0.92)

2.98 (0.96)

2.98 (0.88)

20 (G, E, Er)

3.30 (0.71)

3.31 (0.70)

3.30 (0.72)

21 (G, Pr)

3.21 (0.84)

3.06 (0.90)

3.39 (0.72)

22 (G, NS)

3.21 (0.79)

3.19 (0.83)

3.23 (0.72)

23 (L, NS)

3.26 (0.75)

3.20 (0.81)

3.33 (0.66)

24 (G, Pr)

3.11 (0.80)

2.96 (0.85)

3.30 (0.68)

25 (G, I)

3.34 (0.72)

3.34 (0.71)

3.34 (0.73)

26 (G, I)

3.32 (0.66)

3.37 (0.65)

3.26 (0.67)

27 (L, NS, Er)

3.21 (0.72)

3.13 (0.80)

3.31 (0.61)
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28 (L, E, Er)

3.36 (0.68)

3.22 (0.72)

3.53 (0.59)

29 (G, NS, Er)

3.11 (0.72)

2.99 (0.80)

3.25 (0.59)

30 (L, NS)

3.17 (0.70)

3.09 (0.71)

3.27 (0.69)

31 (G, NS)

3.11 (0.81)

2.98 (0.84)

3.26 (0.75)

32 (G, NS, Er)

3.01 (0.82)

2.90 (0.88)

3.14 (0.73)

33 (G, NS, Er)

3.48 (0.60)

3.53 (0.56)

3.42 (0.65)

34 (G, I, Er)

3.38 (0.68)

3.34 (0.68)

3.43 (0.69)

35 (L, I)

3.68 (0.56)

3.69 (0.53)

3.67 (0.60)

36 (G, Pr)

2.98 (0.72)

2.90 (0.74)

3.08 (0.70)

37 (G, E, Er)

3.43 (0.64)

3.42 (0.65)

3.44 (0.63)

38 (G, I)

3.61 (0.56)

3.65 (0.52)

3.55 (0.60)

39 (L, I)

3.37 (0.64)

3.27 (0.65)

3.49 (0.60)

40 (G, I)

3.33 (0.74)

3.28 (0.77)

3.38 (0.69)

41 (L, I)

3.24 (0.79)

3.13 (0.84)

3.38 (0.69)

42 (G, I)

3.43 (0.60)

3.41 (0.61)

3.45 (0.59)

43 (G, Pr)

3.04 (0.87)

2.87 (0.92)

3.26 (0.76)
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Previous research has established the importance of giving and receiving feedback
in students’ writing development. In the present paper, I investigate a less widely
studied approach to providing feedback—the small group writing conference,
which is attended by a number of students (usually four) and led by the teacher to
discuss student drafts. Adapting a framework outlined in a previous study (Ching,
2014), I analyzed the interactions or relationships at work in two group conferences
in an EFL (English as a foreign language) context. Findings revealed that the instructor was involved in four-fifths of all interactions, suggesting that the instructor
played a prominent role in the two conferences. In contrast, interactions among
student participants were limited, while the reader–writer interactions tended
to be unidirectional and mediated by the instructor. It is argued that the teacher–
student relationship in the small group conference can be usefully conceptualized
as a continuum with teacher authority and student autonomy at the two ends and
that there may be an interactive relationship between the two forces. Pedagogical
implications are discussed.

Keywords: teacher–student writing conferences; peer response; teacher–student
interaction; EFL writing
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A substantial body of research has demonstrated the important role
of feedback in students’ writing development (Ferris, 2003; Hyland
& Hyland, 2006). Among the various feedback methods, the teacher–
student writing conference has been popular with teachers and students
(Arndt, 1993; Saito, 1994; Silva, Reichelt, & Lax-Farr, 1994; Warner,
1998). Proponents of this practice, such as Harris (1986), have enumerated the advantages of the writing conference for native English-speaking
students. These advantages include improving writing by personalized
instruction, saving the teacher’s time on writing feedback comments,
providing clearer and quicker feedback, changing the image of the teacher
from an authority figure to an adviser, and helping students develop
skills to critique their own writing. Empirical research has shown that
although students may have different expectations of writing tutorials,
they value the personal connection to the instructor made possible in
individual conferences (Liu, 2009). Studies addressing teacher talk and
learner participation in writing conferences (Ewert, 2009; Goldstein &
Conrad, 1990; Haneda, 2004; Patthey-Chavez & Ferris, 1997) have indicated that conferences with more negotiation and learner participation tend to be perceived as more effective and lead to more successful
revision. However, it should be noted that all these studies examined
one-on-one teacher–student consultations, in which the teacher is able
to focus on a single student, while an alternative conferencing practice,
the small group conference, has received little research attention, particularly in ESL or English as a foreign language (EFL) learning contexts.
A small group writing conference is attended by a number of students
(usually four) and led by the teacher to discuss student writing (Ching,
2011, 2014). Small group writing conferences have the advantages of saving teacher time (Memering, 1973) and reducing student anxiety about
meeting with the teacher independently (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005; Keh,
1990). But perhaps more importantly, students may benefit from a “peer
feedback dynamic” (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005, p. 205) incorporated into
the teacher–student conference.
Indeed, the group conference approach may be usefully conceptualized as a hybrid of peer response and teacher–student conferences,
combining the advantages of the two response practices. Nevertheless,
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despite sharing a similar purpose—providing feedback on a student’s
text—the two practices actually differ greatly in underlying ideologies
and assumptions. The teacher–student conference has sometimes been
described as reinforcing teacher authority and dominance as in the regular classroom (Ulichny & Watson-Gegeo, 1989), while the peer feedback
activity is often viewed as capable of promoting student autonomy and
collaborative learning (Bruffee, 1984). Thus, as a hybrid of these two activities, the small group writing conference offers a unique insight into
how two apparently antipodal concepts—teacher authority and learner
autonomy—may be co-realized in this pedagogical practice.
To shed more light on the group conferencing approach, in this
paper—a case study of two small group conferences involving an instructor and two groups of EFL undergraduate students—I will examine the nature of the interactions between the teacher and the students
using an analytic framework based on Ching’s (2011, 2014) research on
the instructor-led peer conference. I will then discuss the issue of teacher
authority and student autonomy revealed in the analysis of the two conferences, arguing that the exertion of one force may influence the exercise
of the other. Through a systematic study of the dialogic discourse occurring in a Taiwanese EFL classroom, I hope to offer a better understanding
and insights into the small group conference as implemented in an EFL
context.
Literature Review
The writing conference has been recognized as facilitative in multiple
ways. In a writing conference, the teacher can promote students’ cognitive learning by guiding them to think aloud beyond abstract ideas and
to develop their own arguments (Rose, 1982). Affectively, a writing conference helps build rapport and increase learners’ trust in the teacher (Lee
& Schallert, 2008). It also provides opportunities for teachers to develop
students’ metacognitive abilities such as setting learning goals or formulating revision plans (Eckstein, 2013). Yet, writing scholars have disagreed
about the instructional methods best suited for the writing conference
and have debated the dichotomy between directive and nondirective approaches (Corbett, 2013). The former approach refers to the teacher giving
explicit suggestions as to what learners can or should do to improve the
Yeh, C.-C. (2019). Interaction and participation in the small group writing conference. Journal of
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composition, and the latter approach involves using leading questions to
help writers formulate their own revision plans (Williams & Severino, 2004).
Accordingly, directive approaches are characterized by telling, teacher
authority, and dominance, while nondirective techniques feature questioning, learner agency, and ownership.
On the one hand, scholars advocating the process approach tended to
favor nondirective methods, arguing that learners should be encouraged
to think for themselves and to accept responsibility for the writing process
(Duke, 1975). They frowned upon conferences dominated by the teacher
and focusing primarily on writing mechanics because such conferences
resembled typical teacher–student classroom talk and did little to help
students appreciate the process of expressing ideas in writing (Ulichny
& Watson-Gegeo, 1989). On the other hand, it was contended that with
second language (L2) writers, a more directive approach may be appropriate because these students may have little English writing experience
and need to be equipped with knowledge and skills necessary for success
in the academic writing classroom (Powers, 1993). Furthermore, studies
conducted in L2 contexts have repeatedly suggested that learners may
prefer the teacher to decide the conference agenda and find directive tutorials equally, if not more, successful (Weigle & Nelson, 2004; Yeh, 2016).
Peer response has gained increasing popularity and has become
widely adopted in the writing classroom, usually because teachers wish to
encourage collaborative learning (de Guerrero & Villamil, 1994; Lee,
1997; Tsui & Ng, 2000). Peer response also provides a more authentic
audience as compared with teacher response (Caulk, 1994), helps develop critical thinking skills (Lee, 1997) and greater audience awareness
(Mendonça & Johnson, 1994; Tsui & Ng, 2000), raises students’ awareness
of their own strengths and weaknesses (Tsui & Ng, 2000), and fosters
learners’ sense of ownership of a text (Tsui & Ng, 2000). Nevertheless,
empirical studies have revealed potential problems with peer review, such
as learners’ lack of skills in providing quality feedback and their corresponding distrust of peer comments, as well as their reluctance to act
upon the comments received from peers. But these problems may be met
by a group conference approach, which arguably combines the advantages
of teacher feedback and peer response (Miller, 2002).
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Various terms have been used to describe a scenario in which a
teacher discusses students’ drafts with a group of students: “small-group
writing conference” (Thomas, 1986), “group conference” (Keh, 1990;
Miller, 2002), “teacher–student group conference” (Zhu, 1995), “peer
review with the instructor” (Liu, 1998), and “instructor-led peer conference” (Ching, 2011, 2014). Notwithstanding the different labels, most
of these response practices adopt a similar format. Students are usually
required to read each other’s drafts and write responses to prepare for the
conference. Then the group meets with the teacher at a scheduled time to
discuss each student’s essay. It is also an established rule that every participant of a group conference, including the teacher, has to offer some
feedback to help the writer, who will then use the feedback to revise the
essay before submitting it for teacher evaluation.
Miller (2002) identified three benefits that students received from
participating in group conferences. First, students had opportunities
to enhance their understanding of the assignment through comments
made by other participants in the conference. Furthermore, group conferences helped students build confidence as reviewers when they realized
that they gave similar suggestions as the teacher did. At the same time,
when learners realized that their peers may make similar comments to the
teacher’s, learners’ trust in peers’ ability in providing helpful comments
was boosted.
In Zhu (1995), the group conference approach was adopted to train
students for peer response. In the group tutorials, the instructors helped
students make specific feedback, modeled strategies that writers could use
to elicit peer response, and encouraged interaction between the writer and
readers. Where relevant, the instructors also provided writing instruction
but ensured that the instruction centered on global concerns. Finally, they
also discussed the purpose of peer response in order to address learners’
concern of hurting the feelings of peer writers. The training of these skills
via small group conferences was found to positively impact learners’ feedback quality and interaction in later peer response sessions.
While Miller (2002) and Zhu (1995) focused on the cognitive and
affective impacts, the authors of several studies have also investigated
the process of small group conferences. Using theories of group behavior
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from speech communication as the framework, Thomas (1986) studied how a group of four English L1 students participated in small group
writing conferences that supplemented the freshman composition course
they were taking. Thomas found that the conference method enabled
students to transition from speakers to writers who were able to attend
to others’ perception and adjust their writing to the needs of an imagined audience. Thomas also revealed that the instructor exerted a pivotal
influence on the students’ discussion process. This influence included the
instructor’s selection of the focus of the discussion, the students’ imitation
of the instructor’s questioning technique, and the students’ reliance on the
teacher’s suggestions or approval throughout the discussion.
The teacher’s influence in small group conferences was also a major
focus in later studies such as Ching (2011, 2014). Evoking the concept of
apprenticeship and guided participation, Ching (2011) examined conversations from teacher-led peer conferences in a U.S. college writing course,
focusing on strategies the teacher employed to scaffold peer responders.
For example, the teacher usually initiated the dialog and set a clearly defined task for the reviewers. When reviewers gave feedback, the teacher
served as a coach by providing feedback on the feedback already given
in the group. She also used follow-up questions to push peer reviewers
to identify problems and explore possible solutions. On some occasions,
she showed her agreement but articulated the writing problem in a clearer
way. Other scaffolding strategies included directing students’ attention
to some specific issues in a draft; modeling composition terms such as
“paragraph,” “claim,” and “evidence”; and discouraging students from giving superficial evaluation or general praise without specific details.
In a later work, Ching (2014) proposed a model to account for the
participation structure in the teacher-led peer conference, which subsumes three learning activities, namely, student–teacher conference, peer
response, and apprenticeship between the instructor and student reviewers. Ching elaborated on the four interactions or relationships at work
in a teacher-led peer conference: reviewer–writer, reviewer–reviewer,
instructor–writer, and instructor–reviewer. The first two kinds of interaction—reviewer–writer and reviewer–reviewer—resemble those seen in
peer response groups, while the third, instructor–writer, resembles what
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can be found in one-on-one teacher–student writing conferences. Thus, it
is the fourth interaction, instructor–reviewer, that makes the small group
conference a unique learning opportunity through which students can be
apprenticed into academic literate practices and, more specifically, acts of
giving response to writing. While illustrating well the multifaceted relationships among teacher and student participants of group conferences,
this framework has not, to the best of my knowledge, been applied empirically and systematically.
Overall, the authors of studies on conferencing with multiple students
have suggested that group conferences provide unique learning opportunities that are not available in either individual teacher–student conferences or peer response sessions. Particularly, in addition to receiving
feedback from peers and the teacher, students are coached and mentored
to read and respond to written texts in a similar way to how a full participant of academic literate practices—the teacher—reads and responds.
However, despite being a pedagogical practice combining three important scaffolding activities—teacher–student conference, peer response,
and apprenticeship of student reviewers—the small group conference has
received few systematic investigations, particularly regarding the participants’ interactions shaped by the multifaceted relationships among the
teacher and students involved in the practice. Seeking to address the gap,
in the present study I examined in detail two group conferences conducted in a Taiwanese EFL writing context. Through an analysis of the
conferences’ general structure and the participants’ interactions in the
conferences, this study attempts to answer the following two questions:
1. What can the small group conferences reveal about interactions between the teacher and students?
2. What might these interactions reveal about the nature of small group
conferences conducted in an EFL writing context?
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The Study
Context of the Study and the Participants
The participants in this research were one teacher and eight students
from a second-year English composition course at a public university in
Taiwan. After obtaining the teacher’s consent, I invited all 24 students enrolled in the course to participate in the research. The purpose of the study
was explained, and students were assured that participation was voluntary
and confidential. Fifteen of them agreed to participate in the study, but
for ethical reasons, only two groups of students (N = 8), all having given
their consent, were included in the study. These eight students (S1 to S8)
were all majoring in English and ranged between 20 and 22 years of age.
One student rated her writing ability as poor, four rated their ability as fair,
and three rated their ability as good. Table 1 provides an overview of the
students from the two groups—labeled as Group A and Group B—as well
as the titles of the essays discussed in the conferences.
Table 1
Student Profiles
Sex

Self-rated writing
ability

Title of essay (second draft)

S1

F

Fair

Real Optimism

S2

F

Fair

Two Important People in My Life

S3

M

Fair

Beyond Silence

S4

F

Poor

Two Legends of the Music Industry

S5

M

Good

A Self-Respect Friend of Mine, a
Role Model of Mine!!!

S6

F

Fair

(No title)

S7

F

Good

The Difference Between My Parents

S8

F

Good

We Don’t Need Boys: Office Girl

Group A

Group B
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The Writing Course and Conferences
The class met two times a week for a total of 3 hours. A writing handbook and an edited collection of essays were adopted as the course books.
The students were required to produce two types of writing during the
semester: one was summaries of class readings to demonstrate critical
reading comprehension, and the other was formal essays, which went
through drafting, conferencing, and revising before the students submitted them for assessment. Because this composition course was designed
to teach different modes of writing, the students were required to write
essays featuring particular modes of writing, such as definition, comparison/contrast, and argumentation. Data for the current study were collected from the conferences in which the instructor and students were
working on either a definition or comparison/contrast essay.
Students started drafting a new essay in a computer room, but they
were allowed to work on it for 2 days before submitting the first draft,
which the instructor read without making written comments. There was
another 3-day interval between the first-draft submission and the small
group conference. Over those 3 days, the students were expected to revise
on their own and write the second draft, which they then brought to the
conference to read to the instructor and peer reviewers.
For conferences, the class was divided into six groups, each comprising four students, on a mixed-proficiency and mixed-gender basis. These
conferences were scheduled to last 40 minutes, with the intention that
each student receive 10 minutes’ feedback from the instructor and peer
reviewers. However, some conferences were inadvertently prolonged,
often leading to the shortening of the later conferences, as was the case
with the two included in this study, which lasted 50 and 37 minutes, respectively. The conferences were mainly conducted in English, but the
students occasionally spoke their L1, Mandarin Chinese, which was never
explicitly discouraged by the instructor.
The two conferences, Conference A and Conference B, were held in
a reserved classroom, where students in groups arrived at the scheduled
time to have their conferences. At each conference, the instructor and
four students sat at a round table so they could see each other when giving
and receiving feedback. The students had completed two conferences with
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the same instructor in the previous semester and were therefore familiar
with the procedures, which were the following:
1. The students gave each of the other conference participants a copy of
their drafts.
2. After briefly explaining how the conference would proceed, the instructor called upon a student to read aloud his or her essay.
3. After the student finished reading, the instructor called upon the
other three students, one by one, to provide feedback.
4. After all three students had provided feedback, the instructor started
her commentary.
5. The other three students went through the same process: reading
aloud, receiving feedback from peers, and receiving feedback from
the instructor.
Data Collection and Analysis
Both conferences were audiotaped and videotaped simultaneously to
reduce the risk of losing data and to avoid the poor sound quality problem
often found in sole videotaping (Leander & Prior, 2004). A camera was set
up on a tripod and positioned at the table where conferences were held. In
order to minimize the effect of my presence, the camera was installed before the beginning of the conferences and left to run on its own. While the
two conferences constituted the main data source in this research, student
drafts and course materials such as the syllabus were also collected to help
understand and analyze the conference data.
The two conferences were transcribed using normal orthography,
with nonverbal behavior noted in parentheses. Then, the data were segmented into episodes of interaction, following Goldstein and Conrad
(1990), who explained that an episode “has a unique combination of
topic and purpose such that a change in either or both signifies a new episode” (p. 448). Next, the episodes were analyzed based on the framework
conceptualized by Ching (2014) and later modified to fit the purpose of
the current study. Therefore, four kinds of interactions in a small group
writing conference were distinguished: reviewer–writer (RW), reviewer–
reviewer (RR), instructor–writer (IW), and instructor–reviewer (IR).
Also borrowing Ching’s observation, the instructor–reviewer relationship
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was subclassified into collaborative and instructional, the former referring to the joint construction of feedback to a writer by the instructor
and peer reviewers, and the latter the instructor’s coaching of peer reviewers for making appropriate feedback. In addition to the four interactions
outlined in Ching (2014), a fifth category, instructor–group (IG), was developed to account for the episodes featuring the instructor speaking to
all the participating students as a group, as opposed to giving feedback to
individual writers. Examples of the different kinds of interactions can be
found in Table 2.
Table 2
Coding Categories and Examples From the Interaction Data
Code

Name

Example

RW

Reviewer–writer

Well . . . I think your content is too general . . .

RR

Reviewer–reviewer

I have the same idea as S1.

IR

Instructor–reviewer

(collaborative) The relationship between . . .
(instructional) That’s a good point. Why is it too
much? When do you know it is too much?

IW

Instructor–writer

And in your conclusion, come up with a metaphor,
you come up with your own metaphor for optimism.

IG

Instructor–group

You all see what I’m trying to say here?

To ensure reliability, a trained research assistant and I separately
coded approximately 20% of the conference data. Any disagreement that
arose was resolved by discussion. Then the research assistant coded the
remaining data, which the researcher spot-checked for accuracy.
In addition, observations were made regarding the type of writing
issues raised by either the instructor or students. In particular, distinctions were made between comments in global areas (such as content and
organization) and those in local areas (such as grammar and word
choice). These observations were used as secondary data sources to complement information gained from the interaction data and to facilitate
understanding and analysis of the two conferences.
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Findings
The Structure of the Conferences
Analysis shows that the two conferences were similarly structured,
each composed of four sessions for the four participating students. Each
student’s session consisted of three distinct phases: reading aloud, peer
response, and teacher feedback. Table 3 gives the total length of time spent
in each of the three phases.
Table 3
Distribution of Time in Small Group Conferences
Reading aloud

Peer response

Teacher
feedback

Conference A

16 min (32%)

7 min (14%)

27 min (54%) 50 min (100%)

Conference B

15 min (41%)

6 min (16%)

16 min (43%) 37 min (100%)

Total

As the table suggests, the teacher feedback phase was given the most
emphasis, accounting for around half of the total conference time (54%
in Conference A and 43% in Conference B). Peer response used less than
one-fifth of the conference time (14% and 16%, respectively), while the
participants spent around one-third of conference time (32% and 41%,
respectively) on reading aloud their essays to the instructor and peer
reviewers.
Interactions in Small Group Conferences
Overall, as shown in Table 4, among the 271 episodes of interaction
identified in the data, 216 (80%) interactions involved the instructor, suggesting that the instructor played a prominent role in the two conferences.
Moreover, IW interactions (n=179) accounted for around two-thirds of
the conference discourse, with RR relationships (n=10) surfacing the least
frequently. Student-only interactions, including 45 RW episodes and 10
RR episodes, accounted for 20% of the data.
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Table 4
Distribution of Interactions in Small Group Conferences
Occurrence

%

RW

45

17

RR

10

4

Subtotal

55

20

IR

13

5

IW

179

66

IG

24

9

Subtotal

216

80

Student–student interactions

Teacher–student interactions

Note. N = 271. Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

The findings indicated that among the three activities subsumed
in the small group conference (Ching, 2014), teacher-student conference, where the teacher scaffolds individual writers, was given the most
emphasis. Composed mainly of RW and RR relationships, peer response
was the second significant activity. Apprenticeship between the instructor
and peer reviewers, represented in IR interactions, featured the least in the
conferences under study. The following sections will provide a detailed
analysis of the various interactions in the peer response and teacher feedback phases.
Interactions in the Peer Response Phase
The peer response for each writer typically started with the teacher
nominating a student to provide comments, which was then followed
by the other students at the table offering their feedback, usually in response to the teacher’s nomination. As shown in Table 5, the most
frequently occurring interactions in the peer response phase are RW
(n=45), IR (n=13), and RR (n=10).
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Table 5
Distribution of Interactions in the Peer Response Phase
RW

RR

IR

IW

IG

Conference A

20

1

5

2

0

Conference B

25

9

8

3

1

Total

45

10

13

5

1

RW interactions. The RW interactions in the peer response phase
exhibited two features. First, they tended to be unidirectional. After receiving comments, the writer seldom responded, provided justification,
or asked for clarification. Second, the reviewer addressed the writer either
directly or indirectly, suggesting a disparate perception of their role as
a reviewer in a group conference. These two features are illustrated by the
following excerpt taken from the peer response phase devoted to offering
feedback on S3’s draft.
Excerpt 1
Participants: T (instructor), S3 (writer), S4 (reviewer), S2 (reviewer)
S3

(Reads aloud his essay.)

T

Okay. S4.

S4

I think the things he talk about, like language, sounds, and the problems that
deaf people conquer show little connection.

T

Okay. S2.

S2

I think the three points that you compare, the deaf people and common
people is already what we common people understand. You can make some
special points or one specific person, that will make the essay more . . .

T

Interesting. Good point. Okay. Other than that?

S2

No.

As shown in the excerpt, both S4 and S2 gave comments on the essay’s content and organization. Comments on these areas, often referred
to as global feedback, are usually regarded as more effective (Lundstrom
& Baker, 2009) because they may lead to more meaning-based changes,
which can often improve writing significantly. In peer response sessions,
global feedback may also have the potential to initiate a lively discussion,
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further fostering students’ critical thinking and collaborative learning abilities (Zhu, 1995). However, these advantages were not seen in the session
because the writer (S3) did not respond to either of the two comments,
making the RW exchanges unidirectional. This was also typical of all RW
interactions in the two conferences: The students took turns making oral
feedback at the instructor’s request, the teacher gave acknowledgment,
and the writer listened without responding unless explicitly told to do so.
Another point to note in this excerpt is the contrast between the two
reviewers’ use of personal pronouns to refer to the writer. When giving
feedback, S4 used “he” to refer to the writer (“I think the things he talk
about”), while S2 adopted the “you” perspective (“I think the three points
that you compare”). This difference suggested that the students may have
differing perceptions of their role as a reviewer in a group conference. S2
may perceive herself as a reviewer, interacting with the writer for the purpose of mutual assistance and improvement, while S4 may be fulfilling her
duty as a student by giving comments as requested by the instructor.
IR interactions. Quantitatively, IR interactions accounted for only 5%
of all interactions in the two conferences, again indicating a rather minor
role assumed by students as reviewers. However, as shown in Table 6, the
nature of IR interactions seemed to differ in the two conferences. More
specifically, while the IR interactions in Conference A were exclusively
instructional, those in Conference B were predominantly collaborative.
Table 6
IR Interactions in the Peer Response Phase
Collaborative

Instructional

Conference A

0

5

Conference B

7

1
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In instructional IR interactions, the instructor coached peer reviewers to give useful feedback, feedback that is both constructive and specific enough to enable successful revision, as exemplified in the following
excerpt:
Excerpt 2
Participants: T (instructor), S2 (reviewer), S3 (reviewer)
S1

(Reads aloud her essay)

T

Any suggestions?

S2

I think, it’s good you use a lot of examples, and make the optimism more vivid.

T

Other than that? Can we give her some suggestions? So they can, she can
improve . . . her essay. There’s still room for improvement, right?

S3

I think . . . um . . . she introduce the teacher too much, especially the
instruction. But . . .

T

That’s a good point. Why is it too much? When do you know it is too much?

As shown in the excerpt, acting on the instructor’s request for feedback on S1’s essay, S2 offered praise for the examples given to illustrate
the topic of the essay, optimism. The instructor, nevertheless, suggested
that constructive criticism on areas that needed improvement could be
more helpful to the writer, a cue immediately taken up by the next peer
reviewer, S3, who in his commentary pointed out a problem in S1’s draft
(“she introduce the teacher too much”).
In collaborative IR interactions the instructor tended to participate
in peer review discourse as an equal, showing her agreement, completing
the reviewer’s comments, and collaborating in giving feedback. As seen
in Table 6, all the collaborative IR interactions were found in Conference
B, particularly in episodes with a faster tempo, a lighter atmosphere, and
more active peer exchange. Excerpt 3 shows an instance of collaborative
IR interactions found in S8’s session in Conference B, where S6 was constructing her feedback on S8’s essay draft, with the instructor’s collaboration. (I translated the original Chinese utterances in this and the following
excerpts.)
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Excerpt 3
Participants: T (instructor), S6 (reviewer)
S6

因為你的 topic 是we don’t need boys . . . 然後 office girl，可是就是 . . .
[Your topic is “we don’t need boys,” then “office girl,” but . . . ]

T

The relationship between . . .

S6

We don’t need boys跟office girl好像沒有直接的 . . . [“We don’t need boys”
and “office girl” do not seem to have direct . . . ]

T

We don’t need boys because we are lesbians. (All laugh.)

S6

對，就好像 . . . 就是這個 . . . 應該是看要改掉還是怎樣 [Right, it’s . . .
This is the problem. Perhaps you should change this.]

T

Or just “Office Girls.”

As seen in the excerpt, after S6 identified the problem source—the
two parts of the title, “We Don’t Need Boys: Office Girl1”—the instructor
suggested a key phrase (“The relationship between . . . ”) for describing the
problem. S6 adopted the term “relationship” and reformulated her comment (“We don’t need boys” and “office girl” do not seem to have direct . . .”).
The instructor helped further by pointing out, in a humorous way, the
lack of logic in the title (“We don’t need boys because we are lesbians”).
This joke met with laughter from all participants, which seemed to bolster
the reviewer’s confidence in suggesting a revision. Finally, the instructor
offered another revision option (“Or just ‘Office Girls’”) and completed
the commentary started by S6.
RR interactions. In the two conferences, RR interactions accounted for
4% of all interactions. Findings also suggested that one-third of RR exchanges were mediated by the teacher, who frequently assumed the responsibility of nominating the next speaker/reviewer. This reviewer may
signal general agreement with the previous reviewer before advancing
more specific comments, as exemplified by the following excerpt.

1 “Office girl” is probably a misuse of the term “career woman.”
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Excerpt 4
Participants: T (instructor), S2 (reviewer)
T

Okay, S2.

S2

I have the same idea with S1. I think, my essay has the same problem that we
two choose two people, but we have the, we don’t know how we write about
them. We should choose a, our purpose, we just pick some their differences or
the same thing.

While this RR interaction may be described as indirect—in the sense
that the reviewer was referring to another reviewer’s comment instead of
talking to a reviewer—the other two-thirds of the RR interactions were
direct and student-initiated. These autonomous interactions, all found in
Conference B, were not triggered by any visible teacher cues, as shown in
the following excerpt.
Excerpt 5
Participants: T (instructor), S8 (reviewer), S6 (reviewer), S7 (writer)
S8

我剛剛看了一下，我途中有一度以為是在寫男生跟女生的差別
[I just had a look, and I thought for a moment that the essay was about the
difference between men and women.]

S6

對對對 [Right. Right.]

S8

感覺好像在講我爸的感覺 [I felt like reading about my dad.]

S6

我覺得比較像 . . . [I think it was more like . . . ]

S8

如果你是在講你爸媽的話 . . . 會覺得 . . . [If you are writing about your
parents, it’s a bit . . . ]

S6

太狹隘了. . . [Too narrow . . . ]

S7

什麼意思啊? 再講一次 [What do you mean? Can you clarify that?]

S8

就是...我覺得你的內容可以適用在很多 [Well . . . I think your content is
too general . . . ]

S6

很多，對 [Too general. Right.]

S8

因為你沒有講到真的很不一樣的地方。然後就覺得 . . . [You didn’t
point out the key differences, so it’s . . . ]

T

就不夠鮮明 [Not specific enough.]
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S8

如果把它改成我爸媽，好像也可以。就除了那個，家裡有幾個
小孩之外 [It can be used to describe my parents, except . . . except for the
number of children.]

T

Okay. We will talk about that point. S5.

Here S6 had just finished her comment on S7’s essay. The teacher then
nominated S8 to speak. At the beginning of her commentary, S8 had difficulty identifying the problem that she had seen in S7’s essay. She tried
first to describe her confusion as a reader (“I thought I was reading about
the difference between men and women” and “I felt like reading about my
dad”). She then sought to form an evaluation (“If you are writing about
your parents, it’s a bit . . .”). Eventually, she managed to make a more specific comment (“You didn’t point out the key differences”), even supplementing it with an example (“It can be used to describe my parents, except
. . . except for the number of children”). It can also be seen that while S8
was constructing and organizing her comment, S6 repeatedly chimed in
with eager agreement (“Right. Right.” and “Too general. Right.”) and, at
one time, even attempted to compete with S8 to identify the problem in
S7’s essay (“I think it was more like . . .”). Although S8 managed, quite
independently, to clarify her feedback in response to the writer’s request,
this instance exemplified how a reviewer may be encouraged and supported by her peer reviewer’s show of collaboration in a group conference.
Interactions in the Teacher Feedback Phase
As shown in Table 7, while all five interactions were identified in the
peer response phase, only two of them were found during teacher feedback, IW (n=174) and IG (n=23), the former being clearly the dominant
type of exchange.
Table 7
Distribution of Interactions in the Teacher Feedback Phase
RW

RR

IR

IW

IG

Conference A

0

0

0

99

11

Conference B

0

0

0

75

12

Total

0

0

0

174

23
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IW interactions. The IW interactions during teacher feedback, rather
similar to those that may be found in one-on-one writing conferences,
were mostly lengthy and elaborate explanations directed at individual
students, interspersed with occasional backchanneling from the writer.
However, on a few occasions, the writer may interrupt with request for
clarification, as shown in the following excerpt:
Excerpt 6
Participants: T (instructor), S2 (writer)
T

You talked too much on dissimilarities, you know, the differences between . . .
these two, your parents, but you talked a lot about their same similarities, their
qualities they do have, both of them do have, for example (to S2). So now, if
you start with point by point, I want you to change to subject by subject. You
see what I’m trying to say here? (All students nod.) Okay, good. So then, this
is a comparison and contrast essay, their importance on your life, of course,
they should be the most two important people in your life.

S2

So I should change my topic?

T

Yeah, yeah, come up with a better title.

S2

Okay.

T

All right? Just, you know, bring your, bring your parents out, my parents or
something. But that’s a very plain title, you come up with something exciting, okay?

IG interactions. Although the teacher feedback phase was primarily
targeted at individual students, engaging the other tutees was important in
the management of a group conference (Yeh, 2017). In the current study,
the category of IG interactions was created to account for the instructor’s
interaction with the tutees as a group or with individual students other
than the writer. Three management strategies were identified in these IG
interactions: (a) referring to a shared problem (as in “(To S5) Again, that’s
the same with your paper”), (b) addressing the whole group, and (c) calling for peer teaching. The last two strategies can be seen in the following
excerpt.
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Excerpt 7
Participants: T (instructor), S2 (writer), S4 (reviewer), S1 (reviewer)
T

. . . It’s good you’re following the essay, comparison, the study of comparison,
so you might just as well follow the structure of the essay. So which, you start
with the subject by subject and by, when you come to the comparison part or
contrast part, so you begin with the different part, this is point by point. You
see? (To all) You all see what I’m trying to say here? (S4 shakes her head) (To
S4) No? (To S2) Explain to her.

S2

Um . . .

T

Subject by subject, point by point, she doesn’t understand. (To S4) Were you
absent?

S4
T

Uh, no. I’m . . . uh . . .
Were you absent in that class? I wanna make sure you all understand that.
Okay. 好, S1, 解釋 [Okay, S1, explain it to her.]

S1

Um . . . because he compared his parents’ differences, and his father and his
mother’s differences. Point by point, he, um, you can . . .

S4

(Points to the draft) Diet?

T

Diet, okay, there’s one point. (To S2) Second point is what?

This excerpt shows the instructor in the middle of her commentary
on S2’s comparison essay about two people. After explaining to the writer
the structure of a comparison essay, she turned her attention to the
whole group, as if to ensure that no students felt left out (“You all see what
I’m trying to say here?”). In response to the instructor’s comprehension
check, S4 signaled lack of understanding by a gentle head shake. The instructor asked S2 to explain; however, the student could not immediately
respond to the call for peer teaching. The instructor briefly returned to
S4, seemingly intending to discover why she could not understand. She
then nominated another student in the group, S1, to explain the concept.
Finally, the instructor took over the floor from S1 to continue with individual feedback to the writer, S4.
Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to explore the complex relationships within small group writing conferences in an EFL learning context,
adapting a framework conceptualized by Ching (2014). The systematic
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categorization of participant interactions has revealed an overall pattern
of teacher guidance and student learning in small group writing conferences and has generated implications for how writing teachers may use
group conferences to support writing development. Limitations have to
be acknowledged, however. For example, this study used convenience
sampling (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998) and had a small number of participants. Student drafts and revisions were not examined, and the effectiveness of these conferences cannot be fully determined. Finally, participants’
accounts of their attitudes and behavior were not included in the analysis.
It was, therefore, difficult to determine the factors contributing to their
participation mode. Despite these limitations, this study’s findings contribute new knowledge to the field by providing an in-depth, contextualized analysis of how teacher and students interacted and participated in
small group conferences conducted in an EFL context. In particular, the
results of the study pointed to the prominent role played by the instructor
and the limited interaction among student writers and reviewers.
The finding that the instructor played a crucial and leading role in the
conferences was similar to the claims of previous studies (Ching, 2011;
Thomas, 1986; Yeh, 2017). In the current study, the instructor’s prominent
role can be observed from two aspects. First, the quantitative results indicated that the instructor was involved in four-fifths of all interactions
in the two conferences. In terms of time investment, both conferences included substantial time for the instructor to provide individualized feedback in a small group. In fact, the length of the teacher feedback phase
was approximately 3 times greater than that of the peer response phase,
suggesting a significant dominance of the teacher in the conferences.
Qualitatively, it can be seen that the instructor either mediated the interactions between writer and reviewer and between reviewers or provided
feedback and instruction for individual students or small groups, shouldering the major responsibility of steering the conferences and engaging
the learners.
In contrast, this study found only limited interactions among student
participants, a finding corroborating a previous study on paired conferences (Yeh, 2017). The limited amount of interaction among the writer and
peer reviewers may be accounted for by three factors. First, the conference
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time may be too limited to allow students space for discussing revision
strategies or seeking clarification from peer reviewers. Given that each
writer was on average allotted 10 short minutes to read aloud the essay
and receive peer and teacher feedback, not surprisingly, the time left for
peer discussion and meaning negotiation was constrained. Furthermore,
although students were required to give feedback on peer writing, they, as
writers, were generally neither inclined to solicit nor required to respond
to peer feedback, which also accounted for the limited amount of peer
interaction in the two conferences. The lengthy teacher feedback observed
in this study may also contribute to minimal peer interactions for two
reasons: either the students perceived little obligation or responsibility, or
they had scant opportunity to enact the role of peer reviewer.
In terms of participation structure, results of the study suggested that
these small group conferences conducted in an EFL context contained
the three activities outlined in Ching’s (2014) framework—teacher–
student conference, peer response, and apprenticeship of student reviewers; yet, it appeared that the apprenticeship activity—the one that makes
the small group conference a unique learning opportunity—was given
the least prominence. This finding may be attributable to the instructor’s
design of the conferences, which apparently prioritized teacher feedback
for individual writers over peer response. Moreover, partly to meet the
schedule and ensure a fair distribution of work and benefits, the instructor
exercised tight control over the peer response process, including when
the floor should be handed over and who should speak next. Arguably,
these factors resulted in limited student contributions and minimal negotiation—whether between the teacher and students or among students.
It may therefore be concluded that despite its affordances for meaning
negotiation and collaborative talk among peers, the small group conference can still become a pedagogical process predominantly dictated and
shaped by the teacher.
Although the data revealed the instructor’s authority in matters of
conference structure and discourse rules, a high degree of student autonomy was also evidenced in one particular episode in Conference B (shown
in Excerpt 5), in which one student reviewer was joined by another in
making commentary and the writer sought immediate clarification from
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her peers. The entire process proceeded in a spontaneous manner, free of
the instructor’s apparent control and influence. When learners took the
initiative in peer response, the instructor was more likely to participate in
a collaborative way and as an equal. These observations indicate that in a
small group conference, the teacher–student relationship can be conceptualized as a continuum, with teacher authority at one end and learner
autonomy at the other. While it has often been the case that stronger
teacher control results in reduced student autonomy, the influence may
work in both directions. Even with the teacher’s intention to promote
student autonomy in response practices, if learners remain passive to
avoid being “asked to do much work” (Ulichny & Watson-Gegeo, 1989,
p. 325), the teacher may be inclined or even forced to adopt the role of
authority, particularly in contexts where the knowledge–transmission
teaching model is the norm. However, when learners are willing to accept the challenge and take more initiative, the instructor may suspend
the authority usually ascribed to the teacher. In other words, the teacher’s
exertion of authority can potentially be influenced by students’ exercise of
autonomy.
Conclusion and Implications
Clearly, there were advantages for students who participated in these
group conferences. They had their writing problems identified and were
given direction in their revisions. They also learned to give feedback and
developed “capacities for engaging in academic literate practices” (Ching,
2011, p. 113). Their confidence as reviewers was also expected to increase,
particularly when their comments were confirmed by similar feedback
provided by the teacher or their peers. However, it seemed that much
could have been changed in the two conferences. Instead of being forced
to give spontaneous responses in the meeting, students could have been
given a chance to read peer drafts in advance and prepare themselves for
the conference. Instead of nominating students for peer response, the
instructor could have encouraged free interaction to create an environment for interactive peer response. Instead of reserving much conference
time for teacher feedback, the instructor could have kept to a facilitator’s
role to minimize teacher authority and maximize student autonomy in
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the conference. Nevertheless, most of these pitfalls can be avoided if the
teacher establishes priorities in advance and the chosen priorities are
conveyed clearly to students.
If the priority is to develop students’ ability to give quality responses
to writing, the teacher should ensure that adequate time be set aside. In
the present study, approximately one-third of the conference time was
spent on the writer reading aloud to peers and the instructor, which constrained the time available for giving and receiving feedback. To make
the best use of conference time, students may be required to prepare
in advance by reading and acquainting themselves with the content of
their peers’ works. This way, the entire conference can be devoted to the
exchange of ideas among the teacher and student participants. To ensure
students’ utmost participation in the group conference, they may also be
asked to write down questions or thoughts about their peers’ writing before the conference begins so that they may become more active in the
conferencing process.
In the same vein, it is also imperative that students be adequately
oriented to the purpose of and their roles in a group conference. As noted,
students’ perceptions of their roles may influence their positioning in
group interaction, which, in turn, arguably impacts their attitude and
behavior in the conferences. A clearer understanding of their and the
teacher’s roles may empower students and encourage active participation
and equal sharing of responsibility for the effectiveness of the conference.
Furthermore, teachers should seek to foster students’ ability to solicit and
negotiate feedback. This can be done in several ways. Prior to the conference, sample questions and language structures can be provided for explicit instruction on seeking and giving feedback. During the conference,
the writer should be encouraged to respond to or seek clarification from
the reviewer, who may also learn, with the teacher’s help and supervision,
how to rephrase, elaborate, and provide examples in order to make the
comments comprehensible and acceptable to the writer.
Further research employing different methodologies will need to
be undertaken to verify and complement the findings of this study.
Specifically, studies on participant perspectives on group conferences
may shed more light on the affective factors in the practice. Students’
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subsequent revision may also be matched with teacher- or learner-initiated comments to ascertain whether and why feedback from different
sources is adopted or abandoned and how such decisions are influenced by
teacher–learner interaction in the small group conference.
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Creating Space for Student Engagement
With Revision: An Example of a
Feedback-Rich Class for
Second-Language Writers
Kyung Min Kim
Miami University
Given that feedback from different sources is combined to ripple through the entire
revision process, it is important to create a space where students can understand
and interact with different modes of feedback in order to work through it. However,
pedagogy for the use of multiple feedback sources from a practitioner’s perspective
has been rare. To address this paucity of attention, this teaching article suggests a
feedback-rich framework to help students grow as independent writers who can
navigate the various interactional spaces for their writing and presents a narrative
example of a feedback-rich environment for an ESL first-year composition class.
Teacher observations of student performance indicate that the emphasis on multiple forms of feedback and reflection helped the students become more analytical
about their revisions, more active in writing conferences, more willing to solicit
feedback, and thus more engaged with revision.

Keywords: second-language writing, ESL composition, L2 feedback, revision, reflection, first-year composition
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A prominent part of our job as composition teachers is to offer
comments on student papers. Certainly, providing feedback does not
necessarily guarantee that students will become strong writers (Sommers,
2006) if they do not engage with the writing process. Research demonstrates that profound disparities can remain between the feedback
offered by the teacher and feedback processed by the student, partly because the ways students understand feedback may vary (Evans, 2013).
Unfortunately, a primary concern of L2 feedback scholarship has been
to provide different modes of feedback, as if feedback could be successful “if delivered effectively rather than if it is received [emphasis in
original] attentively” (p. 90), as Zhang and Hyland (2018) tellingly argued. Consequently, it is imperative to educate students to engage with
feedback by promoting dialogic moments through multiple modes
(Hyland & Hyland, 2006). Acknowledging an ecological process in
which multiple factors mediate the effects of feedback, Evans (2013)
highlighted the role of the teacher in creating “the environment to
facilitate an integrated, holistic, and iterative assessment feedback design”
(p. 97). This article describes a principled feedback framework incorporating multiple feedback interactions for a classroom community of practice by presenting a narrative example of a feedback-rich environment for
an ESL first-year composition class from a teacher’s perspective.
Background
An extensive body of literature has shown that feedback plays a significant role in writing development (e.g., Bitchener & Ferris, 2012;
Ferris & Hedgcock, 2014; Sommers, 2006). Despite the inconsistency of
research findings—presumably due to contextual factors, individual variations, or differences in methodologies (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012; Evans,
2013; Ferris, Liu, Sinha, & Senna, 2013)—research encompasses a wide
range of feedback types, indicating that students in fact encounter different kinds of feedback: focused written corrective feedback (Bitchener &
Knoch, 2010), peer feedback (Yu & Lee, 2014; Yu & Hu, 2017), electronic
peer feedback (Tolosa, East, & Villers, 2013), and indirect correction feedback with brief affective comments (Tang & Liu, 2018), to name a few.
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However, the combined effects of feedback in different modes
have yet to be widely explored. Different sources of feedback, such
as teacher and peer feedback, have been well documented in the L2
feedback literature, yet mostly in isolation. A few research studies document the value of other types of feedback in L2 writing: asynchronous
teacher electronic feedback (such as electronic files) and synchronous teacher electronic feedback (such as text chats) (Ene & Upton, 2018), teacher- and computer-generated feedback (Zhang & Hyland, 2018), written and audio feedback (Ahern-Dodson & Reisinger,
2017), and multiple sources of feedback from different communities
of practice (Kim, 2016, 2018). For example, Zhang and Hyland (2018)
conducted a case study of two Chinese university students to examine
how they engaged with teacher- and computer-generated feedback.
The students demonstrated different engagement styles when they
received both types of feedback. The researchers found that student
engagement with writing assignments is “a dynamic process whereby
behavioral, affective, and cognitive responses are simultaneously at
work” (p. 100). They suggested that more opportunities for different
sources of feedback could lead to stronger engagement with writing tasks,
which is crucial for feedback uptake.
If it is indeed, as the authors suggest, more powerful to address different sources of feedback collectively, research should be conducted to
provide more evidence for the potentially beneficial effect of bringing different sources of feedback together. Still, pedagogy for the use of multiple
feedback sources from a practitioner’s perspective has been exceedingly
rare. Teachers are not merely feedback providers; they create, organize,
and enrich activities for feedback. The resulting feedback discourse permeates the class community and ideally the broader communities as well;
students might solicit feedback from senior peers in their disciplines or
discuss the feedback casually over coffee with their friends. Conspicuously
absent in the feedback literature are the ways in which teachers provide
feedback (Evans, 2013) and descriptive accounts of a pedagogical model
from a teacher’s perspective (Vyatkina, 2011). To address this paucity of
attention, this article describes an illustrative sequence that promotes a
feedback-rich classroom—a communal model of feedback. In the following sections, I will summarize the guiding principles grounded in current
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best-practice theory and provide an example of the proposed framework
in my own composition courses that embodies these principles.
The Feedback-Rich Framework: Principles of Effective
Feedback Practices
The first principle is to position students as independent writers
who evaluate their writing (Rodway, 2017). Therefore, I view students as
writers who can actively seek different sources of feedback and process
that feedback using their analytical skills. To better understand this goal,
two approaches are necessary in L2 writing. First, a direct approach is
needed to teach EAL (English as an additional language) students their
positioning as “active participant[s]” (Evans, 2013, p. 79), the recursive
nature of revision, and writing as a process because often the students are
not familiar with these concepts. Second, it is critical to integrate selfevaluative activities (Rodway, 2017) and self-reflection (Sommers, 2013)
in writing classrooms. In short, a feedback cycle involving constant reflection and timely explicit instruction helps students view revision as “a joint
process” (Shvidko, 2015, p. 55) that requires interaction.
The second principle is that different modes of feedback can achieve
synergy within the ecology of the class. Of critical importance is the
recognition of the dialogic and collaborative nature of feedback practices (Evans, 2013; Macklin, 2016) that makes multiple levels of synergy
possible. For instance, Ahern-Dodson and Reisinger (2017) argued that
a mix of written and audio feedback in the L2—French in this case—
increases learners’ engagement with the writing process. They demonstrated distinctions between oral feedback and written feedback even on
the same assignment, in addition to the greater length of oral feedback. As
a student participant recalled in their study, learners can even notice different tones of oral feedback. One of the possible reasons the researchers
presented for deeper engagement through audio feedback was that “orality opens the door to continued discussion more than writing” (p. 139).
Thus, they argued for a combination of both written and oral feedback because this combination ultimately produces “more organic conversations
about writing” (p. 141). Therefore, to encourage stronger engagement
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with writing, teachers should provide ample opportunities for different
types of feedback, resulting in meaningful conversations about revision.
A final principle with which I align my feedback practices is that
teachers should allow students to use all the resources available to them,
including their L1s. Canagarajah (2013) stated that language “users treat
all available codes as a repertoire in their everyday communication” and
“don’t have separate competences for separately labeled languages” (p. 6).
For my students, the available resources included their content knowledge
and their L1, because all the students came from the same country and
had the same L1, although they had different life stories and varying degrees of literacy in their common L1. Research reveals the value of using
the L1 in peer response (Yu & Lee, 2016) because it can help L2 writers
provide more elaborate explanations with confidence (Chamcharatsri,
2017) and work on challenging vocabulary and grammar issues (Storch &
Wigglesworth, 2003), as well as content and organization (Yu & Lee, 2014).
While the use of the L1 to facilitate EAL learning seems feasible only in
classes where all the students share the L1, students could pair up with a
classmate speaking the same L1, when possible, in classes where students
are of mixed L1 backgrounds. In conclusion, the core of the feedback-rich
model is its flexibility, as teachers must create a space that embodies the
principles mentioned above but adapt based on their evaluation of student needs and learning contexts. In the next section, I will describe how
these principles were enacted in my ESL composition courses.
Context
Since no rigorous data collection procedures were employed, this
teaching article is not designed to generalize the conclusion. Instead, it
presents an example of a feedback-rich class from a teacher’s perspective. I
collected student work and carefully reviewed my reflection notes, course
materials, and written feedback on the students’ drafts. I implemented the
feedback-rich model in three classes of first-year ESL composition at a
U.S. university. Each class consisted of about 15 students from China. The
classes met three times a week for 75 minutes each time. Students worked
on multiple drafts of five written assignments and went through all the
stages of the revision process for each assignment. They were required to
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submit their assignments online using the Canvas learning management
system. The course also involved low-stakes writing activities, such as
in-class reflective writing, mainly at important stages of revision—after
students received different sources of feedback. The majority of the students were not familiar with either a multiple-draft setting for writing
or the notion of revision as a process because their English writing experiences were mainly from college entrance exams or the TOEFL.

Figure 1. The feedback-rich model.
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Enacting the Feedback-Rich Framework: An Example
Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the communal model of feedback my
students used during the revision process.
The Groundwork for Revision: Positioning Students as
Writers With Agency
After students produced their first drafts, I facilitated a discussion to help students perceive themselves as independent writers and
“active participant[s]” (Evans, 2013, p. 79) in the feedback process who
can regulate their feedback network and the resulting revision process:
assess the weaknesses and strengths of their drafts, arrange writing consultation sessions with the instructor or the writing center, monitor their
progress, and negotiate their strategies accordingly. The discussion started
with defining the revision process and was supported with complementary tools (including a PowerPoint slide, as shown in Figure 2). This step
served as an opportunity for the students to deconstruct the prevalent notion of revision as fixing errors. They learned that feedback is important in
helping shape the ideas the author has attempted to convey and improving
the effectiveness of the delivery of those ideas. This way, my students and
I developed a learning community that valued interaction for feedback.

Figure 2. A PowerPoint slide for class discussion.
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I expanded their ideas of the various resources they could seek out
for feedback, and this expansion in itself is crucial to effective feedback
(Evans, 2013). Students’ active role as writers shaped our revision discourse and consequently the entire feedback and revision process. That is,
the diagram in Figure 2 enabled the writers to visualize themselves at the
center of the revision process.
Guiding Students Through Peer Response
With the ultimate aim of fostering peer feedback as a collaborative
space, I designed peer review workshops in a step-by-step approach that
was spread over several lessons, each with a clearly articulated goal. Peer
response involved three different types of feedback: (a) written feedback
on a peer response form, (b) electronic peer feedback via comments/track
changes in Microsoft Word, and (c) oral feedback. This arrangement enhanced the learning outcomes in two ways. Oral feedback supported
written feedback (Chamcharatsri, 2017) on the one hand, and different
modes of feedback promoted dialogic space for writing (Ahern-Dodson
& Reisinger, 2017), resulting in a rich discourse of revision, on the other.
In structuring peer feedback activities, I also kept in mind that peer feedback—particularly in L2 classrooms—can work well for organization and
content (Leki, 1990) but perhaps not “at the editing/form-focused stage of
the writing process” (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012, p. 154).
Figure 3 is a set of instructions for one of the peer review workshops
where students were to analyze the rhetoric of a newspaper article in an
essay.
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Figure 3. A PowerPoint slide for peer response.
In my focus on analyzing rhetorical decisions and their effectiveness, I started by modeling the role of a reviewer. I projected a sample
draft from the past semester to the screen and asked the students how
they would comment on the sample. Then, I modeled how I, as a reviewer, would comment on the sample essay and use the peer response
form and the evaluation criteria as checklists. It was evident that the
students tried to emulate what I did when I gave them enough time and
a clear focus. I observed most of the pairs engaged in animated conversations with each other, specifically on global concerns that required intellectual depth and knowledge building, indicating the benefits of teacher
modeling and the use of checklists to guide peer review (Bitchener &
Ferris, 2012; Chang, 2015). Students were allowed to speak the L1 for
oral feedback, one of the mediating strategies in peer feedback (Villamil
& de Guerrero, 1996). Finally, peer response ended with low-stakes
reflective writing, in which the students explained the feedback they
received, how they felt about it, and how they would revise their drafts.
Structuring peer response into these three stages ensured that students
not only received multiple modes of guided feedback but also reflected
on and analyzed that feedback.
The interactive nature of the peer response workshops seemed beneficial to both the reviewers’ evaluative abilities (Lundstrom & Baker,
2009) and the writers’ drafts, as students worked through individualized
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feedback by constructing a collective understanding of the target task
and academic expectations. During the peer review process, students reviewed the evaluation criteria as well as the peer feedback checklist. Asking
clarifying questions and seeing examples enabled students to demystify
the evaluation process and reinforce their conceptualization of the task,
which is as important as correcting a misunderstanding. Yet, this level of
clarity was possible only when we had collaborative dialogue among the
teacher, the writer, and the reviewer. This dialogue helped students spend
time on the aspects of the assignment that mattered most. For example, a
student was working on a digital composition—a video in her case—that
remediated her research paper on the harmful effects of pesticides. When
she watched her classmate’s video about distracted driving, she learned
how a strategic combination of logical and emotional appeal could make
an argument stronger. This student reflected positively on her chances to
see peers’ work:
Usually, videos in an argumentative genre use Logos the most, but in D’s video, she
used the Pathos appeal the most. I tried my best in my video to use Pathos but I just
used a little, this is where I should improve in my own video.

Although she was vaguely aware of the need to use affordances of multimedia for an engaging multimedia text, she did not seem to understand
what characteristics an engaging video could actually have. She shaped
the representation of her video and negotiated the expectations for the
multimodal task. This episode also exemplifies the sustainability of a communal approach because students’ knowledge can be transferred to tasks
other than a peer review workshop on essays. The communal feedback
experience helped the reviewers develop the ability to critically examine
their own work (Lundstrom & Baker, 2009) and identify expectations.
Beyond what I expected, the peer response cycle covered various topics. To illustrate, below are some extracts from students’ reflections:
• I got advice about adding details in both my story and analysis, so I
am going to do that. Maybe adding some dialogue and description
of actions will help.
• The feedback I get is that some of the in-text citations is almost plagiarism and I need to fix them.
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•

[My partner] says that in each body paragraph, I need to add an
explicit topic sentence.
• I think I should reorganize the structure of my whole essay and solve
several questions: How did the [rhetorical] strategy usually work
[in the source article]? Why did the author use this strategy for this
audience? How did this strategy make this specific audience feel or
respond? I should add all of these to my essay because my essay lacks
those components.
These statements were inspiring because they told me that the students were capable of addressing higher level issues and prioritizing
global issues over editing issues: promoting clarity and development,
citing sources academically, acting on the audience expectations, making discourse-level transitions, and maintaining logical organization and
coherence, among other aspects. These findings were encouraging because the peer feedback from my previous courses, which did not involve
active oral interactions, focused almost exclusively on surface language
errors and short responses to prompts without critical depth. I admit that
these issues should be addressed, but they should be addressed along with
higher level goals such as organization. Frustratingly, there were still
some students who perceived their grammar as the only issue, though far
more students were noticeably engaged in the structured feedback process
than in the past.
Looking back, it comes as a surprise that many students perceived
the collaborative peer response as very helpful to writing, as evidenced
in student reflection. By contrast, my previous students had often complained about the uselessness of peer feedback, partially because the
activities were less structured and they did not trust their peers’ knowledge (Evans, 2013). I speculate that these previous issues were resolved
through the more structured and interactive approach to peer review
workshops mentioned above and my comments on in-class reflections via
Canvas, as the “Teacher Feedback” section delineates.
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Bringing the Outside Collaboration Into the Course
In addition to the dialogues within the course community, my
students’ feedback experiences resulted in more desirable learning outcomes because they integrated other sources of feedback beyond the
classroom. I sought to incorporate on-campus resources such as
the writing center or the English language learner writing center (where
students receive help with language issues) into the class to enact the feedback-rich model. Integrating these resources into the class could take on
many forms. I awarded extra points for a writing center consultation—a
conventional way to encourage students to seek out more feedback,
except that in this case the dialogue from the writing center was embedded within the in-class revision workshop. That is, in addition to visiting the writing center, students were encouraged to share the feedback
from the writing center with other students during peer reviews and were
required to reflect on that experience for in-class writing.
For instance, one student went to the writing center with his
descriptive essay draft about his study abroad experience. He wrote for
the in-class reflection that the consultation session addressed lexical appropriateness. In this essay draft, he had described his dorm as being in
“silent mode” to depict how overwhelming the silence in the room was.
The consultant had showed him how to find alternative phrases and had
suggested several options to replace “silent mode,” including an oxymoron such as “deafening silence.” The student wrote that he went through
the same process for other word choices. Then, significantly, during peer
review in my class, he was able to apply that learning in the comments he
made on his classmate’s draft and inspire other students with what he had
learned. This conversation about lexical choices then led the entire class
to discuss the resources available online, and I was able to provide explicit
instruction on how to use a thesaurus for synonyms, corpora for natural
discourse, and other useful software tools. This anecdote shows how vital
it is to organically coordinate activities with explicit instruction by letting students’ concerns shape the subject and timing of instruction. This
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flexibility increased the lesson’s immediate relevance to their writing and
created lasting effects, as was evident in their later essays.
Teacher Feedback: Global to Specific
As depicted in Figure 4, teacher feedback was also provided in
multiple forms, including assessment criteria as feedback, electronic
feedback in informal reflections through Canvas, verbal feedback in student-teacher conferences, and electronic feedback using the comment
function in Microsoft Word.

Figure 4. Teacher feedback in different forms.
With different foci, students received four sources of feedback. First, I
capitalized on task-specific evaluation criteria (Lee, 2011; Evans, 2013) to
provide the basis for an individual conference. After students received at
least one round of peer feedback and, more importantly, before we met to
discuss their papers, students received an assessment rubric from me with
highlighted items to call attention to areas for improvement. Students
were asked to review the highlighted rubric through Canvas. My purpose
for using evaluation criteria in a formative assessment was threefold: (a)
helping the writers put their concerns into perspective regarding the specific expectations for the target assignment, (b) offering a checklist for revision, and (c) helping students prepare for conferencing (Shvidko, 2015).
Second, I offered comments in response to the students’ in-class reflections on the peer feedback they had received on Canvas. When I
graded students’ reflections, I highly valued the comments they received
and emphasized the importance of revising their drafts accordingly.
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Likewise, I often ended my response by endorsing the reviewer’s insights into the writing process during peer review. This process allowed
for stronger engagement with peer feedback along with my oral feedback
in class. Not surprisingly, students tended to prioritize the highly praised
comments over those uncommented on. Considering that the discomfort of peer feedback comes partly from the writer’s “inability to trust the
sources of feedback” (Evans, 2013, p. 101), this simple strategy of validating the reviewer’s knowledge seemed conducive to the effectiveness
of peer response. One might wonder what the teacher would do if peer
comments led the writer to change something that did not need to be
changed. Within the multiple sources of feedback framework, this situation presents another dialogic moment, as another round of feedback—
whether it be from a teacher or a peer—should be concerned about the
effect of that change. The student then may have a chance to evaluate its
effectiveness or revise it for more improvement, though I have to admit
that some changes go unnoticed.
Third, I provided oral feedback on an issue of my student’s choice
during an individual conference. When we met, my students and I could
move our discussion to a new level by concentrating on one or two issues.
Effective organization and a coherent argument were generally at the tops
of their lists at this stage of revision. I perceived this stage as a new level
of the revision process because students became more independent and
our conversations became more interactive. Their agency was particularly
evident when we spent the first few minutes setting the agenda for the
meeting; they brought questions to the meeting. My strategy for a more
reciprocal interaction was that I required students to bring a hard copy
of their most updated draft to the individual conference (the only time
students needed a hard copy of their papers). Working with a hard copy
enabled us to indicate ideas in different colors. For example, when a student was concerned about reorganizing the body paragraphs of his
descriptive essay, we were able to use different colors to group ideas on
different themes easily. Color coding turned out to be very useful in solidifying the process and gave the students a list of items to work on. I
felt that the students understood our discussion better this way, particularly when we discussed reorganizing the content, shaping the thesis, and
bringing clarity to the organization of statements.
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Lastly, after conferencing, I provided written feedback using the comment function in Microsoft Word. This feedback sequence helped the
students align their representation of an assignment with the expectations. Overall, I tried to ensure that my written feedback reinforced the
classroom instruction by getting my students to self-edit their writing.
Conclusion
This article presents an example of the feedback-rich classroom to
help students grow as independent writers who can navigate the various
interactional spaces for their writing. While my example is obviously not
a representation of all composition courses, I hope that it helps writing
teachers see the value of creating more opportunities for interactive
feedback in the classroom. The multiple types of feedback that I used in
my courses included both teacher and peer feedback in different forms,
each with distinct goals: electronic feedback via Microsoft Word and the
Canvas learning management system, peer feedback scaffolded by students’ oral feedback in the L1, task-specific assessment criteria, handwritten feedback, oral feedback in writing conferences, and feedback from the
writing center. The elements of the process presented in this paper are
neither mutually exclusive nor discrete. I must admit that conversations
about revision may not be structured or orderly. Rather, some steps are
cyclical, thus reinforcing one another. On the whole, I believe that the
communal approach to feedback in my ESL composition courses was far
more successful than my previous feedback practices when I consider the
quality of student performance, class discussions, and engagement with
the revision process.
Observations from my courses indicate that the emphasis on multiple forms of feedback and reflection helped the students become more
autonomous writers in varying degrees. My class is only one manifestation of the interactive approach to feedback and was specifically attuned
to my students. However, the advantage of this feedback-rich approach
lies in its flexibility, because teachers play a pivotal role in enacting this
framework in many different forms. Indeed, the effectiveness of this approach depends largely on teachers’ capacity to customize their feedback
practices for student needs and local contexts.
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Specifically, I recommend that, as described previously, teachers integrate a short in-class reflective essay at every crucial stage of revision:
immediately after the students produce a first draft and after they receive
peer feedback and multiple types of teacher feedback. Alternatively,
teachers could encourage students to keep a feedback log, such as a running record of the feedback in Microsoft Word. Additionally, depending
on local contexts, feedback sources may not be limited to the classroom.
Students could form a group to discuss revisions outside class or online
and report back. Or they could seek feedback from senior peers in their
(future) disciplines to share with the class. No matter what forms of feedback teachers arrange, it is essential to see feedback as an opportunity
for ongoing dialogue about writing. Despite the usefulness of reflection
from a teacher’s perspective, this study is notably limited in that it does
not investigate how students perceived this course framework or whether
and how the feedback improved the quality of students’ writing assignments in the short term and their development as writers in the long term.
Moreover, it is still not clear how students address different sources of
feedback and what the resulting negotiation means concerning the degree
of engagement with revision. Further research using a systematic, qualitative design to examine these areas would, therefore, make a valuable
contribution to the field.
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